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CHAFTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this study the -writer is trying to show that by organizing the
entire year's work before the school term begine, and adding to it throughout the year, sleifle, Ienderstandings, and appreciations mae be achieved
much more thoroughly and effectively.
After mak-Ing a survey of at least fifty first grade students who were
taught social studies in the traditional manner, it vas found that a large
percentage of them reta4ned very little information about the subject
matter, and that they lacked initiative or ability to plan and carry out
piarin independently. This condition is usually caused by a lack of real
interest in what is being taught, and lack of oppartunity to participate
in the planning of interestine activities, or in carrying them aut. Teacher's
in some systems see little need for organization of subject matter in the
first grade, therefore, their teaching of social studies is usuaLly
incilentall confined meetly t( the celebration of holidays or birthdays of
a few great nen.
Because of the lack of unified agreenent on the sUbject of what is to
be 'eleht and the tehniques to be usod in teaching a course in social
studies for the first grade, the list of units in this course of study is
to be presented both to aid the teaching of social studies and the learning
of meterial by the student so that it ray be used in the life of the
individual.
The present chapter serves as an index to the folloTring chapters:
Chapter II - An Introduction to the C.11.1-sr: of Seudy
Chapeer III - Development of the Course of Study into Units
Chapter IV

.E;

-

vc.ivation

2

Chapter

V - Summary

Chapter VT

- Bibliography

What pretrnted the study.- This study, PL. Course of Study in Social
Studies for the First Grade," was suggested in Dr. Bert P. Smith's class
in Curriculum. In asking for materJals for setting up a course of study
in social studies, the sane answer was given as 12 usually given when the
subject of unit teaching is merticned--"There are very few courses of study
av-4 1able which lend thenselves to unit teaching."

There seems to be no

feasible reason why this should be true.
Statement of the problem.1, To build a course of study in social studies for the first
grade.
2. To suggest an evaluation of the entire course of study.
Score of study.- The scope includes ail the social studies that "'ill
be taught during the first year of school.
Sources of data.- Below are listed the sources
AY..ow**/maw

...Mom

which the data were

mmil•m••••••••

ob ta ined
1. Periodicals
2•

Interviews with other prira...-y teachers

3. Survey of first grade pupils

4.

Educational bulletins
State Deaartment Courses of Study

6. City System Courses cf Study
7. ISeterial received in graduate classes in airriculaum
Tchnicue of trestment, The technicue of treatment is experimental,
in that the units were developed experimentally with a group of children,
fro= day to day, ani week to week, over a period of several months.

3
Sl=ary of sirr4 1rr studies.- Sirilar stlidies have been made in various
subjects, but none identical to this study was found. These studies have
furnished so..-ae information and valuab]e iie-cs for this particular study.
J. Hulse;=

1•••$*

Hulse wrote a course of study in advanced typevriting,

using the "Suggested Arrangement few a Course of Study," by Dr. Bert R.
2
Smith, and closely following the structural pattern for a unit, 7shich was
worked out in his class in curriculum.
Kathryn McFarlane-

McFarlane -wrote a course of study in beginning

shorthand, folloring the same arrangement as the above, and adhering
strictly to the apiwyved structural pattern for units.
Chapter summary.-

The main points covered in this introductory chapter

are as follows:
1. The desirability of unit teaching in the primary field,
t

and the need for organized pJanning is discussed in the
opening paragraphs.

S 4

2.

Chapter I serves as an index for the chapters that follow.
The following item were listed and discussed in the
introductory chapter:
a. What prompted the study
b. Statement cfhe

rôiez

o. Scope of study

17--

"

Jane Hulse, A Course of Study in Advanced Typer7-1ting, unpublished Master
of Arts thesierine-..tuck7StCo_LIege1 orliing Green, Kentucky,
1914/40
2
Bert R. Smith, unpublished material outJine, Western Kentucky State
College (licn714.ng:
Green, Ketrtuck.r).

3

Y.athryn VcFarlane, A Ccurse cf Stud" ir Sec•inr...:.'n1.- Shorthand, unnuh7.1shed
Lsater of Arts thesis, ilestern i,entucky State Colieze TBoWiing Green,
Kentucky, 191:0.
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CHATTI2 II
AN

pmcla.:,?:213; TO THE COURSE aF STLJY

This Coarse of Study has been bui
lt in conformity rith the generally
accepted principles of educat
ion, and its purpose is to teprov ins
e
truction
in the social studies field of the
first grade.
Social stedies are those stneees
which help children to see their
relationship to the people in the
world about them, and to appreciat
e the
contributions of others to their
needs, comforts and pleasures.
Their
purpose is to help solve the ess
ential problems of social interc
ourse so as
to create more desirable forms
of group life.
A course of study in the social
studies based an the el-tile's soc
ial
interests can never be an exact
prescription of what children
should do. It
is merely- suggestive materi
al outlining in general the fie
lds of activity in
which first grade ehild-en are
interested.
In rra:z_ng this course the aim
ha:, not been merely to impart
knowledge
to the child; but rather to
give the child the opportunity
to understand
social relationships threugh
engeging in activities which app
eal to his in-.
terest. The activities select
ed have been chosen because of
their relation
to the various phases of lif
e with mhieh a child of this
age comes in
eonfect. These social intere
sts fall naturally into four
groups: Heme
life, School life, Industria
l 1.ife, aed Civic life.
As this is a local course of
study in social studies, the eTi
ter has
not included all the eateri
al that might be included in a
sat -vide program.
In this plan, the items for
a full program will be mentioned
, with a brief
ieeession cf each, aad the ind
ividuel course le:11 include jus
t the developmert of the social studie
s progree. foe the first gra
de.
The following rateriel reale: be
included in a state-.wide progra
r that

6

will not be discussed fully in the local course cf study:
into five
1. A diagram or chart. The chart is to be divided
ning
committees showing the actual organization and functio
of the program.
a.

-ative committee with the purpose, responsible
Adrinist,
agents, advisory agents, and committees.

b. Production committees with the purpose, responsible
agents, advisory agents, and committees.
c.

Texte]letion committees with the purpose, responsible
agents. advisory agents, and committees.

d. Evaluation committees with the purpose, respeneible
agents, advisory agents, and committees.
e. Editing ceme-tttees with the purpose, responsible agents,
advisory agents,and ccmmittees.
2. Steps in curriculum building.

The superintendent should sense

the need and after the people have been made to see the need,
he should go about fulfilling the desires of the people in an
orderly and systematic way.

A list of the steps have been

devised for setting up a continuous revision program for the
eerriealum.

3. Philosophy of education. In this age of rapid changes the
curriculum maker finds himself confronted with numerous viewpoints and philosophies of the real function of the schools.
The writer believes that education is life, and that life
implies Le

h.

Meeation? therefore? is the process of

continuoes ads!astment and grorth through worth-while eee
perieeess which fit the Lndividuel both to live ahundantly

and to serve society to the mPritmun.
The school should be greatly concerned that children
learn to express thenselvel: richly and satisfyingly through
mans that are socinlly acceptable, so that happiness and
satisfactory adjustments may result. There are many social
attitudes, undere.Anriings, appreciations, and sk-ills that
are very important educationally, but mhich may be acquired
in common by children very different in mental ability.
It is the task of the teacher and curriculum maker to
select and organize materials which mill give the learner
that development most helpful in meeting and controllinE life
situations.

The method by -which the learner works out these

life-like experiences and enterprises should be such as c.-A.1141
fcr the greatest self-direction, assumption of responsibility,
and the exercise of choice in terns of life values.

I.

Principles to guide the program.

The first outstanding

principle in educational guidance is to set up a philosophy
of life, edllastion, and curriculum. The other principles to
guide the program should be used after this first one has
.L?i;ermined.

5.

Terninology. In order to avoid confusion in .thought among
curriculum builders, certain definitions ar terms should be
agreed upon.

6. Objectives of education. The goal of education is to prepare
the individual for sane and successful living, and at the
same timc

to promote the welfare of democratic society of

which he is a part.

;n order to realize this goal, a number

of important objectives have been set up by the Connission
appointed by the Natinnal Eduzation Association.
7.

Objectives of the subject. In each isolated subject, there
will be definite, vital goals that must be attained in order
to make the course worth while.

The objectives have been set up in thie course of study to provide
knowledge and understanding, attitedee, habits, ad appreciations that will
enable the student to use the skill that he has developed in the social
studies field and also to broaden the perspective in other fields of everyday living. Because of the fact that many things other than social studies
are necessary for the develcpment of a mellerounded person'ity„ the writer
has correlated as many other subjects with the course as is feasible,
The Objectives in this course of study have been set up according to
the foliating plan so that each one may be clear cut and easily foiled:

Objectives for Social Studies
I. Knowledge and understanding of:
L. Hone life
B. Safety education

D. Transportetion
E. Fart life
II.

Attitudes tcardt
L. Cooperation in the hams
B. Importance of safety belpers mho protect us
C.

i'espect 4"or ccrers rie, produce oer food and clothing

D. Value of the wort.: cf may inventors

9

III. Habits of:
A. Being careful
B. Being courteous to all
C. Being grateful

Ti'.

Appreciation for:
I. A good home and kind parents
B. WOrkPrs who protect us
C. Workers who provide us with food and clothing
D. Wor-ers who provide us with comfozts and pleas..res
E. Workers who provide comfortable, safe traruTcatation

The Structural. Pattern for a Unitl
I. Title
It.

Introduction

TTT. Table of contents

IV.

Criterla

V. Grade placement—time allotment
VI. Central theme
VII.

Objectives1
A. Knoriedre and lalderstanding of4
B. Attitudes towardt
C. Habits of:
&pereci,
7tIons fort

VIII.
II.

Approaches
Development of procedure,
A. Study guides with rno?cific referencer and hor to study
•••••••

Class Ccenstrim t.icn in Curriculum.
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B. SUbject nattc_tr--knotaedi_;e--understaneing
C. !xtivities, projocts, problems
D. Correlations
E. Work sheets
X.
XI.

Culminating activity
Outcomes:
A. Knowledge and understanding of:
B.

Attitudes toward:

C. Habits of:
D. Appreciation far:
XII. Leads to other units
XIII.

Evaluations—lieasuring results
A. Teacher tests
B.

Pupil tests
1. Knowledge and understanding
2.

Attitude

3. Habit

4.
XIV.

Appreciation

Bibliography
A. To7.1-!cr
B. Pupil

The Criteria of a Unit of Work
It should involve a variety of direct sensory e3.periences.
2.

It should prot,
ide for some free, informal association of the
PrLP:as•

4

Wester!: Reserve Univety, Curriculum Laborato17:7, aal.Leti
n No. 17,
November 30, 1931, p. 6.

3.

It should provide an opportunity for manipulation or bodily
activity.

L.

The parts of the unit should make a coherent whole.

S. It

should provide a considerable amount of pupil activity.

6. It should be satisfying or the anticipation of the outcome
should be satisfying.

7. it should provide sufficient concrete and illustrative materials.
8. The unit

work should have a useful purpose in the present or

future life of the pupil.

9. It should reproduce actual life situations, as fez as possible.
10. It should utilize materials as they occur in life, and in books
which are being studied.
U. It shonlii contain accurate information.
12. It should provide an opportunity to jud:e, choose, and evalnate.

13. It should provide an opp,-,rtunity for the pupil to originate, plan,
and direct the activity, as far as possible.
14. It should be within the avndleble tint.
, limit.
15. The exposition should be clear enough to make it possible for a
new teacher to put the unit in practice if she so desires.
t. It should state clearly II:lere materials may be obtained.
17.

.4

tf

When references are giver, they should be complete and exact,
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MAY:Ea =I
M INTO II=
DE7r1OPICErr CE A C0-J3SE CF STI
is to
the Course in Social Studies
in
used
be
to
is
that
rial
The mate
be divided into five units:
Unit I

- Home Life

Unit II - Safety Education
Unit III - Cormmmity Life
Unit IV

- Transportation

Unit V

- Farm Life

t is
g to the structural pattern tha
Each unit is developed accordin
given on page 9 for the unit plan.
Home Life
ees
ld provide the children exnerieh
The work of the first grade shou
clear how
and school life and which make
hone
of
ing
mean
the
ease
h
incr
whic
ct the child.
various people and acencies affe

In fact, the home is the

work of this grade. From a study
foundation on which to build the
o a
er the child may be guided int
activities of the mother and fath
directly upon his welfare and
those camerunity activities that bear
rstand that each member of this
The teacher shaUld help him to unde

of the
study of
happiness.
world

to
for certain tr.ork that contributes
into Which he has come is responsible
that he, too, is responsible for
the welfare and happiness of all, and
he
interesting and varied experiences
contributing his share. Through
g
father and mother make in supplyin
will begin to appreciate the efforts
and pleasure.
the family with food, clothing, shelter,

Thus if, ire:ei the

fall in the social studies field.1
basis for important understandings that

lahassee: State
The Course cf Stud:- fcr Florirle - Elementar7 Schoels (Tal
Dept.-OT-TaUtation,
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Grade placement - - First grade
Tine allotment - - Six weeks
Central there - - - The home as the center of happy ferl'il
y life
Objectives
I.

Knowledge and understanding of:
A. Farily relationships
B. Dutiss and resnonsibilities of the home members
C. The importance of whalesome recreation fcr entire famil
y group
D. The need for homes
E. Types of homes
F. Materials used in builng houses
G. Workers necessary for construction of dwellings
Ftvsical aspects of a desirable home
1. Conveniert rooms
L.

Accessibility to father's pork

3. Accessibility to school
4. Concenizi nef:',.aborhood
T,

ways to make homes more attractive

El. Attitudes toward2
A. 1431ring all hame Aezbers
B. EaspectinE wishes of otherS
C. Thoughtful consideration for other
s
D. Family unitrand cooperation
E.

Friendliness and courtesy to strangers

F. P:ide in respons'hility
having a pleasant dis2onition
?ride in be_iaz econo71-eal

114
"*.

Ill.

Habits of:
A. Helping keep the home neat and clean
B. Keeping self clean and healthy
C. Being polite in homo and school, as elsewhere
D. Being helpful and unselfish
E. Being thrifty in use of materials, clothing, and money
F. Making good use of materials at hand
G. Being kind and consirierate of all helpers

IV.

Appreciation for:
A. The duties and loving care of parents
B. The value of healthful food and balaneed meals
C. Healthful, suitable clothing
D. Orderliness and cleanliness in the home
E. Opportunities for pleasure
F. Family helpers
G. Hone, as the center of happy family life

Approaches
As this is to be the first unit of the year's *work, much time will be
split in "getti,, accipaiyItcd" v .th the children, and listening to their
conversation about pets, the nes- baby, their homes, and parents.

After

discussing family activities, the song, "Everybody Ought to Love Mother"
could be taught.
, and pictures of families could be found in various
readers.

Other auggested approaches foliovl

1. Tell story of 'Little Red Riding Hood."
a.

C-L3CUSS faz.jV

re-lationshinl” vhal she vent to visit, and

vfnat she took tohr grandmother.
b. Children may tell of visits to grandparents.

is

2. Show stereoptican filmslides: "The Three Little Pigs."
a. Discuss the kinds of houses chosen, and which pig made the
best choice.
b. Dramatize story.
3.

Tell the story of

The Little Red Hen and the Fox."

a. Discuss the work of the little hen in caring for her house.
b. Dramatize story.

4.

Poet pictures of fPmili s and homes on bulletin board.

5.

Playir

with the school dolls, and small playhouse, often creates

a desire on the part of the children to build a real playhouse in
mtich they can carry on housekeeping activities.

6. Children nay wish to draw pictures of their on fanny members
after re?1;ing chart and primer stories about interesting fPrrilies.
<
Study Guide I
FP1761yMeMbers
Discus nPrPs and relation_hip of the fat ly members in various
primers and social studies readers. Tell about the children's
pets _rld playmates.
tI.

nan; c: youyr farily members: father, mother, brothers,
and sisters. If there is a baby in your home, tell the class haw
old it is, and some things it can do. 1010 you ever visit your
grandfather and grandmother? rihere do they live?

Find the

picture of Tam and Susan visiting their grandparents in the
countr. (Peterls Fanilv) Tell some inLeresting things they

die At:ac there.
Discuss the adjustment of farny differences.

Listen to str,ries

of how family differences can be settled by setting personal

16

preferences aside, as Tom and Susan did when Mother nand the baby.
Notice, also, their lack of jealousy when Father brought a present
to Baby instead of to them.

Because of love, they were willing to

share, not only toys, but affection, pleasures, and tasks.

References for students:
B. R. Buckingham, The Children's Bookshelf, Let's Plaz (Atlanta: Ginn
and Co., 1934), pp. 19-21.
ri1d-ed English and Thomas Alexander, Jo-Boy (Atlanta: Johnson
Publishing Co., 1935), P- l•
F. N. Freeman, Child-Story R121fiers, Terry and Billy (Neu York: Lyons
and Carnahan, 1935)2 PP• 27-28, 140.
A. I. Gates and Miriam Huber, Work-Play Books, Peter and Peggy
Mew York: Macm6i1Pn Co., 1932), p. 15.
W. S. Gray, Before We Read (Atlanta: Scott, Foresmaa and Company,
1940), pp. 21, 40.

W. S. Gray, We Work and Play (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and Company,
1940), pp. 8, 9.
Julia Hahn, Who Knows? (Atlanta: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1937), pp. 2-8,

Paul R. Hanna, Peter's Family (Atlanta: Scott, Foreaman and Company,
1942), pp. 6-22.
Gertrude HIlereth, Easy Growth in Rear,ing, .1.;E
2.. . and Muff (Atlanta:

ii

The John C. Winston Co., 1940), PP. 10-11: 32-33.
Mabel O'Donnell, Hay Elgri (Evanston: Row, Peterson Co., 1933), PP. 2-6.
,

pp. 3o-31.
4.*

in anC Dc7 Out (Evanston: Row, Peterson Go., 1938),
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Grace E. Storm,

and Tuck (New York: Lyrns and Carnahan, 1936),

PP- 'P 39
References for teach ern
Sara C. Bryant, Stories to Tell to Children (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1907), pp. 53, 57.
holli-c Dann, First Year Music (New York: American
Book Co., 1914),

P.7.• 114,

914.

Paul R. Hanna, David's Friends at School (htlanta
: Scott, Foresman
and Co., 1936), pp. 114-115, 127.
Miriam B. Huber, The Poetry Book (New York: Rand
McNally Co., 1926),
III, 4, So.
Edna Johnson, and Carrie E. Scott, AnthO12041
E of Children's Literature
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1948
), pp. 104, 109, 144, 247, 902.
(bourne EcConathy and others, The .1 2Usic
Hour Bock I (New York:
Silver, Burdett Co., 1929), p. 36.
J. J. Reynoldo

Modern E2fla for Children, Book IV (New York Noble
:

and Noble Co., 1925
), Pp. 78, 64, 90.
, Modern Poetr,r for Clldren, Book VI (New York:
Noble
ard Noble Co., 19200 pp. 74, 91.
E. Storm, "Social Studiez " Childcraft (Chi
cago: The Quarrie
Corporation, 1939) LE, 188-201.

:
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Subject Matter I
Far:1y Yerbers
•

I.

Names and EelationShips
A. Family member of book friends
1. Father
2.

Mother

3. Brother

4.

Sister

S.

Baby

B. Family members of pupils
1. Father
2. Mother
3. Brothers

4.

Sisters

C. Sez.ondary relationships

11.

1.

Grandfather

2.

Grandmother

Family Jnity
A. Satisfactory adjustment of fami1y differences
B. MIllingriess to share
1. TLys
2. Plasures

4,4
4

3.

Affection of parents

4.

iasks

19
Activities

T

Family Members
I. Discussing names and relationships of book frie
nds: father,
mother, brnthers, and sisters. Discussi
ng also, the names of
their on fanily members, and somethin
g about their hone life.
II.

Listening to songs about Mother: "Mr-O
-T-H-E-R," "Everybody Ought
to Love Mother," "Family Song," "Cradle
Sang„" and. "Grandma."

III. Listening to lullAbies played an phan
ograp_ cr piano: "Sweet and
Low," and "Lullaby," by 3rahms.
IV. List,ening to poems about Mother and
home life: "Which Laved Best,"
Boy's Mother," "Now," "Obedience," "Onl
y One Mother," and
*Somebody's Mother."
V.

Listening to stories about home life
: "The Three Bears," "The

Three Little Pigs," "The Three Little
Kittens," "The Fox and the
Little Red Hen," "Tittle Red Riding Hood
," and "Hansel and Gretel."
VI. Dramatizing stories of home life
: "The Three Bears," "The Three
Little Pigs," "Red Riding Hood," "The
Fox and the Little Red Hen,"
and "Jcinsel and Gretel."
VII.

Coloring pictures in work books
which match the pre-primer being
used. Drarrna pictux.es
fanLly
,s.oloreci crayons
and large risces of paper. Dmwlng
free-hand pictures of pets.
VIII. Making booklets illustrating
family lembers of book friends.
Magazine pictures may be cut out
and pasted in booklets with
typed iabels placed uncer each
picture. "Pet" booklets may be
rade in
same way.

20

Correlations I
Family Merbers
I.

Reading: The chi liren may read stories of family life frulA Our
Story Book chart, and from experience charts which they have
composed with the assistance of their teacher. Si

le pre-primers

may also be used.
II. Language: The follertng poerc maybe read to the children for
enjoyment and discussion: "rhich Loved Best," "A Boy's Mother,"
"Now," "Cbedience," "Only One Mother," and "Sonbody's Mother."
The following stories may be told and dramatized: "The Three
Bears," "The Three Little Pigs," "The Three Little Kittens," "The
Fax and the Little Red Hen," and "Hansel and Gretel."
Music: The children may listen to lullabies played on the piano
or phonograph: "Sweet and Low," and "Lullaby," by Bmhms. They
may listen to Bangs: "'_!-C-T-F1-E-R," "Everybody Ought to Lave
Mother," "Family Song," "Creeds, Song," and "Grandmother."
IV.

Numbers: The children may count the members of their own fenilies,
and the meMbers of other families in the charts and books read.
They may also be taught to recognize small groups of dots or
.ohjeot.s without countire ther-

V.

Writing:

Children may learn to write own names, and the words

"Mother," "Father," and "Baby."
VI.

Art:

Pupils may cut out pictures of homes and paste them an large

pieces of construction paper, than paste pictures of children and
their pets in the yard.

They may make booklets sharini; members: of

their own farilies, or they may rish to label the pictures with
names of children in their pre-primers.

Children may rake drawings

21

of family groups and pets. "Pet" booklets nay be mariel ustig
macazine pictures.
VII.

Health: Discuss the foods which Mother prepares, and why it is
irportant to eat a variety rather than too much of the sane kind.

Work Sheet I
Fly Members
I.

Directions:

DTSW a circle around all the words that mean farrily

members:

II.
St:

bail

eat

love

brother

cat

baby

father

pets

box

dog

sister

mother

Baby

ball

run

Father

top

Mother

PUPPY

baby

Directions:

Draw a line under the words that mean family members:

1. I love my

bax
boat
mother

2. I love my

father
table
door

3. I have a

tree
house
brother

4.

I have a

sister
flag
pony

5.

I like a little

lock
baby
tree

Key to ?tun( Sheet I
Ffirr". 1 y yerbers

t.
I.

Row 1 across top line:

brother

II. 1. mother

2?
Ran 2: baby, father

2. father

Raw 3: sister, mother, Baby

3. brother

Ron

4: Father,

Mother, baby

4. sister

S. baby
Study Guide II
The Farrily Works
I. Discuss the various duties of mothers in the home: caring for the
children, keeping the home neat and clean, preparing food for the
fAmily, sewing and mending, mashing and ironing, and nursi
ng
members of the family- when necessary. Discuss also, the vario
us
duties of mothers in the commnrity: attending P-T.A. meetings,
doing welfare work, and doing church or Sunday Schoolwork
.
II. Discuss the work that fathers do at home: cutting grass
, building
fires, tendinc the furnace, working the garden, keepi
ng the home
in repair, painting and rending ftrniturel making swings
and seesaws for the Children. Discuss also, the reasons for fathe
rs working away from home. What kind of work does
your father do?

Name

some other kinds of work done by fathers.
TIT.

Name some of the duties of children in the home.
to help Mother?

That can you do to help father?

other relatives in your home?

at can you do
DO you have any

How can you help them? that can

you do for yull...rsclf and younger meMbers of the family
that wi11
help Mother. Discuss various things children can do
in the
co=mity, as good citizens.
'Refr:rences for studentos
Dorothy Baruch, Good Times Tith Or Friends (Atlanta:
.1,cott, Foresman
an' Co., 1941), pp. 25-31.
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B. R. Bucl-7 - -.1P-1, Let's Play (Atlanta: Gin= and Co., 1931), PP.

39-15-

Mildred English, and Thomas Alernreer, JD-Boy (At1Pnta: Johnson
Publishing Co., 1935), pp. 18, 30, 61.
F. N. Freeman, Child-Story Readers, Terry and Billy (New York: Lyons
and Carnahan, 1935), pp.
W.

S.

74-76.

Gray, Before We Read (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and Co.,
1940),

pp. 20-21.
W. S. Gray, We Work and Play (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1940),
pp. 3, 20, 48.
17. S. Gray, and Lay H. Arbuthnot, Fun With Dick and Jane (Atlanta:
Scott 2 Foresman and Co., 1940), PP.
Julia Hahn, Who Knows? (Atlanta:

34-35.

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1937), pp. 18,20.

Paul R. Hanna, Peter's Far4lz (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1942),
pp. 24, 29, 30, 32,

34, 45-46.

Mabel O'Donnell, Hannv Days (Evanston: Row, Peterson Co., 1938), pp. 5-6.
, Day in and Dal --Out (Evanston: Raw, Peterson Co., 1938)
r-

1-5

References for teachers:
Bulletin IX, A Guide to Teaching in the Prima= Grades (Tellassee:
Stal.e Dept. of Educion, 1941,), ea-...ire bulletin.
Hollis Dann, First Year Music (New York: American Book Co.,
1914)2
pp.

86, 94.

Baybelle Glenn and others, The World of Music, Listen and Sing
(New York: Ginn and Co., 1936),

pp. 40, 46, 93.

Edna Johnson, (,errie! E. Scott, and E. Sickels, Antholo-v cf Children
's
Literature (bew York: Koughton
Revised Ed.

•'•

itirlin

Co., 19'.:8), pp. 881, 879.
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J. J. Reynolils, Modern Poetry for Child-er, Book TV (New York: Noble
and NoLle Cu., 1926), pp. 50, 63, 64.
Subject latter II
The Fam-ily Works
I.

Duties of the parents:
L. kother's work
1.

In the home
a. Cares for the children
b. Keeps hone clean
c. Prepares food for the fowlily
d. Sews and minas
e. Warhes and irons
f. Cans fruit and vegetables
g. Nurses members of fornily when necespry

2.

In the community
a. Takes part in club work and P-T.A.
b. Does church and Sunday School work
c. Does welfare work

S.

WW1+

1.

At home
a. duts grass
b. Builds and tends fires
c. Works in garden
d. Keeps home in repair
e. Paints and neazir furnf.ture
f. lf,akeE: sw-Ings ami see-samr for children
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2.

bay from home
a. Father must provide for needs of rprily
(1) food
(2) clothing
(3) shelter
(L4) education
(5) i4rinsemcnt
b. Fathers do many different kinds of work
(1) Selling: groceries, cloth -inc., gasoline, cars,
insurance, real estate
(2) Building: houses, telephone lines, cars,
machinerT-,
train
s
4
(3)

Operating: farm maelinpry, trains, buses, steam
shovels, trucks, ships, manufacturing pla-ts

(4) Managing: farm, banks, offices, stores

(5) Professiona:i.:

as doctors, dentists, lawyers,

teachers, ministers, lecturers, writers
II.

Duties of the children:
A.

At home
1.

mother
a. Set the table
b. Dry the dishes
c. Take care of baby when mrther is bun7 or
tired
d. ?1c1: up playthings
e. Take care of clothes
f. Run errands
E. Feed and care for pets

viiiimembidommommw.,-
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h. 1.ssist in keeping house ord
erly
i. Help prepare fruit and vegeta
bles
j. Sweep and dust
2. Help father
a. Rake leaves
b. Run errands
c. Be thrifty
d. Shar appreciation forall
. he does
3.

Helm other relatives in the
hone
a. Run errands for them
b. Be thoughtf'Il of them
c. Be respectful

1.Help

selves and one another

a. Bathe and dress self
b. Keep face, hands, and
na_ils clean
C. Keep hair combed
d. Help younger
(1) To drcss
(2) To keep face and hands cle
an
(3) To learn how to play fai
r
(4) To Observe safety rules
B. In the community
1. At stores
a. Wait for turn mben sho
pping
b. Ile courtous to salesp
eople
2.

At parks and playgrounds
a. Picl: up papers after
a picnic
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b. Share playgrouni equipment with others
c. Respect property of others
Activities II
The Family Works
I.

ReAding experience charts composed by the pupils, and pre-primer
stories about the worl: of various members of family groups.

II.

Listening to stories, and re-telling stories of happy fPr-ily
members.

111. Finding stories and pictures in library books about the
work done
by various farrmy members.
IV.

Discussing the many ways in which children can be helpfu
l in the
home.

V. Singing songs about home and the work of fa-ily
members.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Singing 111-es.
Thawing free-hand pictures of fpmily menhers at work.
Making posters and booklets using magazine pictures
to illustrate
work done by family members.

IX.

Drawing free-hand pictures of fruits and vetetables, as:
carrots,
apples, pears, grapes, cherries, potatoes trr tonato
es.

I. Playing singing games as: "The Farmer," and "Joll
y is the Miller.0
LE.

Listening to poems about work and play in the home.
Correlations II
The Family Works

I. Reading:

Children compose original stories for charts. as:

That Yother Does for Us
!other cooks for us.
She sews for us.
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She sweeps the house.
She mashes dishes.
She takes care of Baby.
I like to help gy metr.
I love my mother.
Pupils continue to read pre-primers and charts wIlich tell about the
work of various family meMbers. They may use work books, such as
We Work and Play, and follow directions.
.
77

Language:

Discuss the duties of fceriliy members, and the various

occupations of fathers and mothers.

Listen to poems, and discuss:

"Work While You Work," "One Thing at a Time," "My Shadow," and "The
Children nay wish to memorize sore of these for asserbly.

Swing."

Pupils nay listen to stories about the duties and responsibilities
of home members, frcm varicus primers and social studies readers.
III.

Music:

Children may sing songs about home and farily, as: "Mother

Dear," "Setting the Table," and "The Birthday Party."
IV.

Numbers:

Children count papers needed in making posters and

booklets. They mill pet needed practice in making figures when
they nunber the booklet pe.{:es.
V. Writing:

Children continue practicinr awn names, and names of

children in their books.
Vi.

Lr'::

Children may make posters tc illustrate work done by reriiy

menbers.

These ray be free-hand, or magazine pictures neatly

pasted, with appropriate labels written or pasted underneath.
Posters may also be made, showing the good food rother prepares
for her family. 7ree-hand drawings may be made of bmis of fruit
or baskets of veretables.

A mural could be nade, showin::

activities of the fay for one day.

,
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VII.

Health:

The children may make original health jingles, and act

out the song, "This is the Way We Brush Our Teeth," (Comb Our Hair,
Wash Oar Hands, etc. Tune: "Here We Go Round the Mnlberry Bush").
Other singing games about the work of fathers are: "The Farmer,"
and "Jolly is the Miller."
Children may view the film, "Kids rust Eat," and discuss it.

Work Sheet 11
The
I.

FO-Tni l yWork

Directions: Draw a ring around the correct answer:
1. Does Mother work?

Yes

No

2. Does Father work?

Yes

No

3. Do you help Mather?

Yes

No

4.

Yes

No

5. Do you like to play?

Yes

No

6. Do you like to dra1,1

Yes

No

7. Do you like pets?

Yes

No

8. Can children feed pets?

Yes

No

9. Can pets help Mother to cook?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Can children help Father?

10. Can you dress yourself?
Li.

DireciA.ons:

brag( a line under all words in the columns

which are

saw as the word at the tops
work

play

help

home

Mother

Children

Baby

love

2. Baby

pets

help

like

3. work

play

can

b.

feed

help

1.

17 Ether

5. rcr

""*"

Play

hor6
Does

the
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Key to Work Sheet II

3. Yes

5. vc
_t . ,

7. Yes

2. Yes

4.

6. Yes

C. Yes

work

play

help

home

I. 1. Yes

II.

Yes

3

3

2

5

5

4

9.

Yes

10. Yes

4

Study Guide III
Family Fun
I.

Think of a number of things you enjoy doing at
home. What radio
program do you enjoy most?
your favorit_ story?

Which toys do you like best?

What is

Do you like to help with the chores?

you ever had a flower or vegetable garden
of your own?

Tell the

class about your pets, and what you do in
caring for them.
you ever had a birthday party?

Have

Have

Tell the class about it. Which

holiday do you enjoy most? Why?
II.

Tell about trips you have enjoyed with your
4-aeiTy:

picnics, going

to the zoo, going to a circus, going to
the beach, going to perks
and playgrounds, going to the theater,
or visiting relatives and
friends.

you been an any long, sight—seeing trips?

Tell the

class the !nost interesting thIngs you remer
iber seeing. Do you
like to go Shopping with hother?

Do you enjoy going to S•ntrtny

School or church with your family?
III. Find pictures of families having fun
together, and tell some cf
the most interesting things the:: were doin
g.
Supper in you.

yard?

Have you ever haGt

Dc you enjoy having Father and Lother play

games le.th you. Do you think they need
any recreation? Why?
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Have you ever seen yourself in a moving
picture?
play school?

Do yo-.1 like to

Should you like to play in an orchestra,cr rhyt
hm

band?
References for students:
B. R. Buckingham, Let's Pl,m (Atlanta:

Ginn and Co., 1934), pp. 7-12.

Mildred English, and Thnnas Alexander, Jo-B
ov (Atlanta: Johnson
Publishing Co.,

1935), pp. 32-38.

F. N. Freeman, Child-Story Readers, Terry and
Billy, (New York: Lyons
and Carnahan, 1935), PP. 27-2
8, 40.
A. 1. Gates, and others, Work-Play Books,
Peter and Peggy (New York:
Macmillan Co., 1932), pp. 15-23.
W. S. Cray, Before we Read (Atlanta: Scot
t, Foresman and Co., 1940),
pp. 36-41.
, We Work and Play (Atlanta: Scott, Yore
sman and Co., 194O),
pp. 7-10.
, and May R. Arbuthnot, Fun With Dick
and Jane (Atlanta:
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1940), pp.
18-21.
Paul R. Hanna, Peter's Family (Atlanta
: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1942),
pp. 102-123.
Gertrude Hildret)., Bay G,t,,,Lh in Read
inc
The John

'ac ,nd Muff (Atlanta:

C. tInston Co., 1940), pp. 10-33,
44-48.

Mabel O'Donnell, Hay DM^B (Evansto
n: Row, Peterson Co., 1939),
pp. 20-44.
Da7

in and Day Out (Evanston: Row, Peterson
Co., 1936),

pp. 1-8.
Grace E. Storm,

in and 'Itu.c...sk (hew Icric: Lyc.is and

PP. 3:-.14.

•

no•

, 136),
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References for teachers:
E. E. Dopp, Bobby anj Betty at Home (':el.s York: Rand, MoNg11.7 Co., 1930),
pp. 1-20.
0. McConathy, and others, The Music Hour, Book I (Nee- York: Silver,
Burdett Co., 1929), Pp. 6, 16, 58.
, The Music Hour, Book II (New lork: Silver,
Burdett Co., 1929), P. 68.
Lois G. Nemec, School Friends (New York: The MacrillAn. Co.,
1940),
pp. 1-15.
, Let's Take Turns (New York: The Uacmillan Co., 1940),
pp. 1-20.
Lucia Rose, Peter and Polly in Summer (New York: Baker
and Taylor Co.,
1927), pp. 70-82.
Surrry Walker, Hallowe'en Fun (New York: Baker and
Taylor Co., 195;),
p. 29.

Subject Matter III
Fair ly Fun
I. Home pleasures:
A. Listenire, to
B. Listening to radio programs
C. tiscussing interesting events of the day.
D. Playing r!th toys
E. Helping with chores
F.

Caring for plants
1. Flower gardens
2.

Veget.acle gardens

3. Potted plants
G.

Caring for pets
1. Feeding
2. Watering

3. Cleaning cages or houses

II.

H.

Having birthday parties

I.

Celebrating holidays

Family pleasures outside the home:
A. Having

piPrit'S

B. Going to the zoo
C. Going to the

eir=3

D. Going to the beach
E. Going to parks and playgrounds
F. Going to the theater
G. Visiting relatives and friend's
H. GoIng an sight—seeing tours
I. Going shopping
J. Going to

s

nday School or church

III. Pleasures enjoyed by book friendst
L.

Having sup:,.?er in the yarci,

D.

Playing games together

C.

Viewing home movies

D.

Playing schooi
Playing in home orchestra

Activities III
Family Fun
I.

Discussing things the cYlt'ren enjoy doinj at home.

314
71.

Discussing the good times nu2ils have had with their families,
an long trips,

CT

in the comaunity.

III.

Finding pictures and stories of families having fun together.

IV.

Reading stories from Our 21E Book Chart about Bob and Nancy's
farrily having a picnic in the park.

V.
VI.
VII.

Ilaid.ng and reading experience cnarts composed by the children.
Finding and reading stories about pets and toys.
Listening to stories about good tines at hnmes rs

or told by

the teacher.
VIII.
IX.

Singing songs about holtda7s, games, and pets.
Counting number of candles on birthday cakes in work books and
primers.

X. Measurim with rulers to make stage and puppets for marion
ette
play.
Xi.

Tritjmg names of toys: ball, boat, car, top, doll.
of pets: cat, dog, rabbit, bird, pig.

Writing nanes

Practicing words previously

learned.
XTT.

Urawing and coloring jack-o-lanterns, birthday cakes, toys
and
pets.

XIII.

Coloring pictures of toys and pets in work books.

making booklets with magazine pictures of toys, pets, flowe
rs, or
nappy families.

XIV.

Making the stage, properties, and puppets for the play,
lEpartnondas."

IV.
rvI.

Discussing the value of recreation.
YnT sound motiun picture,

Gray Burma."
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Correlations III
Family Fun
I. Reading:

Read stories from social studies primers about fami
lies

having good times together. Make charts
composed by the children,
telling of their experiences.
II.

Language:

Read Cr Pin' Book Chart picnic story.

Eiscuss the good timp9 children have had with
family

members at home and in the community.

Children may tell interest-

ing things seen an trips. The teacher may
read stories from
Hallowe'en Fun, hobby and Bettr, at Home,
Pnd Peter and Pollz in
Summer. Plan to give a puppet show, l'Epa
minondas."
III. Mnsic:

Chileren may learn the songs, "Hallowe'en,"
"I Had a Little

Doggy," and "Jump Rope,"
IV. Nrmbers:

Count nuMber of candles on birthday cakes in
workbooks

and primers.

Count nvnber of balloons and favors shown
in picture

of birthday parties.

Measure with rulers to maks stage and

puppets for the play, "Epaninondas."
V. Writing: Make labels for pictures of
toys and pets in booklets.
(cat, dog, rabbit, bird, pig, ball, boat,
car, top, ball). Practice
own na:w.ts and words previoz;s1,-- learnei.
VI.

Art: Draw and cclor jack-o-larterns, birt
hday cakes, toys and pets.
Color picture's of toys and pets in work
books. Make booklets,
using magazine pictures of toys, pets
, flowers, or happy families.
Make the marionette theater, properti
es and puppets for the pier.
VII. Health: DiSCUSS the value of recr
eation for all meribers of the
family, and the benefits of fresh
air and sunshine. Discuss th*
need for safety at the beach, at the
too, at the circus, and at
the playground. View the sound moti
on picture, "Little Cray Bunny."
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Work Sheet III
Far:lly Fun
I.

Lirections:

After reading Cr Ta Book chart, ask the children to

draw a ring around the correct answers:
1. Did Mac go to the picric?

Yes

No

2. Did he ride in the oar?

Yes

No

3, Did Father and Mother go in the earl

Yes

No

4.

Did Bob and Nancy go in the oar?

Yes

No

5.

Did Baby ride the pony with Nancy?

Yes

No

II. Directions:

Draw a line from the sentence to the correct word

in each group:
1. Bob likes to play with

little
Mac
red

2. Nancy likes to play with

ruff
can
see

3, The kittens like to play with the

4.

I like to play with

5.

I like to play ball with izy

Digg

box
ba.11
bed
toys
big
good
Father
help
find

Key to Work Sheet TTT
I. 1. yes

IT

1. lilac

2. No

2. Vuff

3. Yes

3. ball

4. Yes

4. toys

5.

5. Father

No
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Studj Guide IV
Our Homss

I. Give several reasons for needing homes.
II. In your social studies book, fin
d at least five different types
of homes. Which hone do jou lik
e best?
Name six kinds of material use
d in building houses.
IV.

Look in your book and find pic
tures of men who do different kinds
of work in the construction of
buildings. What do we call them?
V. Name the different rooms sho
wn in your book. Which room would
you like far your own? Does
your houe have a play room? Do
you
have any special place to put
your toys?

VI. How can we make our homes
more attractive?

Haw can you help the

appearance of your home?
References for students:
Dorothy Baruch, Good Times Wit
h Our Friends (Atlanta: Scott,
Foresman
and Co., 1941), p. 18.
B.R. Buckingham, Let's Play (1.t1a
nte:

Ginn and Co., 1934),
pp. 13-18.

F.N. Freeman, Child-Story Rea
ders, Terry and Billy (Nev York:
Lyons
an,-; r.e.rnaharl Co.. '235),
pp. 30-br.
L.I. Gates: and others, Work-P
lay Books, Peter and Pegor (Ne
r Yorks
The Uacmillan Co., 1932), pp.
36-40.
Gray., Before ti'e Read (!4.tlAn
ta: Scott, Foresman and Co.
, 1940),
1213.
PP.
Paul R. Hanna, Peter's Fad
.ly, a social studies primer
.(Ltlanta:
Scott, Foresnan and Co.,
1942), pp. 76-100.
Igabel O'Donnell, Here and
There, a pre-primer (Evanston:
Ro l Peterson
Co., 1938), PP• 1-3.
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Grace E. Storm, Nip and Tuck (Nev York: Lyons and Carraban Co., 1936),
Pp. 7, 18.

References for teachers:
Hollin Dann, First Year Lusie (New York: American Book Co., 1910,

Pp- 78, 90, 94.
Edna Johnson, and others, Anthology of Childrents Literature (Revised
edition, New York: Houghton Lifflin Co., 1948), PP. n, 103, 104: 108,
109, 111, 679, 881.
Alice Riley, and Jessie L. Gaynor, Songs of the Child World, Book I
;Philadelph4A: The John Church Co., 1927), pp. 13, 82.
1 Songs of the Child World, Book II
(Philadelphia: The John Church Co., 1927), p. 74-

, orrics of tiie Child World, Bock III
(Philadelphia: The John Church Co., 1927), pp. 21, 75.

Subject Latter IV
Our Moms
I. Why have homes:
Plotect:Lui from
1. Storns
2. Cold

3. Rost
4. Tr..is
B. Comfort and pleasure
1. :test
2. Eat

3. Play

wn.ather
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4. Head
5. Entertain
TI.

Types of homes:
A. Bungalow
B. DIplex
C. Apartment house
D.

Hotel

E. Pent house
F. Cottage
C. Cabin
H.

Garage apartmeut

I. Trailer
J.
ITT.

Houseboat

Materials used in building
houses:
A. Lumber
B.

Brick

C. Stone
D. Concrete
E. Tile
F. Shingles
1. Wood
2. AsbesteS
G.

Glass

H. Slatu
Yorkers necessary for constr
uction of dwellings:
A. Carpenters
B. Bricklayers
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C. Stone-Gasons
D.

Painters

E.

Plasterers

F.

Plumbers

G. Electricians

V.

H.

Paper hangers

I.

Gas men

Physical aspects of a desirable hone:
L.

Convenient. rooms
1. Well-placed in relation to each other
2. Sufficient number for family

a. Living roam
b. Dining roam
c. Bed roams
d. Kitchen
e. Bath roam
3. Sufficient closet space

VI.

S.

Accessibility to father's 'work

C.

Accessibility to school

D.

Gca6en 4P 1 nei7hbarnood

Ways to make homes more attracti
ve:
A.

Choose suitable furnitartet
Eeep rooms orderjq-

t4,51

C.

Leep house paLnted and in good repair

J.

Rave
I. Grass cut
2. Shrubs

4

yam!

r1 flowers cared for properly
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Activities IV
Our Hones
I. Listening to storics about homes.
II.
II!.

Composing and reading charts about the things done during unit.
Beading stories about homes and playhouses, in various primers
and pre-primers.

IV.

Going on an excursion to aee a new house being built:
A.Obtainiug permission
B.

Watching builders

C. Finding out about materials used
D. Learning the names of tools used in building
E. Fintiing out about floor plan
V. Discussing things learned during excursion.
VI.
VII.

Viewing slides about the lnrber industry and brick-making.
amr:lat5zing the "story of the Three Bears," "The Three Little
Pigs," and "The Gingerbread Boy."

VIII.

Listening to poems:

"1.!y. Shadow," "The Duel," "The Land of

Counterpane," and "The Siring."
LE.

Singing songs about the work of builders, caring for a home,
and love of flowers.

X. Playing singing games about bnild&rg, entertaining visitors
;Ind the work of the home.
XI.
X:I.

Listening to records for appreciation and rhythm.
Creating origin:J.1 songs about the home, the farily, a tlayhouse,
dolls, or toys.

XIII. Feading page nunl-lers„ learring to tell time on large clock,
and r-ea.slint teerkone nuMberts.

L2
XIV. writing page numbers in booklets, making calendars, and keeping
fecords of measurements.
XV.

Counting materials for distribution, keeping score for games,
counting nurber of cookies, plates, and napkins needee for party.

XVI.

Learning

aring of terms of comparison:

many, few, large, small,

long, short, near, far, high, law.
XVII.
XVIII.

Eistinguishing between place and number as: first, second, third
Writing own naLle and the names of articles of furniture for
picture dictionary.

Ia. Making free-hand drawings of 'Little Red Riding Hoorrand
her home,
and the 'Old Woman and Her Shoe.'
U. Making a picture dictionary by cutting pictur
es of furniture from
Old catalogues, and writ5ng labels under pictur
es. Use simple,
stick-print des4 gre for covers.
I.

Cutting without guide Jinen, the following shapes: the bowls
, beds,
cbmil-s, and table for'The Three Beare;tand the outlin
e of the

tr5-rigerbrglad

Boy."

XXII. Showing and discu3s4ng the following pictur
es: "Calmaady Children,"
by Lawrence, "Little Riding Hood," by Smith, "The Twc Sister
s,"
by Sorcilo, t, h57.-iten of 4nA-rles I," "'Feeding Her
Birds," by
Millet, "At Grandmother's," by Artz, and "Artist and Daught
er,"
by LeBrun,
17III.

Discussing emple health r..11es to remember: the need for fresh
air, exercise, and plenty of sleep, and the need for fruft
,
vegetables, and

my.

Planning and beildiag a pla•stouse and furnit
ure.

IMT. Playing housekleping.

Correlations IV
Our Homes
T.

Reading:

Children compose and read charts about things seen and

done during the unit, as:
We
We
We
We

We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We

made pictures.
colored the pictures.
made posters.
made booklets.
sang songs.
listened to music.
played in the band.
played games.
learned poems.
told stories and played them.
saw pictures an the screen.
rent to see a new house.
talked to the workmen.
made charts and read them.
Our Playhouse

We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We

made a playhouse.
mace a bed.
made one dresser.
made four chairs.
made three rags.
made some curtains.
made a couch.
made two tables.
made a stove.
made doll clothes.
played keeping house.
learned to make cake.
Our Party

We had a party.
Our moters came to the party.
We had cake and Jell°.
We played "I See You."
We gave readings.
We gave plays.
We sang songs.
We had a good time.
Childrev co.mose charts about rlans for biding and furrishing

r.

the 1.1ayhouse, an

about the house-work to be do:le, as:

',.

•

We shall make a playhouse.
Jack rill bring a hammer.
Eob will bring a sar.
Lnn will bring some
re have some mall board.
Er. Hall will help us put on the rocf.

We shall make some furniture for our
new playhouse.
We have some boxes.
We shall make some chairs.
We shall make a table.
We shall make a bed.
Children look at pictures and read stor
ies about hones and playhouses, in various primers and preprimers.
II.

Language: Children listen to stories1
about homes and hone life,
as: "The Hut in the Forest," "The
House That Jack ?uilt," "The
Wee, Wee Woman," "The Three Little
Pigs," "The Three Bears," and
"The Gingerbread Boy."

The last three are easily dramatiz
ed.

Children rill also enjoy the flowin
g poems:2 "Song for a Little
House," "Animal Crackers," Ty Shadom,"
"The Duel," "The Land of
Counterpane," and "The Swini;." Some
of these poems may be memorized
by re-reading frequently.
III. Music:

The following songs may be taught:

the Song of the Masons,"

Sons of Child's World, No. 3), p.
75. "My Father
Was a Carpenter, (Hollis Din, Firs
t Year Music, p. 78), "Sweeping
and Dusting," (Riley-Gaynor, Song
s of the Child's World, No. 2,
P. 714), "The Tulips," and "TIle Little Housewif
e," (Riley-Gaynor,

E&A Johnson and others, Anth
cloc.7 of Children's Literature (New
Ycrk:
Houghton Vifflin, 19248), pi:.
99,
105, 11, 109, 104, 103.
2
Ibid., 885, 88'4, 879, 21
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Songs Cl the Child's World, No. 1, pp. 62, 13).

Singing games

about entertaining, buildire, and housework include the following: "Come and See," (Riley-Gaynor, Songs of the Child World,
Ee. 3,
p. 21), "London Bridge," and "Here We Go Rolend the Yulberry Bush,"
(Hollis Dann, First Year Music, pp. 90, 9)).
may be played by the ehethm band.
songs about home.

The last two numbers

Children may create original

The follanirg phonograph records may be played

for aepreciatian: "In a Clock Store," Victor N.
35324, "Narcissus,"
Columbia No. 45085, "To a rad Rose," Victor No. 17691
, "Humorescuc,"
Victor No. 16774. For rhythm, the following are
recomnended:
"Amaryllis," Columbia No. 16476, "Spinning Song,"
Columbia No.18598,
"Waitting Doll," Columbia No. 18634
.
TV.

Numbers: Children practice firviing pages in books
by referring to
table of contents.

They may learn to tell tiue on a large cloek,

read telephone numbers, make calendars, and emep
records of meastrements needed in building and furnishing the playh
ouse. They also
may count materials for distribution, count
the number of plates,
cookies, and napkins needed for party, and
eractice writing figures
when numbering pages in booklets.
During the construction of the
playhouse and furnishings, the children may
learn the meaning of
the following terms of compariscu:
short, near, far, high, lar.

many, few, large, smell, long,

Through varied experiences they may

learn the meaning of "first," "second," and
"third."
V.

Writing:

Children continue practice cn naee and the nanes
of

articles of furniture.
VI.

Art:

Make free-hand drawines of "Little eed hidin
g Hood," and

her home, and "The old Woman and
Her Shoe."

Boolelets may be made
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by cuttinc pictures of furniture from old catalogues and labeling
them correctly.

Simple stick-print designs are good fcr the bodelct

covers. Practice in cutting without guide lines is given through
interest in the story. of "The Three Bears," and "The Gingerbread
Boy."

The bowls, beds, chairs, and table of the bears have simple

outline forms, and are good practice in cormerative sizes.

The

paper for the boy may be folded in order to cut the arms and legs
the same length.

The children may wish to draw or cut the picture

of "little Red Piing Hood," after an art appreciation lesson showing and discussing this picture by Smith, and several others
which
have ch-;lri...en as their subjects.

After showing "Children of Charles

I.," let the children discover that "Baby Stuart" is a detail
of
the former. If possible, shaq and discuss "The TWO Sister
s,"
"Feeding Her Birds," and "At Grandmother's."

Explain that the

picture "Artist and Daughter" was painted by the
mother. Fmcourace
the chiLiren to paint their own pictures.
VII.

Health:

Discuss the need for sunshine, fresh air, plenty of

exercise, and plenty of slaep.

Ask the chilriren to name sore of

the foods they like best, a7ldwhy we should eat fruit
art- vef7etables.
Ask why milk is called "the perfect food."
VI1I.

Manual /;rts:

Build playhouse and furniture large enough for
the

chilflren to use comfortably.
as well

Use anslinge crates and apple boxes,

packing crates which come around school supplies.

Rugs

awaybe woven or burlap bags may be painted
to represent mgr.
Curtains may I.

hemmed al.: scarves decorated with crayon desijn
s.

All furniture should be paiuted, and the couch
should lot "uphclstered."

The ehildren will need toy telephones, and
these may be
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modeled of clay if desired.

Playing housekeeping will be a never-

ending delight, with committees teving turns at the various tasks.
It may be necessar:i. to do the real baking of cookies in the lunchroom kitchen, but the mixing of ingredients should be done in the
playhouse.
Work Sheet IV
Our Homes
I.

Directions:

Cross out all

1101TiS

which are not types of hones:

1. bungalow
2. carpenter
3. apartment house

I.

hotel

S.

plasterer

6. duplex
7. cottace
8. electrician
9. trriler
10. painter
(Children may refer to labels under the pictures on bullet4n board).
II.

Direction!):

Cross out all the words which do not

an materials

used in building houses:
1. asbestos

6. lumber

2. cabin

7. duplex

3. concrete

8. brick

L. cottage

9. hotct

5. brick
fll.
•
• tar

nirections:
ments:

10. snin,-;les

Underline the correct endings to the following state-
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never be painted

1. A house should

be kept in good repair
be kept clean and orderly

2. Rooms should

not be swept very often
be cut often
3. Grass should
never be cut

h.

be allowed to grow

Wemds should

be pulled up

5.

be cared for

Flowers shaaLl

be let alone
Key to Work Sheet N
Oar Homes
I. 2. carpenter

5. plasterer
8. electrician
10. painter
II. 2. cabin

4. cottage
7. duplax
9. hotel
III. 1. be kept in good repair
2. be kezt clean and ordeely

3. be

cut often

L. be

Tnaled up

5. be

cared for
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CrlrinPting Activities
Home Life
I.

Re—reading and discussinr charts made during unit.
Reviewing all nen words learned.

II.
III.
IV.

Inviting mothers to visit room and watch children play in pLarhouse.
110king cockles and Jello to serve to mothers.
Preparing exhibit of booklets, posters, and paintings
made during
unit, to show to mothers and the second grade.

V.

Having assembly program:
A.

An original play, "A Happy FAT:VIVI

B.

Readings: "Bed in Synner," "The Sting," "1'4.7 Shadow,"
and "The Duel."

C.

Songs:

"The Tulips," "The Little Housewife," and "Here
We

Go Round the

lberry Bush."

D. Folk Dance: "I See You."
E.

Rhythm Band: "Lullaby," and "London Bridg
e."

F.

Marionette Snow:

G.

Dramatizations: "Red Riding hood," and "The
Three Little Pigs."

H.

Choral Readings:

"EDPrrinondas."

"The Circus is Coming to Town," and

"The Kittens."

Outcomes of the Unit
Home Life
I.

Knowledge and mderstandin

of:

A. Parily relationships:
1. Father
^

c.

l•,,J

3. Bro-.hers

Siste-s
5.

Crandfather

6. (2:ran:Ir.:other
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B.

Duties and responsibilities of the hoze members:
1. Uother's work
a.

In the home
(1) Caring for the chilriren
(2) Keeping the nome clean
(3) Preparing food for the family
(14) Sewing and mending

(5) Washing
(6)

and ironing

Canning fruit and vegetables

(7) Nursing meMbers of family when necessary
b. In the community
(1) Talcing part in club work and P.-T.A.
(2) Doing church and Sunday School work
(3) Doing welfare work

2.

Father's work
a.

At home
(1) Cutting grass
(2) Building and tending fires
(3) Working in garden
(4) i:eeping home in repair
(5) Paintinc and mending furniture

(6) Laking

swings and see-saws for children

b. Away fron hone
(1) Providing fcr needs of 4'amily:
(a) food
(b) clothing
(c) shelter

•
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(d) education
(e) amusement

(2) Kinds

of work:

(a) Selling: groceries, clotng„ cars,
insurance, real estate
(b) BuilUing: houses, telephone lines, cars,
machinery, trains
(c) Operating: farm machinery, trains, buses,
steam shovels, trucks, ships, manufacturing
plants
(d) Uanaging: farms, banks, offices, stores
(e) Professional: as, doctors, dentists,
lawyers, teachers, mirvisters, lecturers,
writers

3. Duties of the cl7ildren
a.

At home
(1) Helping mother
(2) Helping father
(3) Helping other relatives in home
(4) Helping selves and one another

b.

In the community
(1) At stores
(a) *citing for turn when shopping
(b) Being courteous to salespeople
(2) At parks and playgrounds
(a) Picking up papers after a picnic
(b) Sharing playground equinment with others
(c) Respecting property rights cf others

C.

The imr.ortance of 741olesome recreation for entire fami2:7
group:
1. Pro,luces happiness
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2. Provides relaxation
D. The need for honcs:
1. They give protection from the -weather
2. They give comfort and pleasure

•

E.

Types of homes:
1. Bungalow
2. Duplex

3. Apartment house
4. Hotel
5. Pent house
6. Cottage
7. Cabin
8. Garage apartment
9. Trailer
10.

Holiseio-,4
,

F. Lateriais used in building houses:
1. Lunber
2.

Brick

3. Stone

4.

Concrete

5.

Tjlp

6. Shingles
a. Wood
b. Asbestos

7. Glass
8. Slate
G. Worker r,....cessary for construction of dx,c.ilings:
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1. Carpenters
2. Bri.ck-layers

3. Stone masons
4. Painters

5.

Plasterers

6.

Plumbers

7. Electricians
8. Paper hangers
9. Gas men
H. Physical aspects of a desirable home:
1. Convenient rooms
a. Well-placed
b. Sufficient nuMber for family
c. Sufficient closet space
2.

Accessibility to father's work

3.

Accessibility to school

4.

Congenial ner.hborhood

I. Ways

to make homes more attractive:

L.

By choosing suitAble furniture

2.

By

3.

By keeping house painted and in good repair

4.

Py having a weIl-kept yard

eepinc ro.,m5erly

a. Keeping grass cut
b. Keeping shrUbs trimmed
c. Ey caring for flowers properly
11. Attitude
A.

tocardt

Loving all !-,one merrbe:-s:
1. i-rnving a den -7,:•,-.' help pc.rentS
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2. Being willing to abide by their decisions

3. Having a stronger feeling of family loyalty

III.

B.

Respecting the rights and wishes of others

C.

Thoughtful consideration of others

D.

Feeling a need for fPr4ly unity and cooperation

E.

Friendllness and courtesy to strangers

F.

Having a pleqsant disposition

G.

Having pride in being economical

Habits of:
A.

Helping keep the home neat and clean

B.

Keeping self clean and healthy

C.

Being Polite in home, school, and elsewhere

D.

Being helpful and unselfish

E.

Being thrifty in use of materials, clothing, and
money

r.

aking good use of materials at hAnci
Being kind and considerate of all hplpers

IV.

P,ppreciation for:
A.

The duties and loving care of parents

B.

The value of healthfi.L. food and b1

c

meals

j. Healthful, suitable clotting
D.

Orderliness and cleanliness in the home

B. Opportunities for pleasure
F. Fanfly helpers
G. Rome, as the center of happy farnzlife
Leads to Othor Unit.a
The stud7 cf :one Life 17-121 lead to a
greater interest in sc.:0uf
measures to be observed whLle bulidirrj,
or housekeeping. ConvreatIon
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about trips to the park or playgrounds vU lead naturally to discussion
about safety practices necessary when using the playground equipment.

For

this reason, the unit that is to follow Home Life will be Safety Education.
Teacher Evaluation of the Unit
on Home Life.
To mut extent:
1. Does it involve a variety of direct
sensory exneriences?
2.

Does it provide for some free s informal
association of the pupils?

3. Does it provide an opportunity for
manipulation or bodily activity?

4. Do

the parts of the unit mAke a coherent
whole?

5. Does

it provide for a considerable amount
of pupil activity?

6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome
that is satisfactorT?

7. Does it provide sufficient concrete and
illustrative materials?

8. Does the unit of work have a useful purpose
in the present or future life of student?

9. Does it reproduce actual life situations
as far as 17,ossib16?
10. Does it utilize materials as they occur
in life and in the books being used?
U. Does it contain accurate information?
12. Does it provide an opportunity for the
ptmil to ar71,77-inate, plan, and direct the
activity, as far as possible?
13. 'Does it proviLie opper=ity to jucie,
choose, and evaluate?
14. Is it within the available tc limit
fcr the unit?

EX.
„e

V.G.

G. F. P. NOCE
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V.G.

G. F.

NONE

15. Is the exposition clear enough to
make it possible for another teacher
to put the unit into practice if she
so desires?
16. Is it clearly stated where
materials may be obtained?
/7. Are the references complete and
exact?

Fine: Check—up Tests
Unit I
Home Life
I.

Knowledge and understanOings:
A.

Directions:

Fill in the blanks with saw or seen.

1.

a bird yesterd4y.

2. I have
3.

many pretty houses.

Rave you

the picture?

4. Had you

that show before?

S. The boy

a little dog in the window.

B. Directions:

2.

Draw a line under the correct answer.

le7,3e :is good for me.

Yes

s

Coffee is good for me.

Yes

No

daily.

Yes

No

1 should drink milk every day.

Yes

No

Yen

no

3. I should drink only one glass of water

L.

S. I should sleep ten hours every night.
TT.

Attitudes;
A.

Direetions: Draw a line under the words that tell
hoe you
feel or V-Ar.]: about these ttIncs:
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1.iihen Mother calls you to come- and help her, do you
feel like saying:
a. T don't want to?
b. I'm busy?
c. All right, Mother?
2. When you see ripe fruit in a neighbor's grove, do you
always:
a. Help yourself without asking?
b. Let it alone?
C. Get others to go with you and take it?

3. When you are scolded, do you*
a. Pout the rest of the day?
b. Cr about it?
c. Rev,lize that you did something wrong?

L.

When you hurt so.Leone's feelings do you ever say:
a. I'm sorry?
b. I don't care if I did?
c. I wanted to get even with her?

5.

Do you trezt sales people or helpers in the home':
a. Kindly?
b. Unkindly?
C. Ignore them?

B. Directions:

Draw a ring around. the answer that tells haw

you feel about these things:
L.

Do you love your pc:rents?

Yes

No

2.

Do you want to play =21 the time?

Yes

Nc

3. Do you like to take are of your pets?

Yes

No

4. no

ves

you like to 111. -!--
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5.
:II.

Do you like to share your toys?

Yes

No

Habits:
Directions: Vrite the words "Yes,
' or "Yoll after each question:
1.

Do you have the habit of following directions
carefully?

2. Do you have the habit of reading books at home?

3.

Do you have the habit of being polite?

4.

Po you keep the health rules learned?

S.

Do you have the habit of b‘ing careless when crossing
the street?

6.

Do you have the

7.

Do you have the habit of telling the truth?

abit of listening carefully'

8. Do you have the habit of resting sone each

day?

9. Do you heve the habit of keeping things in their
places?
10.

Do you have the habit of working and playing well with
°there?

.

AppreciatLoni
A.

Directions:

Write "'Yes" or 'Ilion in the blank before each

question,.
1. Do you appreciate your horse?
2. Do you appreciate the good times Father pays
for,
Do you appreciate the parties Mother gives
for yo-a?

L.

Do you apprecf_ate beautiful 771owers?

S.

no

you ar2reciate your cor'-ortable clothes?

6. Do you appreciate good healthi
7.

Do you ever thank people for helping yozt?
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8.

Do you appreciate a clean, orderly room?

9.

Do you appreciate beautiful paintings?

10.
B. Directicns:

Do you appreciate good books?

Draw pictures of five things you enjoy eating.

Key to the Final Check—up Tests
Home Life
Knowledge and understandings:
A.

B.
1. saw

1. Yes

2. seen

2. No

3.

seen

3. No

Seen

4.

5. saw
II.

5

Yes

The Attitudes Tests will have no keys, because each of the student
s
may react differently to the questions.

III.

Yes

Habits:
1. Yes
2. Yes

3. ves

4.

Yes

5. ro
6. yes
7. !es

8.
9.

Yes
Y

es

4

10. Yes
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Safety Education
Social studies are those studies which help a child to a better understanding of his relationship to the home, school, cornunity, and entire
world, and which bring about the greatest contribution of good, not only to
himself, but to his social group as a whole.
The teacher of today realizes that health and safety play a very
important part in the life of the child.

Every child should be helped to

acqaire a knowledge of what good health will mean to his whole life, and to
realize that safety plays a most important part in attaining this goal.
It is a source of pride in the child to learn to take care
in many ways.

Learning that rood health needs not only good health habits,

but mast be safeguarded through protection from accidents is a most essential
part of safety education.

Growth in the understanc“rg of various causes of

accidents and that alertness often can prevent them, gives the child a respon,sihility in learning safety rules and in protecting himself wherever he may be.
Safety education develops in the child an awareness of protection for
himself and consideration in helping other children.

develops LI 'rituals%

a deeper appreciation for the metk of safety helpers, an attitude of
tclerare, and a respect far the rights of others, thua making aim a better
citizen with happier relationships.
Grade placement—First grade
Time allotment --Sfy wee;':s.
Central theme --The ihcre.asinr interier,endenco of one group upon
another
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Objectives
I.

Knorlodge and understanding of:
A. Safety at school:
1.

al the

playground

2. In the buildin;
B.

The work of safety helpers:
1. Firern
2.

Policemen

3.

Junior patrol boys

4.

Parents

5. Doctors

6. Nurses
7. Teachers

8. Janitors
9. Street cleaners
10.
C.

Health officers

Safety on the street:
1. Safety rules to rererber
2. Some street dangers to avoid

D.

Sr..-ty ;I: '.c:; arc com.munity:
1. How to prevent falls
2. Ear to avoid dangers from gas
3. how to keep safe from poisons
4. How to avo-ld cuts and scratches

5.

How to practiot, r,afet::: in play

6. For to help protect thr:- connunf.t.y
7. Hau to prevent fires in the hone
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8. Haw to prevent accidents from electricity
9. How to prevent accidents with glms
10.
II.

How to prevent burns and scalds

Attitudes toward:
A. Feeling a responsibilit: for personal
safety
B.

Being more alert to dangers easily avoi
ded

C. FeellAz a responsibility for promotin
g safety habits:
1. &home
2.

At school

3. On the playground
D. Showing courtesy and fair play to
others
E. Being thoughtful about protecting
others
F. Having increased respect for laws
and rules
G. Having increased respect for firemen
and policeluan
H. Vllingness to cooperate with the
safety natrol
Habits of: A.

Obsrving all safety precautions

B.

Being thoughtful for safety of othe
rs

C.

Showing courtesy and consideration fcr
others

D.

Thinking before acting, especially
in situations
involving danger

E.

Wore_ng cooperatively -frith group

F. Sharing ideas vith group
TV.

kTreciations fors
A..

The eafety problems which chileren
may help to solve

B.

Traffic rules which bring protection
to children

C. The care and protecti..el of
parents
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D. Thu workers who protect us
E.

Neatness and ort...erlinezs
1.

In the home

2.

In the school

3. On the playground
F. Good citizenship
G.

The responsibility of each ind
ividual
1.

To make the school a safer pla
ce

2.

To make the comamaity a bet
ter place
Approaches

ChLldren may be hurt thrtug
h carelessness, wtile running, cr
using playground equipment
. The pupils will usually discus
s zu
.n accident,
and how it could have bee
n avrided. Other suggested approa
ches follow:
1.

Visual aids:
a.

kovies

b. Stereoptican slides
c.

Newspaper pictures of wrecks

2. Ln exrursion to the fir
e station with a defi=fte purpos
e
'n vier, md a list of things
to look for, sr

as:

a. How the alarm is turned
in
b. Where the firemen sle
ep
C. How firerer know where
the fire is
d. thy firemen have to live
at the static=
e.

Other duties of firemen bes
idcs

3. A v4cit and talk by a pclice
man or firemar
14. Store: dealing with safety
in traffic, th.z —
.
--2 ceman as
a friend to children, and
stories about ti-le
cf
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firemen

5.

Safety songs

6. Safety poems
7. The sound of a fire plp-rm, and the passing of a fire
truck

8. Fosters announcing 'ire Prevention week, or National
Safety Council posters

Study Guide I
Safety at School
I. Give five rules for the safe use of playground
equipment.
II. Give three reasons for assignment of play areas
by teachers.
III.

Give thret: rules for orderly pase.age through
corridcrs.

IV. What three rules should you remember
when the fire signal
sounde
V. Name three rules for good housekeeping at
school.
VI. Give two rules for shaqng tools.

References fcr students:
H. i. Buckley

et aL., The Road to Safety Series, 1,we1
We Go

(New York: American Book Co., 1933), pp.
18, 48.
, The Road to Safety Series, Parry Tines
(New York: Anerioan Book Co., 1938), pp. 12,
18, 22, 25.
. The Road to Safety Series, In Storm and
F.:.nsine (New vcrk:
W. W. Charters

Aran Boo:: ;:u., 193), pp. 10, 15, 22,
101, 27.

et al., LU Thr.:.:15,7h the Dc.7 (Nev York: The
1:acrillan

Co., 19:41), p02. 62,

1

h

102, 113..
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, From Vornin7 Till :iht (Few York: The
EacnillAn co., 191L1
), pp. 53, 54.
Julia Hahn, Readint,for Fun (Boston: Houg
htor Lifflin Co., 1939),
PP. 79, 93.
Grace Storm, Bob and Judy (New York: Lyon
s and Carnahan Co., 1936),
pp. 3, Ia.
Lnna B. Tarse and William S. Gray, Health
Stories, Book I (Atlanta:
Scott, Foresman and Co.,
1933), PP. 22, 37, L81 74, 112, 117.
References for teachers:
Bulletin III, Pnysicl Ethication in Elem
entary Schools (TPL11Phasc'eel
State Department cf Education,
1941), PP- 244, 301, 31317. E. Burkard, et al., Health Stories
and Practice (New York: Lyons
and Carnahan Co., 1931), pp. 14, 81,
109, 182.
Hollis Dann, First len:- 1.:uslc (Cincinn
ati: The American Book Co,,
pp. 96, 103, 105, 106.
Maybelle Glenn, et al., The World of Musi
c, Listen and Sine (Boston:
Ginn and Co., 1936),
P- 120.
Paul 7.Z. Hanna and others, David's Frie
nds at School (Atlanta: Scott,
Foresman and Co., 1936), pp. 28, 89.
Osbourne kcConathy, et al., The Music
Hour in the Kindergarten and
first Grade (Few York: Saver, Burd
ett Co., 1929), p.
, Music Hour, Book I (New York: Silver,
Burjett Co., 1929), pp. 11, 58, 73.
Lois G. Nemec, Let's Take Turns (hew
York: The .,acm
1
i1lan Co., 1940),
PP- 55, 71
Alice aney and Jczsie Gaynor, Songs
of the Child World, Book
(PUladelphia: Thr John C. Church
Co., 1927), p. 77.
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Subject hatter I
Safety at School
On the playground
A.

1-;:ulcs for

safe use of ecuipment:

1.

A1ys sit domn in swings

2.

Never swinii: too high

3.

Never stand up an slides

L.

Neyer jump off of see-saws suddenly

5. Llways take turns
Reasons for assignment of play areas, by teachers:
1. To avoid 0-n er of collision with larger chile -en
2. To avoid danger of being hit by a ball
3. To avoid danger of retrieving hall from street
II. In the building
A. Rules for orderly passage through corridors:
1. Walk instead of running
2.

Keep to right

3. Form lines
B. Rules for safe, efficient fire drillf
I. Stop work when 3ignal soundice
2. Larch to emit in orderly lines

3,

Keep cool and calm

C. Rules for good hoasekeeping at school:.
1. Have a certain place for individual belonging*
a. Keep sci6sors in a bate
b. Keep pencils and crayons in desk
c. Keep coat in locker
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2.

Clean out desk frequently

3.

Put school materials in proper place
a. Put covers on paste and paint jars
b. Put tools away carefully

D.

Rules for sharing tools:
1.

Take turns

2.

Hand tools to others careflIlly

Activities I
Safety at School
I.

Composing and reading safety stories. Headi
ng stories in safety
and health readdrs.

II.

Findinc pictures in safety readers, illustrati
ng the safe use of
equipment.

Discussing rules for safety on the playground
, and in

the hu21 -linc.

Listening to stories about safety.

original safety jingles.

Composing

Lbramatizing different situations in

which people wat turns. Dramatizing health
stories.
III.

Playing singing games using the terms "right"
and "left," as
"Looby Loo."

Singing safety songs, and marching to musi
c. For

rhythr, interpreting "The See-Sam," and
"Swinging."
IV.

Counting to determine the number of child
ren who cah safely use a
piece of play apparatus at one time.
Counting the number of
chil.iren for small group games, and count
ing materials for
distribution.

V. rriting simple sentences .nder
free-hand drawings, and writing
safet . slogans.
VI.

caking scrap books and safety posters. Laki
n: drawings cf children
using playground equirsnent. Build a
sandtable playground.
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Correlations I
Safety at School
I.

Reading:

Children compose original stories and safety rules for

charts, as:
Safety at School
We
-fpe
We
We
We

will sit down Then we slide.
will not stand up in the swings.
will take turns.
will play fair.
will not run out into the street
to get a ball.

The Fire Drill
We will not run when the fire
bell rings.
We will walk tc the street,
and keep in line.
We will not take our books
with us.
We will go hack to our roua
when the bell rings again.
Children read safety stores from many textbooks.
II.

Lanc:uag,2:

CI-Aids-en listen to stories and discuss:

"Why Rnles are Made," orhe Best Way," "Let's Do This,"

an the

Slide," and "Good Playgrounds." Pupils listen to safety poems, and
compose

which stress sore safety rule.

DrImatime safety

stories.
III.

Music: Play singing gane: "Looby Loon.

Interpret the rhythms,

"Tiptoe Tr.arch," "The See—ar," and "Sringinc."

Sing, "The Traff1e

Licht," to create an interest in the next tonic, "Safety Helperto"
TV.

runners:

Children obtain practice in counting through everyda'

ezzperiences„ such as:

counting the nuziser cf children r!lc• can

safely use a certain piece of play .a?naratus at one timE.., counting
the nuMher of chiTdren in safety pictures, anCI counting naterials
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fcr clistribution.
R7 mple sentences may be rritten under free-hand drawings
of children using safety riles on the playground, as: "I sit dawn
in my sing," "I sit dorn on the sliriel" "I take turns," and nI do
not swing too high."

Safety slogans may be printed an posters, as:

"Play Safe," '.it Your Turn," "Keep to Right," and "Stay in Pine."
VI.

Art: take safety posters, using either free-hand drawings or
magazine pictures neatly pasted on large pieces of construction
paper. They may include pictures of children svinging, playing
ball, slid

or on see-saws. Scrapbooks may be made, and little

original safety jingles written under the pictures. If desired,
the ch'3,iren may construct a miniature park, or playground, using
snr11 dolls
VII.

Health:

o demonstrate safety rules fcr the use of equipment.

Ch:ld-en may read stories about the care of the eyes, .-cme

health rules, and the necessity for clean hands and nails. They may
listen to "Bobbie and the Brownies," ybich tells about five good
health habits for school, and "The Giant and the Silken Threads,"
wilich tells about the forning of habits, and haw difficult it is
to break them when once formed. "Teddy WO-k

and Betty Play" is

a to-.act play •eilich may easily be given by very young children.
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Work Sheet I
Safety at School
I. Directions: Write Yes or No in the blanks:
1. Children should rum when the fire bell rings.
2. Children should stay in line during fire drill.
3. Children should keep to left in halls.
4. Children should stand up in swings.
5. Children should sit dawn when they slide.
TI.

Directions: Draw a line under the right answer:
1. Children shauld alwaym be(careful, careless).
2. Children should ksep scissors in (box, book).
3. Children sho.Ild keep mails and pins (in boxes, on chairs).
14.

When through working, one should (leave tools on floor,
put tools away).

5. When going through halls we should

Key to Work Sheet

run).

T

Safety at School
I.
•1.

1.e.arefll

2. Yes

2. box

3. No

3. in boxes

/4. !:0

14. put tools away

S. res

. walk

..0

rlog.-:61evocw •

Study Guide II
Safet.-> Helpers
I. Why can firemen be classed as heroes?
classinr firemen as

Name some other reasons for

oo,1 citizerz.

II. What are same of the duties of a policeman?
III.
IV.

What are some of the duties of a jlmior patrol boy?
What are some of the d'aties of parents?

Why are first aid

measures important?
V.
VI.

Name four duties of doctors.
Naze five safety habits emphasized by teach
ers.

VII. That are three of the most important dutie
s of janitors?
VIII.
IX.

What are two main duties of street clean
ers?
Whose duty is it to provide safe drinking rater
, and have the
streets repaired?

I. Name three duties of hr,Alth officers toward preve
ntion of the spread
of contagious diseases. What is meant by. quara
ntine?
— 4r

meant by fumization?

What is

Naze two insects that carry disease germs.
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Refernces for

udents:

H. L. Buckley et al., The Road to Safety Series, Happy Times (New York:
American Book Co., 1938), pp. 52, 107, 113.
, The Road to Seety Series, In Storm and Sunshine
(1;evi York: AmPrican Ec::k Co., 1536), pp. 22, 27,

351 40, 45, 52.

E. M. Johnson, The Policemen, Unit Study Book No. 102 (Columbus:
American Education Press, 1534)1 entire book
The Firenen, Unit Study Book No. 103 (Columbus:
American Fdncation Press, 1934).
Charlotte Kuh, The Policeman, Happy Hour Books (New York: Tne Mar.yrillAn
Co., 1929).
, The Fireman, Happy Hour Books (New York: The Liacm:411an
Co., 19291
Helen RParl

Jin and the Fireman, Social Science Readers (New York:

Cries Scribner's Sons, 1935).

mtm

and the Policeman, Social Science Readers (New York:

(harles Scribner's Sons, 1536).

•

, Binkie and the Fireman, Social Science Readers (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sous, 1937).
. Toand

w-n1i,am S. gray, Health Stories Book I (Atlanta:

Scott, Foresman a.vi Co., 1933)2 p• 111..
:ilefererces for teachers*
Bulletin III, Physical Education in Elementary Schools (Ta11ahassee:
State Department of Education, 1941), pp. 2451 301, 278, 300,
313.
17, F. Burkuv1, Hez.lth Stories and Practice (rPr 7orlc: Lyons
and
C;Irnanan Cc., 1931)1 pp. 2021 23.
Mabelle Glenn

et z-1., The World of l!usic, Listen and

co., 1936), Pp. 28, 105.

Lilt (Bostoni
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rilliam S. Gray and others, Susan/s Neighbors at Work (Atlanta:

Scott,

Foresman and Co., 1937), pp. 6-42, 43.
Paul R. Hanna, David's Friends at School (Atlanta:

Scott, Foresman

and Co., 1936), p. 70.
Julia M. Harris, The Child Development Rela.fiers, Makirr, Visits (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1939), PP. 37, 177.179, 182, 18$, 188, 197, 201,
20$, 208.
Eleanor Johnson, Keening Our City Safe and Clean. (Columbus: American
Education Press, 193$).
Osborne McGonathy

et al., The Music Hour in the Kindergarten and

First Grade (New York- Silver, Burdett Co., 1929), PP. 40,
, The Music Hour Book I
Burdett Co., 1929), PP. 21, hO, 624.

Slbject Matter II
Safety Helpers
I.

Firemez..
A. As heroes
1.

Risk lives to save others

2, 'ask lives to sar.1 property
B.

Ls good citizens
1.

Help prevent fires
a. By inspecting
b. By reporting firs hazards
c. R7.- advising people cf danrerc

2. help other people
a. By using pulmotor
b. Ey. menc.ing toys for children

44, 107.

(New York: Silver,
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II.

Policpmen

;
L. Help little children cross street safely
B.

Give information to people

C.

Assist peo'.71e who are lost

D. Take people to doctor in case of injury
III.

Junior patol boys
A.

Stop cars so children can cross street

B.

Advise Children about traffic rules

IV. Parents
A.

Provide necessities of life:
1. Food
2. Shelter

3.
B.

Clothing

Provide medica.1 care w'.en needed

C. Give essential safety informa-tion
D. Give first aid when needed, to prevrait tetanus
V.

Doctors
A.

,
1

VI.

rtine people in order to keep them well

B.

Advise people about foods needed

C.

Treat wounds so they will heal quickly

D.

InocillAte to prevent diseases

Teachers
A.

Give firs', aid for minor injuriLs

B.

Emphael_ze essential safety habits:.
1. Perrino lines
2.

waiting turns
Leeping to rizht
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4.

Observing traffic rules

5.

Using playground equipment carefully

Janitors

VIII.

L.

Keep buildings safe and clean

B.

Keep buildings properly heated and ventilated

C.

Keep buildings and grounds free from dangerous rubbish

Street cleaners
A.

Keep city clean, through disposing of trash

B.

Give streets a bath with street sprinkler

City officials
A.

Provide safe drinking water

P.

Have streets repaired

I. Health officers
A. quarantine for protection of others
B.

Require fumigation after contagious diseases

C.

Help control spread of some diseases by having certain
areas sprayed:
1. To kill flies
2. To kill mosquitoes

Activities II
Safety
I.

Helpers

heading charts composed by the children, about car safety helpers,
how childrev can be helpers, and about the trip to the fire station.
Esading stories in safety readers and library books.

ti. Listeni.
,
- to

storiec :thout the work of safety helporc. Triting a

letter to the fire chief requestthg permission to visit the fire
station., raking a list of things to find out vile there.

<"
-or
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Conposing reading charts about safety helpers, how childrer can be
helpers, and about information gained enle on the visit.

Discuss-

ing experiences children have hafi in watch!..nz firenen at work
',..rying to save lives and property.

Writing a letter requesting a

policeman to visit room and make a talk.

Listening to poem,

Irrhe Fire Bell.*
III

Singing songs about safety helpers, and playing singing games.

IV. lieasurin,j accurately for making streets ancl buildings representing
"Safety Tomn."

Keeping score in gam

, and counting children

needed for various connittees.
V.

Practicing letters cf the alphabet in order to make neat posters.
Copying health rules for booklsts.

VI.

Draming free-hand pictures of firemen, policement, fire trucks,
and fire station. Liking posters sharing safety helpers at wcr!:.
Laking clay models of fire trucks, and cardboard representations
of "Safety Town.*

VII.

Listening to ilealth stories, and dtscussing the reasuns for
quarantining in case of contagious diseases. Playing singing games,
and doing bending exercises to music.

Making booklets containing

many hea:th rules, illustrated with free-hand drawings

,
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Correlations II
Safety Helpers
I.

Reading:

Children o-mpose and read charts about safety helpers, as:
Our Helpers
The policeman is our friend.
He helps us cross the street.
He tells us to watch the lights.
He helps children when they are lost.
The fireman is our friend, too.
He puts out fires.
He saves people from burning houses.

Other charts may be about the trip to the fire station, aid about
the many ways in which children may be helpers, as:
Bow We Can be Helpers
We will stay aray from fires.
We rill play in safe places.
We will vetch the, lights when re
cross the street.
Pupils may also read stories in safety readers, and library books,
about firemen, policemen, and other safety helpers.
II.

Language:
us:

Children may 7..*;t,en to stories about workers who protect

policemen, firemen, health officers, patrol boys, railroad

watchmen, school nurses, and docters from a social studies second
reader, and many other souiees.

Letters may be written, and the

hest one chosen, to send to the fire chief requesting permission
to visit the fire station.

A list of things to find out while

there may be made, and later, charts maybe composed telling about
the trip, and inrcrmation gained while there.

Children rill enjoy

a7:changinr!erneriences they have haC watching firemen fightinz
fire, and perhaps rescuing someone.

CA.

Letters nay be vr'Aecn request—

Lag a policeman to vinf.t the room and talk to the children about
safety practic..1s.

A

'The rise rall," could be used to

stimulete interest and exchange of experiences.
III.

Music: The following songs may be sung: "My Policeman," "The
Traffic Policenan," The Flagman," "The Firenen," "The wire." For
rhythm and physical education, the following songs and =sic may
be used: "Looby Loo," "Let Us Bend Dorn," and "How D'You DO My
partner?"

t):

rv.

Nembers:

Measure accurately in making streets and buildings for

a miniature "Safety Town."

Children may continue to keep score in

games, and use counting in many of their everyday experiences.
V. Writing:

Pupils may practice letters of the alphabet particularly

with a view to improving the appearance of their safety posters.
Slogans may be written, and health rules copied in booklets.
VT.

Art: Free-hand pictures of firemen, policemen, fire trucks, and
the fire station, may be made. Posters may show various safety
helpers at 7rork.

Clay models of fire engines may be made, and card-

board houses may be made if the children wish to build a town of
safety.

1

VII. Health: Stories nay be read to the children, telling about the
work dens by norses, doctors, health officers, and others wbo
help to keep us safe and well.

The story

"Danger Signs,” tells

the reason for quarantining diseases like measles, and "The School
Dector
-work.

P- '

the School Nurse," explain the importance cf their
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Work Sheet II
Safety Helpers
I. Directions:

Underline the correct word

ich Should be used to

complete each sentence:
1. A fireman must be (brave, lazy, funny).
2.

A pcliceman is our (enemy, friend, inspector).

3.

Policemen help the (firemen, flagmen, janitor).

4. Flagmen want to protect the (railroad, streets, people).

S.
II.

The j.anitor wants to keep our school (clean, dirty, dusty).

Directions:

Draw a ring around the correct answerst

1. Is your mother a safety helper?

Yes

ho

2. Is the doctor a safety helper?

yes

No

3.

Is the school nurse a safety helper?

Yes

No

4.

Is the garbage man a safety helper?

yes

Eo

5.

Can children be safety helpers?

Yes
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Key to Work Meet II

0-

Safety helpers

1.

bra‘

1.

Yes

2. frier

2.

Yes

3. firenen

3.

Yes

people

4.

Yes

clean

>.

24.

,es

7, .
1 /
- Guide 7,I1
Safeid- on the Street
I.

Name six rules to re,-)07ber *en walk-ing an sidewalk. that are
three rules to remember when waThing on the higtrb.d.y?
two thi_ngs should a bicyrlist watch?

When riding in a car or bus,

is it safe to put your head and arms out of the window?

4%1

II. What are tree of the main street dangers to avoid?
dangerous to oatch rides an cars Pnr1 trucks?
Sik

For that

Why not?

Why is it

Is it safe to dart

AW-a.

across the street innedi-e.tely after alighting from a bus?
Should a r.hild ever run out between parked cars?
dart out into the street to retrieve a ball?

Why. not?

is it safe to

Is it wise tp skate,

or play marbles in the street?
References for students:
H. • Buckley

et al., The Road to Safety Series, Hapr,y Times

(Nev York: American Book Company, 1535), pp. 4h, 48, 52,

59, 60, no.

, The Road to Safety Series, in Storm and Sunshine
(New York: /2Dericar Rook.Co:, 1938), pp. 23-24.
Ltadred English and Th.mas 41,.:..zander, Happy Hot:r Feaders, Jo-Bay
(A+,1 P.nta: Johns,vh Publishing (m., 1935), pp. 76,
A. T. G?tes

77, 82,

et al., rick and Dick (New York: The liacrellan Co., 1936),

pp. /0 11, 23.
Ber+a Hader an

almer wader, Stob, Loci:, Listen (New. York: Langmans,

Green and Co., 1936).
Eildred Main, Pollv, Patsy, and Pat (Cticago: Follett Publishing Co.,
1942).
C.

Mason and others, Our Good Healt.-., Book I, (Indianapclis: The

Bobbs-Cerrill Go., 19L2), pp.

57, 63.

References for teachers:
Theresa Arzitage, Lerr7 Udsic (Bof.rtan: C. C.

rchard and Co., 1939),

pp. 35, 36, 37.
Zlizabeth P. Eenis, Prdn.:27 Plans and Projects (Dansville: F. A. Oren
Publising Co., 1927), pp. 71, 99, 103, 190, 221, 259.
,.. E. Burkard

et al., Health Stories and Practice (New York: Lyons

and Carnahan Co., 1931), pp. 27, 187, 189, 192, 207.
Mildred Englis^ and Thalmas Alender, Happy Hour Readers, Theels and

7,rincs (Atlanta:
K. C. Gecks

Johnson Publishing Cc., 1935), 1.
1 78-

et al., Trirs to Take (Atlanta: Johnson Publishing Co.,

1928), p. 112.
Ma:Obeile Glenn

et al., The World of Music, Listen and Sing (New York:

Ginn and Co., 1936), pp. 52, 103.
Ochourne McCohatty
...'irt

et al., The l'.
- sic HOUT for the KinderE7arten and

Grade (New York: Silver, Burdett Co., 1929),

, The

Music Hotr, Book I

Burdett Co., 1925), P. 21.

Subject batter III
Safety an the Street
I. Safety ruls to remerber:
A. When waL.
1 1.inc; on sidewalks
1. Lauays keep to
2. 'Watch for driveways and alleys

3. Gross at orooer crosswalks

•••

4.

C,bey tfic signals

5.

Avoid obscuring v ..

rith umbrella

D.

414-

(Her York: Silver,
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6. Stop at railroad crossings
a. Look and listen
b. Obey signals
B. When ralking an highway
1. Stay on left side
2.

Carry flashlight at night

3. Wear light-colored clothes at nigh.t
C. 'When riding bicycle
1. Watch for oars
2. 7:atch for pedestrians
D. 'Then riding in bus cr car
1. Keep head and arms inside
2.

Keen your seat

Som street dangers to avoid:
A.

Catching rides on cars or trucks
1. Tile bicycling
2. While roller siting
3. While coasting
4. Running and jo-,D:Ing an

B. Darting into street
1. From between parked cars
2. When alieitin-: from a bus

3. Mile plar!"4
a. Retrieving ball
b. Chasin!:
- otr!r children
C.

Fla-,:ing in the street
1. With raga, scooter, or trthytle
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2. Roller skating
3.

Ganes
a. Ball
b. Marbles

Activitieo III
Safety on the Street
I.

Composing and reading charts about safety on the
street.
Reading poems and stories in health and safety textb
ooks and
library books.

II.

Listenin,7 to stories about the dangers of
playing on the street,
and poems about crossing streets and railr
oads. Playing language
games, and mniug criginal riddles abou
t traffic signals and police—
man. Learning the

1150

of canital letters, threagh copying safety

poems and writing letters.
III.

Singing songs about safety rules to observe
Ithen crossing streets.

IV. ?inding pages in books by using table
of contents.

Using nunI)ers

in everyday experiences.
V.

Copying simple sentences and poems. Writi
ng letters to fire chief
and policeman.

VI.

Making more buildings for miniature safe
ty to. Making large
traffic lights, using cellophane for colo
rs.

Drawing free—hand

:lictures illustrating rules for safet
y on the street. Laking a
frieze, showinf: many street safety
rules being cbserved. ;:aking
Posters illustrainE safety slogans.
VII.

Singing good health songs, reading safet
y stcries, and listening
to health stories.
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Correlations III
Safety on the Street
I. 1-6eading:

Read charts composed by the childrL,, as:
Safety on the Street
Cross the street at the corner.
AIrays keep to the right.
Watch for driveways and alleys.
Obey all traffic rules.
Safety in the country
Walk on the left side of a
country road.
Always stop, look, and listen,
at railroad crossings.
Carry a flashlight at night.
Safety at PlayDo not run into the street to
get a ball.
Do not run cut into the street
between parked cars.
Always play in safe places.
Skate on the si.dewalL, and do
not ran into people.
Always take off skates when
crossing the street.

Read safety stories: "The Ball in the Stree
t," "Stop at the Curb,"
"On Railer Skates," and many others.

Two library books concerned

with street safety are: "Ston, Look,
Listen," and "Polly, Patsy,
and Pat."
II. Language: Listen to safety
stories: "Playing on the Street,u
"Tom 77ent Safely," and "Scott: Gets Out of
the Yard."

Play

language games: "What I Sarin Good
Food Land," "Onroc:Ite:7:1" and
"The question

c:..vec practice in the use cf "Lay

'iake original riddles about traffic signa
ls and pclicements as:
"I an ts-11. I wear a blue suit. I make
the cars stop. Who an I?"
Write letters thanking the fire chief
for his 1:Ind:less durin:7 the
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visit to the fire station. Copy safety -poems, and practice rriti
ng
safety slogans.
III.

Music: Sing safety songs: "Look Both Wilyz,ft "Stop, Look, Liste
n,"
"Wave Your Hand, Policeman," "The Traffic Cop," "Traf
fic Lights,"
and many others previously learned.

IV. Numbers: Find stories in safety readers and healt
h books by using
the table of contents.

Continue ta use number workbooks and as

many number experiences as possible.
V. Writing: Copy simple sentences and poerls about
safety on the street.
Write letters to fire chief thanking hi= for his kindn
ess during
visit to the fire station. Select the neatest
one to send by a
vote of the chilY:-en.
VI.

Art: Lake more b;.:ildings for "Safety Town," which
may be either
on the floor or sahdtable. If there is
room, large boxes are better
than cardboard for the buildings. The child
ren rill enjoy
dramatizing street safety scenes after makin
g large traffic lights
covered with colored cellophane, and conne
cted Trith electricity.
FreG-hand drarings may

be made, illustrating rules for safety on

the street. A large frieze may be paint
ed, shoring erileren
observing many safety rules. Posters may
be made, illustrating
safety slogans, as: "Better safe than sorry
," and "What's your
hurryp
VII. Health: Sing health songs:
"The EilkSong;" "Good Health Fairies
Say," and "Good Health Earching Song.
"

Children listen to the

follaaing health stories: "Fluff and Her
Kitten," "Sallie's Trip
to Fairyland," and "Healthy
Sunshine."
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Work Sheet III
Safety on the Street
I. Directions:

Draw a line under each correct ending:

1. then riding in a bus, you should

sit.
stand.

2. When walking, you should keep to the

left.
right.

3. When riding a bicycle r

night, you need

lights.
license.

4.

When it is raining, unbrell.A.i should be held
law.
high.

S.

Wben skating an sidewalk, you should be

careless.
careful.

II. Mirections:

Underline the correct ansrers:

1. Should you stop at railroad cross
ing?

Yes

No

2. Should you stop rhen the light is
red?

Yes

No

3. Should you cross when the light is red?

Yes

No

[;.

Should people “jay-4461k1"

Yes

1:o

5.

Should e-IlAren play in the street?

Yes

No

Key to Work Sheet III
Safety an the Street

sit
2. right

3. lights
hi7h

5. carcful

1. Yes
2. Yes

3. ro

4.

No

5. Lo

Study Guide IV
'iafety in Home and Co
mmunity
Tell eight ways of prev
enting fz,111
TT
•

III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

II.
I.

That are three ways of
avoiding danger from
gas?
Name five rules to re
member in order to be
safe from poisons.
Give six rules for
preventinL: cuts and scra
tches.
Name three ways to
practice sa:ety in pl
ay.
Vhat are three ways
of helping to rrotec
t your community from fire
?
Give eight rules for
preventing fires in the
home.
rhat are five ways of
preventing accidents fr
om electricity?
What are three thin
gs to remember abou
t guns?
NanP eight ways of.'
preventing burns and
scalds.

References for stud
ents:
E. Y. auclzley

et al., The Road to
Safety Series, HanPv Time
s (New Ycrk:
kmericaiI Book Co.,
1938), PP. 32, 40, 70, 74 10
,
2, 107, 116-120, 122124.
1
to Safety Series, ;way
We Go (hew Iork:
American Book Co.,
1933), pp. 22, 26-2
3, 40.
, The Road to Safe
ty Series, In Storn and Su
nshine
(New 1.rk: Lmerican
book Co., 1938),
pp. 63, 67, 76, 121,
133.
71. W. Charters, Al
l Through the 'Day'
(New York: The Vacr-illan
Co., 1941),
Plo. 62, 94, 93, 101.
i!unro Ler-f, Safet7

Gall

Be

(New York: Fred A. St
okes Co., 19140)
.
Vera Neville, Safe
ty for Sand-.- (]New
Icit-k: Thomas nelson and
Sons 11943).
Anna B. Towse et al.,
Health S'..,cries,
Book. I (itianta: Scott,
Foresman and Co.,
1933), pp. 132, 115121, 124-128.
C. C. 'Cason and
others, 0r Ckxxl
nezath, Book I (India
napolis: The
Bobbs-P.crrill Cc.,
1942), PP. LO, 76, 93-10?
..
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References for teachers:
Elizeoeth P. Bemis, Primary Plan
s and Projects (Dansville- F. A. Oven
Publishing Co., 1927), pp. 71,
259.
Bulletin Y.XII Physical Educatio
n in Elementary Schools (Tallahassee
:
State Department of Educatio
n, 1941), PP. 290, 302, 306, 332,
292, 84,711.
W. E. Burkard and others, Heal
th Stories and Practice (New York:
Lyons
and Carnahan Co.,
1931), PP- 87, 172, 178, 199, 202, 211.
Theresa Dansdill, Health
Trainin,; in Schools (New York: Nat
ional
Tuberculosis Association,
1924), PP. 174-175.
Lois G. Nemec, Let's Take
Turns (Ver York: The Eacrillan
Co., 1940),
pp. 62, 92, 97.

Subject natter IV
Safety in Home and Community
I. Ways to prevent fal
ls:
A. Walk up and dawn stai
rs instead of running
B. Carry only a few things
at a time on stairways
C. Keep toys off of ste
ps and floor
D.

Keep hand on railing of
stairways

E.

Keep upstair -window scre
ens securely booked

F. Avoid having loose
rugs on slippery floors
G. Be very careful in
bathtub
H.

Avoid standing an chairs
or rickety ladder
Ways to avoid danger
from gas:
A.

Sleet with windows ope
n

-0

If gas odor is detect
ed, get out cf house at once
Call gas conpany, if lea
k is suspected

C.
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Ili•

7«:-.7.7.

to keep safe from poisons:
Keep then locked in senarate cabinet
Learn to recognize poison sign on labels
no liquid from unlabeled bottles
Use no food from bulging cans
Eeep candy-coated pills locked up

IV. rTars to avoid cuts and son.tches:
.

Keep sharp tools put away
Hold scissors points and open 17.nives down rhen walking

C.

Liwaym cut away from body when using leaLf?
Never run or clirb with sharp tools in hands
Keep needles, pins, and tacks

F.

rrat

away

2s.ispose of broken glass carefill 17

V. 17a:-s to practice safet:r in
safe places to play
r-_.

Learn dangerous places

C.

Leave strange arinal s alone

or.

VI. ta.Fs to help protect the comaznity fror..
fire:
Pt..
-t out car.p fires before leavir.

VII.

I.

grounds

E.

F-s.t out matches before throrfng down

C.

Burr, trash on calm -.lays

V;a:---.3 to prevent fires in the hone:
.1.

Use safety matches

F.

Use flashlight to loe.: into

C.

*Put hot ashes into =et..7.1 cont.airor

.

closets

Use non-ir-r.larriable lie:lid for cle.aning LictIt
es
Start fires without L7erosene

r.

F. Keep oily rags in covered metal can
G.

Use a real fuse in the sritch box instead of a penny

-. Disconnect electric iron rhen leaving roam
VIII. Ways to prevent accidents from electricity:
A.

Leave electrical repairs to electricians

B.

Keep fingers out of sockets

C. Do not touch loose wires
D. Dc not touch light sritch rhile in bathtub
E.

E0 not fly kite near electric rires

IX. Ways to prevent accidents rith guns:
A..

Keep guns put array

B.

Do not play with "empty' guns

C. When hunting, put gun over fence before clibbing
X. Ways to prevent burns and scalds:
A.

Keep hot liquid

in safe place

B. Do not let pot handles project beyond stove
C.

Have a screen in front of firer,lace

D.

Never play vith matches

E.

Never buil(), bonfires rthout help of adults

F.

Avoid rearing flimsy costumes, and carrying candles

G.

Use electric lights on Christmas trees

H.

Use real pumpkins for jack-o'-lanterns
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Activities IV
Safety in Home and Community
I. Reading charts composed by the ch.ilfiren, as:
Safety at Home
We will not leave toys an
the floor or steps.
We will put them away every day.
We rill play in a safe place.
We rill not play rith matches.
Safety at Our Picnic
We rill not leave the campfire
burning.
We will not play near deep rater.
We will play games, then we will
rest.
We will stay with our group.
Reading stories in health and safety readers,
and easy library books.
II. Listening to safety stories, and discussi
ng. Viewing filmslides,

4

and discussing. rriting short sentences,
and simnle letters to
parents. Planning original play.
I. Singing health and safety
songs.
IV. 71—Tting numbers.

Adding simple combinations. Counting supplies

V.
K

needed for party.
7
V.

Writing letters to parents, and copying shor
t sentences.

VI. Hal:
, ing drawings to illustrate stories
read.
VII. Playing singing games, and
practicing folk dances. Viewing health
and safety films, and discussing.

%

4

Arr
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Correlations TV
Ifety in Hone and Conmunity
I.

Charts may be composed by the children, on the subject

heading:

of safety in home and community. Stories about toys left on tLe
steps, cnildren building bonfires, carrying umbrellas too low,
and many other dangerous practices may be found in the safety
readers, and library boo::s.
II. Langaage: Safety stories may be told, or read to the children,
and discussed. .r.ilmslides depicting street safety rules may be
shown.

The following notion pictures are very good: "Safety,"

"Cnr'e Unon a Time," "Street Safety," "The Chance to Lose," "Safety
at Play," and "Before the Alarm."

Cimple sentences may be copied,

and letters written to mothers inviting then to a Thanksgiving
party.
711. ..fusic:
1

Review all safety songs learned during the unit, learn

Tcothbrush Song," and the singing game, "Here We Go Round the
1-o.Intain."

For rhythm, practice the folk dance, "Danish Dance cf

Greeting."
IV. Firs: Count the Eunber of plates, cookies, napisins and other
supplies needed for the party.
and "Number Race."
V. Writing:

Lrt:

Add simple combinations as needed.

Copy sirple sentences, as:

put ry toys away."
VI.

Keep score in gFeles, as "Ring Toss,"

"I have many

"T 11111

Write invitations to mothers.

17ake drawin:s to illustrate stcries read. These drawings

may be made into safety boolaets.
VII.

Health:

Play singing canes, and practice folk dances. Listen to

he- lth and safety stories.

View slidefilms: "The Chance of a
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Lifetime," "Dollars and Sen
se," and "A Towcr cf Streng
th."
Discuss safety practices.

Work Sheet IV
Safety in Hone and Community
I.

Directions: If the senten
ce is true, put a T in the
blank; if the
sentence is not true, put
an F:
1.
2.

It is safe to put hot ash
es in a cardboard box.
It is safe to start fires
with kerosene.

3. It is not safe to clean
clothes with gasoline.

II.

Oily rags should be kept
in a metal can.
5. It is safe to strike a match in a
clothes closet.
Directions: Draw a lin
e under the right answer
:
1. Should children bui
ld bonfires?
Yes
ro
2. Should peoi.le take
medicine in the Car?
Yes
No
3. Should children &li
my's put their toys awa
y?
Yes
No
Should children play iii
th strange dogs?
Yes
No
5. Should Children be careful
with sharp tools?
Yes
No
Key to Wora Sheet IV
Safety in Rene and Camnan
ity

I.
1. F
1. 17o
2. ':Q
3. T

3.

V
_CS

L. T
4.

1:0

5. vcs

r.A ,11111"1111

4.
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Culninating Activities
Safety Education
I. Re—reading and discussing the char
ts made daring unit.
II. Preparing ekhibit of safety posters,
drawings, booklets, and
other handwork.
III. Singing safety songs: "The Traf
fic Light," "My Policeman," "The
Firemen," "The Traffic Cop," "Loo
k Both Ways," and "Stops Look]
Listen

fl

IV. Original dramatization of safety
rules, "The Fire Imp."
V. Folk dances:

"Danish

Dance cf Greeting," and "How D'You Do,

Ey Partner?"

tratcomes of the Unit
Safety Education
I. Knawledges and understandin
gs of:
&. Safety at school
1. On the playground
a. Rl.les for the safe use of
equiprkert:
(1) Always sit down in swings
(2) Nevcr swing too high

(3)

Never stand up an slides

(4) Never

jump off cf see—saws suddenly

(5) Alrays take turns
b. Reasons

or assignment of play areas, ty
teachers:

(1) To avoid danrer of collision
rith larger
anildree
(2) To avoid danger of being hit
by a ball
(3) To avcid danger of retrievi
ng bc.11 from street
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2. In the brilr'ir
lg
a. Rules fcr orderl
y passage thrcugh co
rridors:
(1) 1 .1.1..ej instead
of running
(2) Keep to right
(3) Form lines
b. Rules for safe,
efficient fire dril
l:
(1) Stop work when
signal sounds
(2) 1;arch to exit
in orderly lines
(3) Keep cool and
calm
C. Rules for good
housekeeping at
school:
(1) Have a certai
n place for indivi
dual belongings
(a) Keep scissors
in a bcx
(t) Heep pencils
ani crayons in de
sk
(c) Keep coat in
locker
(2) Clean out de
sk frequently

d.

(3) Put school ma
terials in prcper
place
(a) Put covers on
paste and paint ja
rs
(b) Put tools aw
ay carefully
for sharing tool
s:
(1) Take turns

B.

(2) Hand tools to
others carefully
The work of safe
ty helpers
1. Flrenen
a. As hero':
(1) Risk lives to

Save

others

(2) Risk lives to
Ftve property
b. As gocr! ci
tizens:

1%,
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(1) Help prevent fires
(a) By inspecting
(b) 1'y reporting fire hazards
(c) Py advising people cf dangers
(2) Hell) other people
(a) By using pulmotor
(b) By nendin7 toys for children
2. Policemen
a. Help little children cro
ss street safely
b. Give information to people
C. ksrist people who are lcr
t
d. Take people to doctor in
case of injury

3. Junior petrel boys
a. Stop cars sc cl7ildren
can cross street
b. Advise children about tra
ffic rules

4.

Parents
a. Provide necessities
of life:
(1) Food
(2) Shelter

(3) Clothing
:44

b. frovide medical care whe
n needed
C, Give essentini saf
ety information
d. Give first aid when nee
ded, to prrvent tetanus

5. Doctors
22a.mine people in order to
keep then well
b. Advise people about
foods needed
C. Trf-at wounds so the
y will heal quickly
C. Inoculate to preven
t diseases
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6. Teachers
a. Give first aid for minor injuries
b. 2mphasize essential safety habits
:
(1) Forg lines
(2) Waiting turas
(3) Keeping to right
(4) Observing traffic rules
(5) Uzing playground equipment carefe1l7

7. Janitors
a. Keep buildings safe and clean
b. Keep buildings properly heated and
ventilaged
c. Keep bailriings and grounds free fro
m dangerous
rubbish

8. Street cleaners
a. Keep city clean, through dispos
ing cf trash
b. Give streets a bath with street spr
inkler

9. City 0Mcilas
a. Provide safe drini:ing water
b. Eave streets repaired
10. Eealth officers
a. QiJarantine for Protection of others
b. Require fumigation after contagiou
s diseases
c. Help contrcl sr,
-ead of some Eiseaees by having
certein areas sprayed
(1) To kill flies
(2) To kill mosquitc..cs
C.

Safety on the street
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1. Safety rules to remeniber:
a. Whe.h

zikig on sidewalj:s

(L) Always

keep to rigt

(2) Tatch for driveways and alleys

(3) Cross at
(4) Obey

traffic signals

(5) Avoid
(6) Stop

proper crosmaks

obscuring vision with u=brella

at railroad crossings

(a) Look and listen
(b) Obey signals
b. 1711RX: walking on highway
(1) Stay an left side
(2) Carry flashlight at rig'-t.
'3' rez--- Jight—colored clothes at night
c. then riding bicycle
(1) Watch for cars
(2) 'i,atch for pedestr7lans
d. Whci ridir.g'in bus or car
(1) Keep head and arns inside
(2) Kee.° yo,rr

at

2. Sote street cirnge,-s to avoid:
a. Catching rides an cars or trucks
(1) 'While bicycling
(2) While roller skating
(3) IThile coasting
and jur-ping on
b. Darting into street
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(1) From between parked car
s
(2) 1:].en aligting from a
bus
(3) While playing
(a) Retrieving ball
(t) Chasing other childr
en
c. Playing in the street
(1) With wagon, scooter,
or tricycle
(2) Roller skating
(3) Games
(a) Ball
(b) Karbles
D. Safety in hone and com
munity
1. How to prevent fal
ls:
a. Walk up and darn sta
irs instead of running
b. Carry only a fer thi
ngs at a time on stairw
ays
c. Keep toys off of st
es and floor
d. Keep hand an railin
g of stairways

h. Avoid standing on
chairs or rickety lad
der
2. Haw to avoid dan
gers from gas:
a. Sleep with window
s open

3.

b. If cas odor is det
ected, get out of house
at once
c. Call gas compai-ly,
if leak is suspected
Haw to keep safe from
poisons:
a. Keep them locked
in separate cabinet

7
iv rrLL

e. Keep upstairs window
screens securely hooked
f. Avoid having loose
rugs an slippery floors
g7. Be very careful in
bath4okib

b. Loamn to recognize poison sign on labels
c. Drink no liquid from unlabeled bottles
d. Cse no food from bulging cans
e. Keep candy-coated pills locked up

L.

How to avoid cuts and scratches:
a. Keep sharp tools put away
b. Hold scissors points and open knives down
when
walking
c. Alwayr, cut away from body when using knife
d. Never run or climb with sharp tools in hand
s
e. Keep needles, pins, and tacks put away
f. Dispose of broken glass carefully

5.

How to practice safety in play:
a. Learn safe 1-...aces to play
b. Learn dangerous places
c. Leave strange arinals alone

6. How to help protect t!le community from fire
:
a. Put out c..ar:" fires before leaving grounds
b. Put out matches before thrming down
c. Prn trash an calm days
7.

Hem to prevent fires in the home:
a. Use safety matches
b. Use flashlight to look into dark closets
c. Put hot ashes into metal container
d. Use non-inflamnable liquid for cleaning
clothes
e. Start fires without kerosene
S. Keep oily rags in covered metal can
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g. Use a real fuse in the switch box instead of a penny

vt;

h. Disconnect electric iron rt-;en leavinc; room

8.

Har to prevent accidents from electricity:
a. Leave electrical repairs to electricians
b. Keep fincers out of sockets
c. Do not touch loose wires
d. Do not touch light switch while in bathtub
e. Do not fly kite near electric rires

9. Hor to prevent accidents rith guns:
a. Keep guns put away

+et.,

b. Do not play with "empty" guns
c. When hunting, put gun over fence before cldn5
10.

Her to prevent burns and scalds:
a. Keep hot lieu- s in safe place
b. Do not let pot hand2es project beyond stove
c. Have a screen in front of fireplace
d. ::cver play with matches
e. never build bonfires rdthout help of adults
Lvoid we- -iii .'iim-y costumer, and carrying candles
g. Use electric lights on Christmas trees
h. Use real plir-nkins for jec;:-ol-lahterns

IT. :_ttitudes toward:
Feelirj a responsibilit

for personal safety

3.

Being more alert to dan7ers easily avoided

C.

Feelini,; a recconsibildt.7 for promoting safety habits
1. Lt ho::e
2. At schuol
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3. On the playground
D. Shoring courtesy and fair play to others
E. Being thoughtful about protecting others
F. Haring increased respect for laws and rules
G. Having increased respect for firemen and policemen
H. Mallingness to cooperate with the safety patrol
III. Habits of:
A. Observing all safety precautions
B. Being thoughtful for safety of others
C. Showing courtesy and consideration for others
D. Thinking before act4 nc, especially in situations involving
dancer
E. Working cooperatively with group
F. Sharing ideas with group
TV. Appreciations for:
A. The safety problems which children may help to solve
B.

Traffic rules rnich bring protection to children

C.

The care and protection of parents

D.

The workers who nrotect us

E.

Neatness and orderliness
1. In the home
2. In the school

3. On the playground
F. Good citizenship
G.

The resporisibillty of each individual
1. To make the school a safer place
2. To make the cormaanity a better place
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Leads to Other Units
Safety Education
The study of safety helpers mho protect us, will naturally lead to an
increased interest in other community helpers, such as, workers who produ
ce
or clothing, workers who produce our food, and workers who carry our
messages. The study of community life can easily lead into the study of
transportation, through a discussion
of the various methods of transporting
clothing, food, and the mail.

Teacher Evaluation
of the Unit on
Safety Education
To what extent:

ix. V G

1. Does it involve a variety of
direct sensory experiences?

4

2. Does it provide for sore free
,
informal as
of the pupils?

3. Does it provide an opportunit;
- for
manipulation or bodily activ
ity?

4. Do the parts of the unit rake a
coherent whole?

5. Do; - t provide fer considerab
le
ar=t of pupil activity
?

6. Does it contain an anticipated
outcome that is satisfactory
?

7. Does it provide s.4fficient concrete
and
illustrative rzat,erirls?

e. Does

the unit of work have a usefu
l
purpose in the prt,sent cr futu
re life
of the student?

9. Dons it reproduce
r...aa -Lion5 as far

Llife
possille?

.1

G. F. P.

NUT,

a. V.C.

10. Does it utilize materials as they
occur in life arid in the books
being used?

C. F.

P. 1,07,

11. Does it contain accurate information?
12. Does it provide an opportunity for
the pupil to originate, plan, and
direct the activity, as far as
possible?

4

13. Does it provide opportunity to
jude, choose, and evaluate?
14. Is it within the available time
limit for the unit?

I t

,,

15. Is the exposition clear enough to
make it possible for another teacher
t7 out it into practice if she so
desires?
16. Is it clearly stated here
materials may be obtained?

1

---

Check-up Tests
Unit I
Safety Eduation
I. Envle and undr,.rstandinL:
Directions: Fill in the blanks with the right words frora
this list:

swings

wait

friends

1. Children should not stand up in
•.•

Policemen are childre-'s

3.

A green 14,:ht mez-ls

4. A
5.

red light means

A yellow light means

stop

go

•I

17. Lre the referencers complete and
exact?
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B.

Directions:

Draw a line to the right rcrd for each sentence:

1. People should not touch loose

water

2. Children should not build

street

3.

Chileiren should not play in the

bonfires

L.

Children should nct play near deep

hands

.)•

People should not turn lights on with wet

wires

II. Attitudes:
A. Directions:

Write Yes

or

1:o in the blanks:

1. Are you willing to help the fire department by
staying away from fires?
2. Are you willing to do your part toward keepi
ng
the city safe and clean?
3. Are you careful not to make extra worl:
for the janitor?

4.

Bo you care enough about the safety of others to
keep your toys off of the steps?

5.

Do you think enough about the safety cf others
not to throw banana Se-ins on playground?

-5.

Directions:

Unierline the right answer:

1.then akating, do you keep to the right?

Yes

No

2. When crossing street, do you obey signals?
Yes

No

3. Do you take chances to Show you are brave
? Yes

1:o

4. Lo you feel
5.

that safety helpers are need4.d?Yes

Would you mind being quarantined?

v --

III. ::a.cits:
Directions: "e&Lte

Yes

or !:o in the bArnl-c:

I. Do you have the hE..t:Lt cf running to
fires?
2. Do yaa have the habit cf obeying traff
ic rule?

ro
ro
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3. Do you have the habit of playing in safe places?
L. Do you '_lave the habit of keeping health rules?

5.

Do you have the habit of being orderly?

6.

Do you have the habit of prtting tools away?

7. Do you have the habit of putting toys away?
8. Do you have the habit o.f playing with guns?
9. Do you have the habit of playing with matches?
10. Do you have the habit cf being careful?
TV.

Appreciations:
rirections:

Draw a ring around the right answer to each question:

1. Do you appreciate the value of traffic rules?

Yes

No

2. Do you appreciate the workers who protect us?

Yes

No

3. Do you appreciate good food and a good hone?

Yes

No

L. Do you appreciate the protection of parents?

Yes

Ko

5. Do you appreciate good health and good eyes?

Yes

No

6. Do you appreciate a clean, orderly room?

Yes

No

7. Do you appreciate the work of the janitor?

Yes

No

8. Do you appreciate clean, new books?

Yes

No

9. DO you appreciate good times in safe placr.
s?

Yes

No

10. Do you appreciate rules for avoiciing dange
r?

Yes

No

Key to Check—up Tests
Unit II
Safety T;ducation
I. A.
1.

2. friends
3. co

1. rires
2. bonfircs
3. street

stoD

L. water

5.
::.

5. hands

Merew.1 be no key for the attitudes tests, since each student
may react differently to the questior.s.

na

TV.
1. No

1. Yes

2.

Yes

2. Yes

3.

Yes

3. Yes

L.

Yes

4. Yes

5.

Yes

S. Yes

6. Yes

6. Yes

7. ves

7. Yes

No

8. Yes

9. ro

9. Yes

•

10.

-.1"es

10. Yes

•Pe.
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Community Life
The 1.(4-;:k of the first grade should
provide the cniloren with exIleriences which increase the
meaning of tome and school lif
e, and which
make clear the various agencies
and people which affect the lif
e of the
Child. From a study of the act
ivities in the home, the child
may be guided
into a study of those commun
ity activities that bear dir
ectly upon his
welfare and happiness. He
should be made to realize tha
t everyone is
responsible for certain wor
k which contributes to the
welfare and happiness
of all, and that he, too, is
responsible for contributing his
share. Through
interesting and varied exp
eriences, he will begin to app
reciate the efforts
made by father, mother, and
others, in Eupplying the fPr
.ily with food,
clothing, services, and
pleasure.
Grade placement—First gra
de
!line allctment—Eight wee
ks
:entral theme

The interdependence of people
in a community
Objectives

I. Knowledge and unders
tanding of:
A. Facts about our toy
s
B.

Facts about our clothing

C. Facts About our food
D.

Facts about our postal ser
vice

II. Attitudes toward:
A.

A sm4pathetic insight
into the lives of many
workers
B. Having inc.-eased int
erest in the activities of
the connunity
C. Having res:lect for
abilities and efforts of oth
ers
D. Having a greater int
erest in dcing rtrth-,whIle
wart
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E.

Having increased willingness to accent responsi
bilities

III. Habits of:
k.

Being neat and orderly wIth materials and pers
onal belongings

B. Being unselfish with tools and mate
rials
C.

Being able to work cooperatively with a grou
p

D. Eating foods rilich promote
health
E. Wearing clothing best suited to the weat
her

IV.

F.

Laing kind and considerate of all help
ers

G.

Being courteous at all tines

Appreciations for:
A.

The interdependence of people in a
commu:nity

B.

The work cf those rho provide toys
for cildren

C.

The work of those rho provide clot
hing for the family

D.

The work of those rho provide food
for the family

E.

The work of all helpers rho carry
messages

F.

The work of inventors rho have
made work easier and life
more confortable

G.

C=rteo'.1s, prompt, anA efficien
t service
Approaches
Commlnity Idle

An interest in toys .11,1 clothing
may be aroused then the nunils
are
requested to assist in packing
Christmas be:res to be er-nt to Europe.
Also,
the prospect of a school
Christmas tree usually crentes
an interest in
.
rg.tying and making toys for each
other. Tr a Christmas toyshop has
been
built and enjoyed, other stor
es rill naturally follow. Ce
r sugesti
approaches are:

Stories and poems about community life
2.

A visit to a toy store, or clothing factory

3.

A visit to a bakery

4.

A visit to a dairy

5.

A visit to a post office

6.

The bringing of a cotton boll to school

7.

The finding of a cocoon, or a beautiful silkworm moth

3.

Songs about commanity life

9.

VislInl aids:
a. 1Cotion pictures
b. Stereoptican slides
c. Posters

Study Guide I
Facts About (Yur Toys
I. Name six mechanical toys nade in the United States.
II.
III.

Name two electrical toys made in this country.
Vihat are four types of wheel toys?

IV. What are four kinds of toy building raterials?
V. Name ten miriature toys.
VI.

Name three toys made of rubbor.

VII. What three kinds of toys are made of cardb
oard?
VIII. Name three kinds of tc:T made of plastic.
1,:a;:le three unusua". types of toys made in Me=icoa
X. What two materiLl:
;
- are used in Germany for making unusual toys?
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Gertrude Hildreth

et al., Fun in Story (Philadelphia: John C. ;.ton

Co., 19:2), p. 26.
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Peters= and Co., 1940), pp. 3, 48, 122.
C. C.
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f.t. al., Our Good Heaith, Book I (Indianapolis: The
Dobbs-

MerriLl Co., 1942), PP,40, 96, 100.
References fcr teachers:
Carolyn S. 2.ailey, and Clara 12. Le.s, For
the Children's Hour
(New York: Milton Bradley Co., 1921), pp. 36,
240, 2441 251.
Marjorie Barrows, One Hundred riest Poens for
Boys and Girls (Racine:
l'ihitman Publishing Co., 1930), pp. 73, 104,
114, 49, 16, 34.

Bulletin XII, Physical Education in Elementary Schools
State Department of Education, 1
941), PP. 231, 240-242.
Hollis Dann, First Year Music (Cincinnati:
American Book Co., 1915),
1

p. 74.

kaybelle Glenn

et al., The World of Music, Listen and SinE

(New Ya-.3: Ginn and Co., 1936),
pp. 532 86.
Csbourne McConathy, The Music Hour, Book I (hew
York: Silver, Burdett
Co., 1929), pp. 26, 68, 82.
J. L-

Lan Vandevere, The Instructor Rhythm Band
-,3ock (Dansvillet

F. A. 0.1-en Publishint
; Co., 1938),

pp. 18, 19, 21.

Subject Matter I
Facts hbout Our Tcys
T.

T-0-pes of toys made in the Uni
ted States:
A. Vechanical
1. Tops
2. Automobiles
a. Passenger cars
b. Dump trucks

3.

ronke:ilif

I. Dancers

5. music
6.

bac:es

Boats

Electrical
1. Trains
2. Draglines
C.

Wheol
1. Wheelbarrows
2. Wagons

3. Trains
L. Alai- one:11es
a. Fire trucks
b. Fan.t rucks
c. Passenger cars
d. Buses
D.
•

?Llildin7 matc,rials
1. Lincoln lcs
2. Rubber bricks
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3. Hechano sets
4. Wooden blocks
E. Einiature
1. Houses
2. Furniture
3. Animals
4. Tools

5. Yusical
6.

instraments

Boats

7. Trains
8. Automobiles
9. Airplanes
10. Guns
F. Rubber
1. Balls
2. Dolls

3. Swords
G. Cardboard
1. Games
2. Jig-saw puzzles

3. Dolls
H.

Plastic
1. Dolls
-.Banks

3. Dishes
II. Unus-oz1 toys from other lanls:
A. Eexico
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1. T
- oys made of clay:
a. Dolls
b. Animals
c. Dishes
d. Carts
2. Toys made of gourds:
a. Beautiful 174'"dS
b. Rhythn band instruments

3. Toys marie of straw:
a. Animals
b. Dolls
Germany
1. Toys made of wood:
a. Anizals
b. Dolls
c. Doll houses
2. Ty.-s made of glass:
a. Jug3
b. Tiny animals
C. Dies

Activities I
Facts About Cur To;
I. Reading stories about toys
and toyshops.

Making original stories

for charts from experiences
during unit.
1. Listening to stories
about toys and toyshops. Discussi
ng
experiences, and composing stor
ies.
III. Singing songs about
workshops, toys, and Christma
s. Playing toy

Ira
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ristruments in the rhythm band. Listenin47, to recordn about toys
•

Christ.tz.

IV. Countin5; toys made, or brot to school. Playin
'earning the value of different coins.

store, and

Le.--raitiL; to add the

purchases, and dive change.
V. :earning to write short letters to Santa Claus, and make lists of
•

toys on han,„
,
naking toy catalogue, and writing names of

;,oys under the pictures, rith prlces.
VI. IWTing cloth arii

wooden boats and furniture, weaving rugs for

(toll houses, making tn: banks, small airplanes, wagons, jig—saw
plIzraes, tops, games, and paper dolls, for the toyshop.
VII.

Listening to stories about health and safety at the Christmas
•

on. Readini: about "Safe Play," "The Doll House," and r'Safety
.st."

Discusasing safe toys for very

ifl children.

Correlations I
Facts About Our Toys
T. Roading: Children conpose stories about their experiences, as:
The Toy Store
"We -rent to the toy store.
We sar many pretty toys.
"We saw -many pretty dolls
and don houses.
V,-e saw to-y rabbits and tcy
dogs.
• saw trry boats and little
trains.
-1::e liked th.? big blue airplane
'pest of all,
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Our Toyshop
have made a toyshop.
have balls and dolls.
have rabbits and dogs.
have doll beds and chairs.
have boats, trains, and
airplanes.
We have a little doll house.
We have fan playing store.
We
Te
We
We
We

Children read stories in readers and health books, about toys, and
Chr:stmas, as: "The Toy Store," "The

My lender,"

"Tors fcr boys

and Girls," "Safe Play," "The Christmas Tree," and "Safety First."
II.

Language:

Childrer compose stories fcr charts, and trite letters

to Santa Claus.

They listen to stories about toys, toyshcps, and

Christmas, and plan their own toyshcp. They may decide to have
committees, with definite responsibilities, such as making toy
furniture, painting, making cloth armals, or weaving rugs. Listen
to poems, as: "The Gingham Dog and the nalico Cat," and "The
General Stcre."
tusic: Sing songs about toys, as: ulZrncll," "Tcyland," "Sing a
Sens. cf Workshops," and "Sleep, Dolly, Eleen."

Listen to

phonograph records, for pleasure: "Doll DP-nce " "Parade of the
Wooden Soldiers," "Dance cf the Paper 1)311 5," and "Jumping
Jack."
Records to stimulate music appreciation: "In a Clock Stol.rsti
r7a2tting Doll," "Knights of the Hobby Horse,and "Dance of the
Toy Flutes," rron "The rutcracker Suite."
IV. rumbers:

Play stcre, and learn value of ccins:

hal' dollar, and dollar.

dime, auarter,

Learn to count by 5Is by using nickels.

Learn the comparative value of coins:

number of nickels in a

quarLer, nuMher of dimes in a half dollar k..nd dollar.
of symbols for dollar and cent.

Lea— Lea"-4-rte

Learn to recognize price tars on
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toys, and pace numbers in books.
V. Writing:

rake a list of toys to be made. Kake a catalogue cf

Christuas toys, rith name and price under each picture.
sentences about the activities of the unit.

Copy

Write letters to

Santa Claus.
VI.

Art:

Make cloth dogs, cats, and rabbits. Lalm wooden toys, such

as: boats, wagons, airplanes, doll furniture, and tcps.

Eake toy

banks from ice cream containers, enameled, and tops from spools.
Cut the spools into halves, sand the. down to a point, and put a
meat skewer through the hole in center. The wagons may be
made
from cigar boxes, with bottle caps for wheels. Toy catalog
ues may
be made by pasting pictures on manila paper, or draring
them freehand.
VII. Health:

Children may listen to stories about healt.--, and safety.

For physical education, use the following rhythmic
activities:
"The Jack-in-the Box," "The Walking Doll," and "The
Train."
Work Sheet I
Facts About Our Toys
T. nirections:

arar a line under the right anrwer:

1. A toy that can fly is a (train, kite, boat).
2. A toy that oan sail is a (pig, rabbit, boat),
3. A

4.

toy that can climb is a(dog, cow, mcakW.

A tcy that runs on a track is a (boat, train, ion).

5. L

place to

r toys is called a (grocery, shot, tc7shc--.).

Directions: Fill in the blanks rith words from the list
ballarr,
wnih

the sente foes true:

1. A ton ocz1
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2. A kite can

3. A boat can

4.

A train can

rest.

S. A house can be made of
sail

spin

fly

logs

run

Key to Work Sheet
Facts

T

out Our Toys

1. kits

1. spin

2. boat

2. fly

3. ronkey

3. sail

4. tz'ain

4. ran

S.

5. iczs

toyshop

Study Guide II
Facts About Cur Clothing
I. What are three purposes ef clothing?
II. haze ten materials used for clothing
III. What are the sources of these mat,erials?
IV. What are the processes involvee in nal-zing cloth from cotton,
flax, and wool?
V. How is si11.7 obt%ined from the' cocoon..?
Ii.

t:amc eight commnity Trorker

who help us to obt.ain olotLes.
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Theresa Armitage, Merry Music
(Boston: C. C. Birchard and Co., 1939),
Pp. 19, 34.
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For the Children's Hour
(Neu York: Milton Bradley
Co., 1921), pp. 85, 87, 90.
J. r. Beatie et al., The
Golden Book of Favorite Songs
(Chicago:
Hall and McCreary Co.,
1923), pp. 74
: 76, 77.
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Tangs (Neu York: The EacralPn Co.,
129),
pp. 71, 237.

M. B. Huber

pp. 28, 149.

1 We Graz a (New York: The
Macmillan Co.,)p. 105.
et al., The Poetry Book (Neu
York: Rand, McNally Co.,
1926),

Alice E'ley- and Jesrie L.
Gaynor, Sonrs ef the Child World,
Bock T.
(Pt.:Il adelphia: The John
Church Cc., 1927), pp.
116128.
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Subject rattrx II
Facts About Oar Clothing
I. Purposes of clothing:
'r,. tio
.ec
t
n
B.

Comfort

C.

Beauty

II. Eate-ials used for clothing:
L.

Cotten
Linen

C.

Wool

D. Silk
D.

Rayon

F. E:lon
3.

Casein
Leather

I.

Rubber

J. Fur

III.

Sources of materials:
Cotton from cotton plant
E. Linn

from flax plant

C. Wool from fleece.of cheep
D. Silk from sill:worms
E. Rayon from cellulose
F.

Uylon from coal, air, ene. mi,er

G.

Casein fro.::. :77.1k

•

E. Leather from nins of a7.irri..15
I. Rubber from

Sap

of rubber trees
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J. Fur from fur-bearing animals
IV. Processes involved in making cloth from cotton, flax, and wool:
A.

Cotton
1. Ginning
2. Spinning
3. Bleaching

4. Dyeing
5. Weaving
6. Printing
2. Flax
1. Pulling stalk
2. Rippling
3. CoMbing

4. Spinning
5. Weaving
6. Bleaching
7. Dyeing
C. Wool
1. Cleaning
2. Dyeing
3. Roving

4. Spinning
S. Weaving
V. Har sill: is obt.Pined from the cocoon:
A. Cocoon is dipped in hot vatcr
B. Fiber is unwnund
C. Raw silk in reCled
D.

Cloth is wevrn
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Comm-nity workers who help us
obtain clothes:
A. Storekeeper
B.

Dressmaker

C. Tailor
D.

Milliner

E. Deliveryman
F. Postmaster
C. Mail carrier
E. Factory worker

Activities II
Facts About Our Clothing

I. Reading experience charts
composed by the children.

HA.gding

stories about clething in
textbooks.
II. Listening to stories
and poems about the sources
of clothing.
Viewing slides and sound f4 1ns„
and discussing. 7isiting a
clothing store or factory, if
possible. *Discussing the important
things
learned on excursion. raking
a list of the materials used
for
Clothing. Finding pictures
cf c6ttcn and flax plants.
Planting
cotton S=P.!- ...3, and
matching the plant grot to
matarit:). Visiting
cotton plantation, if
possible, and makin: report to
other
classes mho are interested.
Makinr: a sandtable
representation of
a cotton
plantat!on.
c
••• —tz>

songs about spirritng,
weeving, shearin: the sheep,
making
sltoes, anci
ring. Listenln: to
phonograpll reccrdr about spinning,
anc. making cloth.
Continuing t'e use of nur....ber8
!n ever7da:.emperieneme.
*7. Continuing the
practice of all letters of the
r.".Ithabet.
, and the
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copyi-- Cf simple sentences.
VI.

Lakin7 collections for nuseun, and
making posters shoring the
three important inventions:

cotton gin, weaving machine, and

sewing machine. Making large post
ers shoring many kinds of
materials used for clothing, and
if possible, a cotton boll and
cocoon. Eakins posters showing ho
r people dressed long ago.
Making drarings of spinning wheel and
hand loom from rictures.
VII. Discussing the necessity for
dressing properly for the sac of good
health. Heading health stories
about wearing clothing suitable for
the weather, and the occasion.

Correlations II
Facts About Our Clothing
I.

Reading:

Children compose original charts
about clothing, and

their experiences on excursio
ns, as:
Our Clothing
Our dresses and suits are
made of cotton.
Our sweaters arc made of
rocl.
Our socLs are made of rayon.
Our ribbons are made cf silk
.
Our shoes are made of leather.
Read stories about "The Big Stor
e," "To Caps," and'
,The le,r Coat."
Also, stories about playing "gro
wn-up" and about little lambs.
II. Language: Linten to stor
ies about the sources of clothing
materials: "Me Flax," "The Ner
Dress," "The Calico's Si:ory,"
"A ChineL Pr::.hccso and iier
siak Dress," "Whers the Raincoat G-ors,"
and "T'ic' -Ayes and The Sioe
-v_kcr." D-emr.ti:le the iatj..or st077.
Y 4rten t poems about clothing
, as: "The Stcry of the 1:er;
niscusn
c in:ormation ob';aizied on
excursions.

7-T,

usic:

Sing songs about
clothing: "From Slee to
p
Sweaters,"
"The Spinning So
ng," "Thr Little Sh
oemaker," "Weaving," "Spi
nning
the Yarn," "Gra
ndma's Knitting So
ng," and many more. Ch
ristmas
songs may be in
cluded, if near th
is season, as: "While Shep
herds
Watched Their Fl
ocks." For apprec
iation, listen to reco
rds: It
a Tailor and a
Bear," (20153) an
d "The Spinning Song."
For rhythm,
listen to "The
Little Shepherd,"
and "Phythm Medley,"(205
26).
II. Nunbers:
Play nmber game
c, and use number work
books. Continue to
use nunbers in
everyda
;
- experiences.
V. Writing: Co
py sentences, and
practice muscular move
ment.
VI. Art: Make
posters and book
lets about clothing.
Make catalogues
cf clothing, an
d write nr,1174-s of
articles under pictur
es. Make
clothes for doll
s, and re-ave ru
gs.
VII. HP:17th:
Discuss proper
clothinr for rainy da
ys, and cold weather.
Discuss the re
asons fcr removi
ng outdoor clothing
when in heated
room.. Listen to
stories about ways
to dress to protect he
alth.
Work Sheet II
1.

Facts About Our
Clothing
Directions: r".'
1 in the blanks
vritl words from th
e list below:
L. Cotton cc
anes from a
•
2. T.inen is
m?de of
•

3. Flax has a bl
ue
t. Wool 7raws
on a
77!ubber cones
fron. a
sheep

tre-

plant

flcror
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II. Directia715:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Complete the sentences by und
erlining the correct word:
Ve weer wool in rinter bec
ause it is (pretty, warm).
We wear raincoats to kee
p us-(warm, dry).
We wear cotton in summer
:ecause it is (cheap, cool).
Cocoons are put in hot
water to soften the (gum, moth).
A material used for par
achutes is (silk, linen).
Key to Work Sheet II
Facts About Our Clothing

1. plant
1. warm
2. flax
2. dry

3. flowrr
3. cool
L. sheep

4. gum
S. tree

5. silk
Study Guide III
Facts About Our Food

I. What three kinds
of food are needed for
strength?
7- 1.171€ six foods nee
ded for repair and growth
.
L. hat are the th
. e protective foo
.rc;
ds?
IV. Name two source
s of food supply, and
the products of each.
V. Name ten worker
s rho have a part in
supplying our food.
References for studer
t$:
R. Hanna a

others, Peter's vvr-71
:
7 (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman
and Co., 1942),
pp. 8, 33, 146, 50,

51.

Warren Knox

et al., The 7:OnLe
rstxid of Science

F5ook I (New York:
Charles Scribner's
Sons, 2.9120, T.-. 10
7, 103, -Irt:'s 112.
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Mae McCrory, Plants That Give Us Food, Unit Study Book No. 204
(Columbus: American Education Press, 1933).
2

yilk, Unft Study sock No. 203 (Columbus: Anerican

Education Press, 1937).
Jane Eiller, Jimmy, the Crocern (New York: Houghton Eifflin Co.,1939).
Helen S. Head, l!r. Brown's Grocerl- Store (New

York: Charles Scribner's

Sons, 1930).
References for teachers:
J. W. Beatie

et al., The Golden Book of Favorite Songs (Chicago:

Hall and McCreary Co., 1923), p. 92.
77,1 i7-Pbeth P. Bemis,

Plans and Projects (Dansville: F. A. Owen

Publishing Co., 1927), 195.
H(1114- De.nn, virst Year 2
1 usic (Cincinnati: American Book Co., 1915),
pp. 24, 42, 58, 82, 86.
A. I. Gates

et al., Emu Our Street (t.Tew York: The Macrill n Co.,

1935), PP. 107, 152, 157, 1607164.
Julia Y. Harris, Makinr, Visits (New York: Houghton 1:ifflin Co.,
1939),
PP. 95, 113, 114.
Alice Riley r,u1 Jessie L. Gaynor, Songs of the Child World, -look
I
(Philadelphia: :he John church Co., 1927),

Subject Watter III
Facts About Our Food
I. Foods needed for strength:
A. Sugar
P.

Bread

C.

Cereals

pD. 15, 65.
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II. Foods needed for repair and growth:
A. 1:eat
B. Fish
C. Eilk
D. Butter
E. Cheese
F. Eggs
III. Protective foods:
L. Fruit
B. Vegetables
C. Eilk
IV. Sources of food supply:
A. Farm
1. Leat
2. Grain

3. Fruit
L. Vegetables
5. Syrup

6. Honey
B. Dairy
1. rilk
2. Butter

3. Cheese

4. Ice

crean

V. Worker:: 171:o have a part in st17,-1v4”- our food:
A. Farmer
B. Ap::r:rint

3.35
C. Dairyz:_n
D. Cattlenan
E. Butcher
F. Viller
G. Baker
E. Groceryman
I. Fruit graver
J. Truck driver

Activities III
Facts About Our Food
I.

Reading social studies readers, science, and library books,
on the subject of food.

II. Listening to stories about food, and the workers who produce
it.
Visiting a bakery and grocery, then discussing the things
learned.
Composing stories about the excursions, for reading charts
.
Vieving sound film, and discussing.
III. Singing songs

Drematizing stories.

out foods end workers who have a part in supply—

ing it. Playing singing games which describe the work
of the

IV.

Counting the number of cookies necessary for surpri
se party.
Measuring the ingredients for cookies. Playing store, and
making
change with toy money.

Learning meaning of dozen, half dozen, pint,

and quart. Selling syrup candy; and counting
profits.
V. Making free—hand drawings of fruit and vegetables.

aking clay

models of fruits and vegetasles for the class store.
Making clay
moiels of bakery goods.

Making charts showing wbeat from gran

to food, and charts shming many different kinds
of graiL. L4king
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posters showing animals which supply mill,to people in different
parts of the worLd. Lakin

posters shoring good foods for break-

fast, lunch, and supper.
VII. Singing health songs, and listening to stories and poems about
good foods.

Correlations III
Facts About Our Food
I. Readin7:

Read stories in social studies readers, science, and

library books about foods, and -workers rho produce it, and read
original stories about excursions and activities enjoyed d'arf.ng
the study of food,as:
Flan at School
We made candy at school.
We took turns stirring it, and
everyone enjoyed eating it.
We sold some of the candy and
bought food for our pet
rabbit with the money.
A Sarprise Party
We had a surprise party for
the boys in our roam.
The girls made cookies, and
we had fruit juice to drin::.
We n
. ad a rood time.
II. Language:

Listen to stories about food and workers wto produce

it, as: "The City Workers," "The Baker," "The Eillaaan,
n "A Visit
to the Dair7," "The Grocery Store," and"Devid,
the Farin Boy."
Listen to poeLis about food and wbrkers, aanatize The
Gingerbread
Boy."

Write articles for

school newspaper, telling of in-

terestinz activitieo. Vist a bakery and grocery and
discuss the
things learned. Llso, discuss the infc7.mation gaine

by vierinc
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sound filns: 'Tor Health and Happiness," "Hidden Hunger," "Kids
ir.ust Eat," and "The Man rho Missed His Breakfast."
III. Music: Sing songs about going to market, world.ng garde
ns: ham the
farmer sows his wheat, and the work of the honey-bee. Play singi
ng
ganes:

"Shall I Tell You Haw the Farmer?" "The Muffin Man," and

"The Farmer in the Dell."
IV. Numbers: Plan a surprise party, and count the number
of cookies,
plates, napkins, and other things needed. Measure ingredient
s for
cookies and fruit drink. Learn meaning of dozen, half
dozen, pint,
and quart. Plan and build a grocery store. Eake
price tags, and
rractice making change. Make and sell syrup cndy
.
V. Writin: Copy list of foods served in lunch
room. Copy articles
for school newsoaper, telling about vario
us activities of the class.
VI.

Art: Make clay models of bakery goods, fruit,
and vegetables for
the school store.

Make charts shaming different kinds of grain
,

and posters shaTLng pictures of anima
ls which supply milk to people
in different parts of the world. Make poste
rs showing good foods
for breakfast, luns, and supper.
VII.

Make free-hand drarings of foods.

Health: Sing songs about milk, and learn rtich
foods are needed
for strength, growth, and protection.
Vier the picture, "&oodbye,
Er. Germ." DISCUSS the necessity for
cleanliness in handling food.
Work Sheet III
Facts About Our Food

I.

rections:
1.

Draw a line under the correct an wer:

Does sugar give you energy?

Yes

No

2. :1,t) eus help Fou to gram?

Yo-,

No

3. IS cheese a "protective" food?

Yes

No
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4.

Do people need vegetables?

Yes

ro

5.

Do pineapples craw an trees?

Yes

ro

II. Directions: Fill each blank rith the rord
rhich completes the
sentence correctly:
1. Lill: malst be kept ver:,2.

Flour is made from

3. Meal is made from

4.

Oats and rice are

5.

Honey is made by
cereals

bees

wneat

clean

corn

Key to Work Sheet III
Facts About 01:r Food
I.
1. Yes

1. clean

2. Yes

2. 1

3. Yo

4.

,- t

3. corn

Yes

4. cerw--35

5. No

5. bees
Stu!ly C-!.:id(7. IV
Facts About Our Postal Service

I. Tell haw messaces were sent, before
rriting developed. Tell hag
messages were sent after writing
developed.
Harr was the mail carried before road
s were built?
carried after the first roads were
bunt/
today?
How is mail delivere.f in the
city?

How was the nail

Har does mail travel
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IV. How is it delivered in the country?
V. Name ten types of work done in a post office.
VI. Tell about the work of railway mail clerks.
References for students:
A. I. Gates

et al., Jim and Judy (New York: The Macm'llan Co.11939),

pp 117.
0 Nick and Dick (New York: The Mac11Pu Co.,

1943), pp. 20-24.
Paul R. Hanna

et al., Peter's FAnily (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman

and Co., 1942).
Charlotte Kuh, The Postman (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1929),
Dorothea Park)Here Comes the Postman (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1936).
Helen S. Read, LILLE Letter (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1931).
References for teachers:
J. Y. Beaty, staa Pictures of Transportation and Communication
(Chicago: Beckley-Cardy Co., 1939), pp. 184-196.
Paul R. Hanna

et al., Susan's Neighbors (Scott, Foresman and Co.,

1938), pp. 49-80.
Mildred English and Thomas Alexander, Wheels and Wings, (Atlanta:
Johnson. Publishing Co., 1935), pp. 102-103.
Oshourne McConathy

et al., The Muzic Hour fcr the Yindergarten and

First Grade (Kew York: Silver, Burdett Co.,
1929), PP. 142-48.
HcLlis Dann, First -ear rueic (Cincinnati: American Book
Co., 1915).
L. P. Stevens, nCom=unication„" Instructor Unit No. 2
(Dansvillot
F. A. Owen Publfshing Co., 1939).

yees.“
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Subject Matter IV
Facts About Our Postal Service
I. How postal service began
L. How' messages were sent before writing developed:
1. Bonfire signals
2. Erura signals
a. War
b. Warning
3. Runners with molmorized messages
B.

Haw messages were sent after writing develooed:
1. Runners with papyrus rolls
2. Post riders
3. Chariots
4. Private postal systrr:,

II. Growth of the United States postal system
A.

How mail

Was

carried before roads were built:

1. Indian runners
2. Travelers

3. Relay riders
B.

Hor mail was carried after the first roadr were built:
1. Stageco&lhes
2. Pony exrress

C.

Hor mail travels today:
1. Trains
2. Shipe
3. kirlanes
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TTI.

How mail is delivered in the city:
A. Post-:an
Parcel post carrier

IV. How mail is delivered in the country:
A. Rur:L route carrier
B. Star route carrier
V. Work done in the oost office:
A. Sorting mail
Distributing nail
C. Selling stamps and postal cards
D.

Selling money orders

E. Weighing packages
F.

Canceling stamps

G. PostmPT.king letters
H.

Registering letters

Y.

Taking care of "dead letters

J. Selling bons and certificates
VI. Work of railway mail clerks:
A.

Sorting mil for small towns
iett'rsluafaed on train
Throving sacks of nail off at depcts

D.

Assisting in mai2 pick-ups

ActivitiesPt
Facts About Our Postal Service
Feading stories about our postal service, in social studie
s
rPaders, princrs, and library books.
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II. Listening to stories about the development
of our postal service,
and discussing the differences betreen long
ago and now.

Listen-

ing to poem, "A Country Lail Carrier," and discu
ssirr, his faithfulness through all kinds of weather. Writi
ng letters requesting
permission to visit the local post office.

Making plans to bnild

a school post office, and selecting commi
ttees for the various
duties. Making and mailing valentines.

Memorizing poems about

Valentine Day, fol. assembly. Making an origi
nal dramatization of
the origin of Valentine Day.
III. Singing songs about the rerk of the
postman, and the pleasure of
oal:ing valentines.
IV.

Yeasuring to build post office. Selling
sta=ps, and making change
rith toy money.

Discussing the calendar, and length of hour
and

day.
V. Vriting letters, and copying verse
s for hand-made valentines.
VI. Making original designs for valen
tines. D_ 1.ing pictures of the
many rays in which mail is carried.
Making posters showing the
development of our postal system.
VII. Singing Bangs about health, and
listening to stories About the
necessity for cleanliness and a neat
appearance. Dusoussing the
benefits of good posture, and the
bad effect of carrying heavy
loads over a long period of time.
Correlations IV
Facts About Our Postal Service
I.

ading:

Rea

stories about family helpers, in socia
l studies

readers. Read the following library
books: "3illyis Letter,"
"The Post=an," and "here COMES the
Post'."

II. Language:

Listen to stories about the sending of messanges long

ago, and nail service today.

Discuss the development of transporta-

tion, and the invention of rapid methods of communic
ation, such as
the telephone, telegraph, and radio. trite
letters to the post-ter requesting pernission fcr the class
to visit the post office,
and select committees for the various duti
es. trite verses for
the hand-made valentines. Give an original
dramatization: "How Ye
Came to Have Valentine Day." Yemorige poem
s: "The Yailbcx," and
"Posture."
III. Eusic: Sing songs about the pcstman
and his work, as: "The Busy
Postman," and "The Postman's thistle."
Sing
IV. Numbers:

tiry

Valentine."

Veasure to build post office: the amount of
space to be

used and the height and width of door
and window. Sell stamps, and
give change with toy money. "Descuss
the calendar: nuMber and
names of days in week, and months in
year.

Learn the number of

ninutes in an hour, and the number of
hours in a day. Discuss the
importance of being punctual and depe
ndable.
V. Writin:: -*rite letters, and the
names of the days of the week, and
months of the year. Copy verses
for original valentines. Address
envelopes for :zoning. Learn reason
for putting return address on
envelcnes.
Art: Lake °rig:L:1a' designs fcr
valentines. lake posters showing
how the mail was carried long ago.
Draw pictures of modern moles
of carryint;the
Lake booklets of poems and songs absut
the
postman.
VII. Health: Sing sonre about good
heal.:1, and discuss the necessity
for cleanliness and a neat apno
aranse. Illiscuse the benefit!. of

good postur, and the evil effects of carrying extremely hcc.7y

Work Sneet IV
Facts About Our Postal Service
I.

Directions:

Draw a ring around the right answer:

1. Was the pony express a train?

Yes

No

2. Were messages ever sent with smoke?

Yes

No

3. Did stagecoaches ever carry mail?

Yes

No

4. Do trains carry mail?

Yes

No

5. Do ships carry mail?

Yes

No

II. Directions:

If the sentence is true, put a T in the biang;

if it is not true, put an F:
1. The postman is careless rith letters.
2. The post office sells stamped envelopes.
3. The postman stays at home when it raf.2.15.

L. isail

is sometimes carried in airplanes.

5. Letters can be mailed on trnins.

Yey to Work Sheet IV
Facts About Our Postal Service
I.

IT.
1. No

1.

2. Yes

2. T

3. Yes

4.

Yes

S.

Yes

5.

T
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CulzdnatingActivIties
Community Life
I. The parents may be invited to see the post
office built by the
children, and the hand work done during the
unit.
IT. The following program may be given in
assembly:
An original dramatization: "How We CATIP to Have
Valentine
2. Songs: "The Spinning Song,Hand "The
Little Shoemaker."
Readings: "The Gingham Dog and the Calico
Cat," and "The
Story of the New Dress."
tization: "The Elves and the Shoemake
r."
Rhythm band: "The larch of the Toys
."

6. Readings: °Posture," and "The Lailbcx.
"
7. Songs: "The Busy Postman," and 'Ty Vale
ntine."
o.

Rea*!nr.: "The roo Caw roc."
Outcomes cf the Unit
Community Life

Knowledge an

understandirf of:

L. Facts about cur toys
1. Types of toys made in the United
States:
a. Mechanical
(1) Tops
(2) Automobiles
(a) Passenger cars
(b) Dux:7 trucks
(3) 1,or*c..
.-.5

(L) Dz.nct.:s
(5) tus1c

Day."
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(6) Boats
b. Electrical
(1)
(2) Draglines
C. Itheel
(1) Wheelbarrors
(2) Wagons
(2)) Trains

(4) kutomotiies
(a) Fire trucks
(b) Farm trucl:s
(c) Passenger cars
(d) Buses
d. Building materials
(1) Lincoln logs
(2) Rubber bricks
(3) Vechano sets
(4) Wooden blocks
e. Liniature
(1) Houses
(2) Furniture
(3) Lnimals
(4) Tools
(5) Musical instrune-its
(6) Boats
(7) TrL-Lrx
(6)
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(9) Airplanes
(10) Guns
f. Rubber
(1) Balls
(2) Dolls
(3) Swords
g. Cardboard
(1) Games
(2) Jig-saw puzzles
(1) Dolls
h. Plastic
(1) Dclls
(2) Banks
(3) Dis!les
2. Ilt=sual toys fro= other lands:
a. Ee:cico
(1) Toys made of clay:
(a) Dolls
(b) Animals
(c)
(d) Carts
(2) Toys made of gourds:
(a) 7:,:sautiful birds
(b) Rn7th= band instruments
(3) Toys made of straw:
(a) Animals
(b) Dolls

b. Gemiany
(1) Toys rade of wood:
(a) Anirals
(b) Dolls

(c) Doll
(2) Toys

houses

made of glass:

(a) Jugs
(b) Tiny animals
(c) tishes
D. Facts about our clothing
1. Purposes of clothini::
a, Protection
b. Gorifort
c.
2. Laterials used for clothing:
a. CotLon
h. Linen
c. Wool
A. Silk
t:s• Rey-cro
f.
g.
h. Leather
•

i':ubber

j. Fur

3. Sources cf
a. Cotton 'ro. cottcn F:znt
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b. Linen from fix: plant
c. Wocl from fleece cf she*
d. Silk from siikrcrrs
e. Rayon from cellulose
f. rylon from coal, air, aryi rater
g. Casein from milk
h. Leather frau skins of animals
i. Rubber from sap of trees
j. Fur from fur-bearing anin:.:.ls

4. Processes

involved in making cloth from cctton,

and wool:
a. Cotton
(1) Ginning
(2) 57inning

(3) 31eaching
(4) Dyeing

(5) weaving
(6) Print:Li-T.
b. Flax
(1) P”7/ing stalk
(2) RiPPling

(3)

Combing

(L)

Spinning

(5) Weaving
(6) Bleaching

(7) Dye

:g
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c. Wool
'I

(1) Cleaning
(2) Dyeing

(3) Roving

(4) Spinning
(5) Weaving

5. Eci-.7 silk

is obtained from the cocoon:

a. Cocoon is dipped in hot water
b. Fiber is unwound
c. Raw silk is reeled
d. Cloth is woven

6. community workers who help us obtain clothes:
a. Storekeeper
b. rzessmakcr
c. Tailcr
d. Eilliner
e. Deliveryman
f. Postmester
g. Mail carrier
h. Factcr-y worker
C. Facts about aar food
1. Kinds of food needed:
a. Ficr stren7th
(1) SI..jar
(2)

cad

(3) Cerecas
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b. For repair and grmtll

(1) rezt
(2) Fish
(3) 'ilk

(4) Butter
(5) Cheese

(6) Egzs
c. Protective
(1) 'fruit
(2) Vegetables
(3) vilk
2. sources of food supply:
a. Farm
(1) brat
41.•

(2) Grain

(3) FrLit
(4) Ver-etables
(5) ST=',4)
(6) Honey
Dairr
(1)=724
(2) Buttcr
(3) Meese

(L) Ice

cream

3. 7f2.r::crc to hc.ve a tat in sunnlyinc our foods
a. Panieor
•

Lpiarst
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C. Dairyman
d. Cattleman
e. Butcher
f. Liner
g. Baer
h. Groceryman
i. Fruit grower
j. Truch driver
D. Facts about our postal service
1. How postal service began:
a. Faw messages were sent before writing developed:
(1) Bonfire signals
(2) Drum signals
(a) War
(b) Warning
(3) Runners with memorize- messages
b. How messages were se.-A after writinc developed:
(1) 1.2.nners with papyrus rolls
(2) Post riders
(3) Cnariots

(k) P—i_vate

postal system

2. Growth of the United States postal system
a. Harr mail was carried becre roads were built:
(1) Indian runners
(2) Travelers
(3) helayb. Her nuL1was czt.rried after the first roads werc
ilt
(1) Stau.noaches
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(2) Pony express
c. Farr mail travels today:
(1) Trains
(2) Ships

(3) Airplanes
3. How mail is delivered in the cit.:
a. Postran
b. Parcel post carrier

4. Kolv

mail is delivered in the country:

a. Rural route carrier
b. Star route carrier

5. Wel-I:done

in the pest office:

a. Sorting nail
b. Distributing mail
c. Selling stanps and postal carcis
d. Selling money orders
paf.*Pces
f. Canceling stamps
g. Postmarking letters
h. itegistering letters
. Taking care of "dead letters%
j. Selling bonds and certificates

6. Work of raiIway

clerks;

a. Sortinl; mail for srv_71 torns
b. Pcstrearlf

letters mailed on train

c. Thrawinr, sacks of mail off at depots
;.scstin

in nl pier:—ups
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IT.

Attitudes toward:
A. A sympathetic insight into the lives of many workers

111.

B.

Having increased interest in the activities of the community

C.

Having respect for abilities and effcrts of others

D.

Having a greater interest in doing worth while work

E.

Having increased rillingness to accept responsibilities

Habits of:
A. Being neat and orderly with materials and personal belongings
B.

Being unselfish with tools and materials

C. Being able to work cooperatively with a group
D.

Eating foods which promote health

E. Wearing clothing best suited to the weather
F. Being kind and ccnsiderate of all helpers
G. Being courteous at all tines
IV.

4preciations for:
A. The interdependence of people in a community
B.

The Icor:: of those who provide clothing for the family

C.

The work of those who Provide toTs for the children

T).

The work of those who provide food for the family

E. The work of all helpers who carry messages
F.

The work of inventors who have made work easier, and life
more comfortable

G. Courteous, prompt, efficient service
• • v,• 4

Iads to Other Units
During the study of Community Life, the children rill become interested
in the d12:erent moes of tmvel used in traneporting the - il. Ding
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pictures of airplanes, ships, and trains
vill lead naturally into the study
of transportation, nor, and long ago.
Fret: the study of transportation, and the previous stud
y of the sources
of food and clothing, an interest may be manifest
ed in making a study of the
farm.

Teacher Evaluation
of the unit an
Community Life
77
..

To ,that extent:
1. noes it involve a variety of direct
sensory experiences?

G.

V• •

I.

1

I

1
i
•
I

i
I

2. noes it provide for some free, informal association of the pupils?

•li
{
.
1

3. Does it provide an oppertunit: for

----1

!

manipulation or bodily activity?

I
1

4. Do

the parts of the unit make a
coherent v:hole?

I

5. Does

it provide for a considerable
amount of pupil activit7? '
...........m••••

6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome that is satisfactory?

•

V

Does it provide sufficient concrete
illustrative materials?

I

i
£

8. Does the unit of work have a useful
purpose in the present or future
life of the pupil?

,
1

9. Does it reproduce actual life

situations, as far as possible?

10. Does it utilize materials as they
occur in life, and in the books
being used?

1

i1
1
i
i

;
I

1
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D. V.G.

11. Does it contain accurate
if
12.

G.

F.

P.

Does it provide an opportunity
for the pupil to originate, plan,
and direct the activity, as far
as possible?

13. Does it provide opportunity to
judge, choose, and evaluate?
14.

Is it within the available time
for the unit?

15. Is the exposition clear enough
to make it possible for another
teacher to put the unit into
practice if she so desirss
16. Is it clearly stated wbere
materials may be obtained?
17. Lre the references complete
and exact?

Frial Check-up Tests
Unit III
Commnnity Life
I. Knowledge and understaneing:
A. Directions:

Draw a line under the grout of words wtich

makes each sentence true:
1. In ord:.r
- tc now vrells cotton needs
(short, cool days.

long, war= days.)

2. Flax plants are pulled
they are r --ten.

after they are dry.)

3. 1,--zly sill3rJrr-S are raised
(in japan and

in the United States.)

NONE
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4.

Sheep are sheared
(in winter.

S.

in the spring.)

Margarine comes from
(cotton seeds.

flan seeds.)

B. Directions: If the sentence is true, put a T in the blank;
if it is not true, put

n F in the blank:

1.

All linen is nade by hand.

2.

L11 cotton has fibers two inches long.

3. Theat and rice are called cereals.
I. Cheese is made from r41k.

S.
C.

Directions:

Rubber comes from a tree.
Draw a ring around the right answer:

1. Does cotton come fron a plant?

Yes

No

2. Does rayon come from a silkworm?

Yes

No

3. ;_Jes linen come from tie flax plant?

Yes

No

Does meal come from wheat?

Yes

No

5. Does leather come from animals?

Yes

No

6. Can bad 'cc made from rice?

Yes

No

7. kre there many types of toys?

Yes

No

8.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

L.

cas the pow express a train?

9. Is cotton used in making tires?
10. Does rubber sap need to he heated?
II.

Attitudes:
A.

ELrections:

Draw a line under the group of words which

makes each sentence

-ae:

1. 'Then someone tries to help by showin7 me r - mistakes,
always (thank them.

get angry.)
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2. When ry class is putting on a play, I always
(r-ant the leading part. an

ilLing to take any part.)

3. 7:lien I am ror::ing mith others, I like to
(tell then what to do.

plan the work together.)

4. When using rateriAl l I a:: alrmys
(careless and 'wasteful.
5.

When I need help
proud to as

B.

careful and thrifty.)

(I always ask for it.

T

an too

for it.)

Directions: Underline the correct answers:
1.

Are you mng to share your tools?

Yes

ro

2.

Are you willLng to wear suitable clothing?

Yes

No

3. Do you have respect for comminity helpers?

Yes

Yo

L.

Do you enjoy learning about the
activities of the corrunity?

Ye170

5. Do you have respect for the abilities
of others?

Ycs

Yo

6. Are you w-11 4 ng to accept responsibilities? Yes

No

7.

Do you enjoy doing your work well?

8.

Do you willingly eat foods which are good

Yes

No

for you, whether you like them or not?

'Yes

No

9. Do you think about the feelings cf others?

Yes

10.. Are you milling to take turns at work
or play?

Yes

7-Abits:
Directions: 'Write Yes or No in the blanks:
1. DO you have the habit of bein77, neat and orderly?
2.

Do

you hr,.vp the habit c,f being unselfish?

No
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3. Do you have the habit of working well rith a group?
L. Do you have the habit of eating healthful foods?
5. Do you have the habit of wearing clothing best
suited to the weather?

6. De you have the habit of being kind to others?
7. Do you have the habit of always being
corsiderate of all helpers?

8. Do you have the habit of being courteous?
9. DO you have the habit of being thrifty?
10. Do you have the habit of doing neat rork?
IV.

Appreciations:
Directions:

M-ite Yes
_ or No in the blanks:

1. re yea appreciate the need of marv helpers?
2.

De you appreciate the work of toy makers?

3. Do you appreciate the work of salespeople?
4. 1Jo you appreciate the work of those who
provide clothing for the familyl

5.

Dc you appreciate the work of the farmer?

6. Do you appreciate the loot.k of the baker?
7. Do you appreciate the work of the postnA-!
,1

8. Do you appreciate tie work of inventors?
9. Do you appreciate pzul-.1) s efficient service?
10. Do you appreciate courteous helpers?

Key to Final Check-up Teets

may react differently to the questions.
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Owen Publishing Co., 1939).
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- 5a- Out (Evanston: Few
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Transportation
Travel has an almost universal appeal to children, and a study of
transportation is one of the most fascinating experiences which they are
privileged to enjoy.

This study helps to rdden their cultural background,

and build broad concepts lea(44ng to a vital understanding of the modern
world.
Through the study of the eveluticn cf the various means of transportation we may be able to create in ehilriren a desire tc reach out toward
individual and collective improvement of conditions, as they begin to
realize the significance of transportation in the lives of all People.
Grade

Flacenent

Tine Pilotnent

FIrst gra3e
IA weeks

Cen4.,-al theme -- The increasing dependence of man, as civiliLation increases
Objectives
I. Enuriledre and understarriins of:
A. Land transportat4 on
P. Water transpertaticn
C.

Air transportation .

1.64

D. Unusual modes of transportation
II. Attitudes tonard:
A. A realization of the part that modern inventions have played
in aiding and developing transportation
B. A realization of the significance of the development of
transportation upon the lives and occupations of all people
C. An increasing respect forthe people who werk to bring food
and clothing from distant

r.

roAres

An increasing interest in the welfare and safety of workers
who help us travel.

E. Having pride in being prompt and efficient
Ill. titbits of:
A. Being courteous to people who help us travel
B. Being reliable and trustworthy
C. Being punctual at all times
D. Observing safety rules when traveling
E. Being thoughtful of the welfare of others
F. Listening to others, and folloring directions explicitly.
G. Being grateful for all the comforts and conveniences enjoyed
K. Working well with others
I. Reading for informatien, as well as pleasure
J. Accepting responsibilities gladly
IV.

Appreciations for:
A. The progress made in modes of transpertaLion
B.

91,r,

The pr-rt trans-nortation has played in the progress of nan

C. The services rendered by people engaged in transportation
D. Good !.-eads,
community

aid In tho development of any country or
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E. The problemz an2 difficulties overcome by scientists and
inventors
F. The cooperation of workers who make it possiblc, to trivel
safely
G.

The efficiency, relialraity, and promptness of transportation
employees

H.

The comforts and conveniences of modern transportation

T.

The many safety devices used in land, water, and air
transportation

J.

Courtesy from workers rho help us trav.
Approaches

During the study of community life, the Children rill become interes
ted
in the many different ways in rhich mail has beentransparted.
The motion
picture, "Farther, Faster, Safer, may be shown, and discussions
rill fella.
Other suggested approaches are:
1. Stories and poems about transportation
2. A visit to an airport,

3.

or railway station

Railroad and strv-tinship Pool:lets displayed an bulletin
board

4.

A motion picture showing the develcpment of transportation

5.

Library books showing pictures of primitive or
pioneer
modes of transportation

6. Pictures of unusilrl. methods of transportation, such as
the jinriktsha and kayak

7.

Songs, such as "Nor -.a-Days and Then-a-Dayvis
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Study Guide
Tand Transportation
I. Nam seven early ways of carrying loads.
II. That were four early types of vehicles?
:II. Name seven later types of vehicles.
TV.

Describe the first trains.

V. Describe "horseless carriages."
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Describe modern passenger trains.
Name five types of modern automobiles.
Wtat are the modes of transportation used by city workers
reaching their places of emplcyrent?

References fcr students:
Gertrude Hildreth

,(Atlanta:
et al., At.Pla'.

The Johr C. Wanson Co.,

1940), pp. 42, 661 711 120.
E. Y. Johnson, 'Zravel, Unit Study Book No. 101 (ColuMbus: American
Education Px-bss, 1936).
Charlotte Kuh, The Motorman (New York:

The Mac—nlar, Co., 1929).

1 The F.nO.neer (New York: The Macellas Co., 1929).
Lois Tenski, The Little Train (New York: Oxford Univers:ty Presc,19)40).
Mabel OIDonnell and Alice Carey, Dm in and Dev Out (rvanston: Raw,
Peterson and Co., 193C), DD. 36-50.

Refcrences for teachers:
Theresa Lraitago, Yerr7 Music (Boston: C. C. Birchard and Co., 1939),
pp. 36, 37, 72, 74,

75, 77.

Wlered English ane Thomas Alexander, Wheels and Wins (Ltlanta:
Johnson Publishing Co.,

1935), Pp. 56, 6c,', 108*115.
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Edna Johnston and Carrie E. Scott, Antholocy of Cnildrenls Litercture
(Atlanta: Houghton Mifflin Co.) 1935), pp. 790
-791Maude Petersham and Miska Petersham, Storybook cf Wheels (Philadelphia:
The John C. Winston Publishing Co., 1935).
Storook of Trains (Philadelphia: The John C.
Winston Publishing Co., 1935).

Subject Matter I
Land Transportation
I. Early Ways of carryin;;
. loads:
A. On backs
1. Chinese tea carriers
2. Indian squaws
a. Papooses
b. food
C. EIankets
B.

On shoulders
1. Japanese .wsket merchants
2.
•

I:.

rictch water carriers
Litter can
Chinese sedan chair carriers

C. On heads
I. Filipino women water carriers
2.

African tribesmen

3. Pueblo women
L. Zuni Indian women
0. On drags mode of a trec branch
Or skids made cf two tree branches

•
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F. On rollers made cf logs
G.

On backs of oxen

II.v.Prly types of vehicles:
A.

Cruzie xheelbarrors
1. Made of lidos
2. Wheel made of log slice

B.

Crude carts

C. Sleds
2.

Roman Chariots

• Later types of vehicles:
A. Wagons
E.

Gigs

C.

Coaches

D. Stagecoaohes
E.

Buggies

F. Phaetons
G. Carriages
IV. Description (If the first trains:
A.

Very slow

B.

Very rncorfortable
1. Dirty
2. Hot

3. Hart seats
4. No berths

5. No

einirg cars

6. No lounge
C. Small, wood—burniir engines
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D. Fen cars
V. Description of "horsaess carriages
":
A. High-eeled
B.

One-seated

C.

No top

D. Steered with lever
E. Very. slow speed
VI. Description of modern passenger
trains:
A. Corfortable
1. Adjuztable cushioned seats
2. Wide berths

3, Air-conditioned cars
4. Clean
S. Pictum windows

6. Large lounge
a. Hot and cold water
b. Couch
c. Chairs
(I. Mirrors
B. Good food on diner
C.

Large, powerful engines
1. Oil-bur_ng
2. Coal-burning

3. iii41 specd
D. !,'any steel cz.rs
VII. Types of ri.odern automobil
es:
A.

Coupe
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E. Coach
C. Sedan
D. Truck
E. Bus
VIII.

Modes of transportation used by city workers in reaching their
places of employment:
A.

Street car

B.

Bus

E.

Elevated train

F.

Suhway train

G.

Private car

H.

Motorcycle

I. Yotorbike
J.

Interurban car

Activities I
Land Transportation
I.

Aeading stories and poems about travel on land. Discussing early
ways of traveling, and coztposing charts, or stories for travel
booklets.

II.

Viewing sound films about the development of transportation, and
discussing. Writing simple stories of trirs taken during vacation
.
Listeninj: to stories and poems about traveling.

III. Singing songs about travel.
IV.

Using number ror2.:books, and continuing to use nunbers in everyda
7
experiences.
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V. Writing short sentences about vacation trips. Practicin7 letters
of the alphabet.
71.

Vaking charts and posters sharing the progress of transportation.
Making clay models of different kinds of vehicles.
models of cart, wagons, and trucks.

Paintinr a frieze shorin

covered wagons going across the prairie.
stories about early

Ways

Making wooden

Making booklets with

of travel.

singing sanr:s about safety and good health.

Correlations I
LanZ. Transportation
I.

Reading:
man.

Read library books about trains, the engineer, aad motor-

Read stories in textbooks: "To= and Don on the Train," "The

Play Train," and many more.
II.

Language:

Listen to stories and discuss: "Traveling," "The Cit:

Workers," "Automobiles," and "The Proud Ercine."
about taxis and trains.
ent

Listen to poems

View sound films and discuss the develop-

transportation. 4o7...pose short sentences for booklets.

'Write short stories about a vacation trip.
in. Music: 'Sing songs about pioneers, and travel long ago.
IV.

Numbers:

Use number workbooks, and continue to use numbers in

everyday experiences.
V. triting:

Arite short serten.res about vacation trips, and continue

practicing letters of the alphabet. Write short stories for
boolaets.
VI. Lrt:

Maea. charts showing t:le proTress of transportation. Lake clay

node's of different klnds of vehicles.

Make wooden models of carts,

wai7ons,ar truc%, by using boxes for bodies, and spools for
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of the small ones.

Old gears may be used for large
mo::els.

Paint

a frieze shorin t: covered rag
cns going across the prairie.
and illustrate travel boo
klets.
VII.

Health:
Listen."

Sing safety songs: "Look Bot Way
h
s," and "Stop, Look, and
Revier health songs.

Work Sheet I
Land Transportation
I.

Directions:

If a sentence is true write
T in the blank; if it is
not true rrite F:
1.

Hunters learaed to carry gan
e on a drag.

2.

People still use skids in lif
ting.

3.

People have altrays used whe
els.

4.

Carts have

wheels than wagons.

5. A gig vs a two—wheeleci
vehicle.
T. Directions:

Underline the correct answer
s:

1. Did early trains use
wood for fuel?
2.
3.

Yes

No

Does an elevated train travel
undergrcund?

Yes

No

Can people eat and sleep on
trains?

Yes

No

!-.re modern trains hot and
dusty?

Yes

No

Yes

I:0

5. !re modern automobiles
comfortal_le?
Key to Work Sheet I
Land Tra=portation
I.
1.
1. Yes
2.
•
1..

Yes

F
14.

5.

No

T

o
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Study Guide II
N,ater Trensportation
I. l'ihat were tie reasons for early man's need cf boats?
II.

How did man make his first raft?

III. 7t Imre two types of early canoes, and how were they made?
IV.
V.

That materials were first used for making sails?
Describe the viking ships.

VI. Vhat were Vireo things carried by packet ships?
VII.
VIII.
IX.

Describe early steamships.
That were three improvements in later steamsh1p5?
Describe modern ocean liners.

X. How do cargo liners differ fron tramp ste.rnp-s?
XI. that is the work of tugs?
XII.

yr-L

are four types of loads carried by barges?

XIII.rn;:-L, are three uses of ferry-boats?

xr.r.

are five types of pleasure craft?

XV. Vhat are three safety helps for ships?

,

References for studentst
Arthur I. 1.ates

et al., Alwa...,s Ready (1';ew Ycrk: The Vacmillan Co., 1940).
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1940), p.

et al., ,t+ Play (Atlanta: The John C. Winston Co.,

58.

Mabel fltDcnn:1
- 11 and Alice Cary, pa in
Peterson and Cc., 1936), 1%.
W. C. Pryor, and Helen Pryor
brace and Cc., 19=1,).

ELI pa

Out (Evanston: Rov„

O.
The Steanshin Roo:: (re-r York: Harocurt,
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Theresa Armitage, Lerrr lusic (Boston: C. C. Eirchard and Co., 1939),

pp. 76, 78, 7°.
J. Y. Beaty, Sc

Pictures of Transportation and Communication

(Chicaco: Beckley-Cardy Co., 1939)0 pp. 90-92, 102-123.
Edna Johnson and Carrie E. ScoA l Antholor7 of Child,
-en'r, Literature
(C.1.2,1ta: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1935), pp. 791, 797,

798, 832, 8.33.

aice Riley and Jessie L. Gaynor, Songs of tie Child World, Book I
(Philadelphia: The John Church Co., 1927), pp. 50, 53, 61.
Maude Petersham and Misl:a Petersham, Stor7book of Ships
. (Philadelphia:
The John C. Winston Co., 1935).
Subject Matter II
iTater Transportation
I.

Reasons for early man's need of boats:
A. Scarcity of food
B.

Swift rivers to cross

C. No brid,
:es
II. How man made 1,4s first raft:
A. Found several logs flnating
:;•

Tied thr-ri together with thongs

III. Types cf early canoes:
A. Duoouts
1. Burned out
2. 111;1: out with sharp stones
B. Birchbark
1. Wooden frames
2. Bark

nr ritil leather
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3. Fir gum used to stop leaks
IV. Materials first used for making sails:
A. klimal skins
B. Woven grass
C. Woven reeds
V. Description of viking ships:
A.

Oaen moaciPn boat

P.

One sqnare sail

C.

Cal.red dragon in front

D. ride oars at back
VI. Three thLngs carried by packet ships!
A. Packets of mail
B. Passengers
C. Freight
VII. Description of early rteamsl:Ips:
A. Made of mood
B. Length 200 feet
C. Had small cabins
D.

Had sails

,.

Had ImfM1, veaeels

F. Burned coal
G. Speed ten miles per hour
VIII.

Improvements in later steamships:
A. Made of iron
B.

Very large

C. Had scrim propellers
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Descript].2r. cf mo,-Iern ocean liners:
A.

Katie of steel

3.

Have several decks

C.

Way carry 3000 passengers

D.

Have many converLiences:
1. Barber shop
2. Beauty shop

3. Stores
14. STrinr:ing pool

S. Theater
6. Church
7. State rooms
8. Dinf:_hg roorz
9. Bal:ery
10. Library
X.

haw cargo liners differ frora tr-•.:zp stearrrs:
A.

Line—s

B.

Tramp ste-ers go to different ports

Mak

regular trips to sare port

XI. The work of tugs:
To tow barges
3. To t71.rn ships arolrad
XII.

Types of loads carried by barges:
A.

Coca

B. Sani
C.

Jtiv-tu.

D.

Aspnalt
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=TT. Uses of ferry-boats:
P. To carry people
B.

To carry autorobiles

C.

To carry railroad cars

XIV. Types of pleasure craft:
L. Yacht
B.

Sa:lboat

C.

Launch

D.

Speedboat
Canoe

XV. Safety helps for ships:
L.

Lighthouses

B.

Lightships

C.

Buoys
Activities TI
Water Transportation

I.
1-7.

Reading stories about boats in textbooks and library books.
Listening to stor:_es and poems about travel by water long ago and
now.

Discussing the development of water transporteticn.

Dtseuss-

ing safety moasares to be taken mhen riding in small boe,13.
Discussing the safety precautions Observed on modern liners.
III. Singing boat soni73, and songs about sailors.
Reading ana writing numbers to 100.

Adding double numbers

through. tem4
V. Continue practicing correct forms of usnuscrint
letter*.
VT. 11-awing free-hand riotures of boats. Paintin7 a nu-al
elcr'ng the
levelonment of wator transportation.

Yakin: sme.11 mooen boat],
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71f.

for sandJ,Able.

Making charts shoring products brought from

foreign ports.

Drawing free-hand oictures of :1.;ghthouFes.

Singing health and safety songs.

Discussing safety precalrr.dons

necessary in traveling on lister.
7,orre1ations II
Water Transportation
I.

Reading:

Read stories about boat rides in textbooks.

the coast 6u,:rd in Always RAAdy.
11.

Language:
stories:

Read The St

Read about

ship Book.

Listen to poems about the sea and ships.

Listen to

"Travz:a by Water Lang Ago," "Travel on the Atlantic

Ocean," "Safe Ways at Sea," and many more. Discuss the development
of water transportation, and the safety measures used to prevent
accidents.
III. Music: Sing songs about boats, sailors, and sailing: !Sailing
,"
"The Sailor," "The Saucy Sue," "Boating Song," and many others.
IV.

Numbers:

Read page nutbers in textbooks.

to find stories.

Use table of contents

Practice writing numbers to 100.

Add double

nuMbers trough ten.
V. Writing:

Practice correct forti_s of nanuscript letters.

Write

simple sentences about boats.
VI.

Art:

Draw free-hand pictures of boats and lighthouses.

Paint a

mural showing the development of water transportation. Make s-v11
wooden boats for the sandtable.

Make charts shoring products

brought from foreign ports.
::ealth= Sing health and s.ety son7s previously learned.

Discuss

safety measures necessary to observe *Ian traveling on
'water.
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Work She-:t II
Water Transportation
1 Drectionst
I. ,

If a statement is true, write

in the blank;

if it is not true, write F:
1.

A raft was the first boat made by man.

2. Birchbark canoes were made by Indians.

3. Packet ships carried nothing but mail.
4. Viking ships had a carved dragon in front.
5.

II.

Directions:

Modern ships are made of steel.

Underline the correct answers:

1•

Do barges carry passengers?

Yes

No

2.

Do tags taw barges?

Yes

No

3.

Were sailboats better than rowboats?

Yes

No

14.

Do trann steamers make reuular trips?

Yes

No

5'.

Do ocean liers have srlmming pools?

Yes

No

Key to Work Sheet II
Water Transportation
T.

1. No
2. Yes

3. Yes

4. No
5. Yes
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Study Guide III
Air Transportation
1. What methods were used in the earliest atter:pts to fly?
II. What were the three min difficulties in using hPlloons?
III. That are the advantages of dirigibles over balloons?
IV. Han- do blimps and Zeppelins differ?
V. Describe a glider.
VI. Describe the first suscessful airplane.
VII. Name seven types of airplanes.
VIII. Name six "heroes of the air."
II. What workers are needed an an airliner?
X. What are the duties of airport workers?
XT. What are two safety devices for airplanes?
XII. What are some of the advantages of air transportation?

References for studantst
Gertrude Hildreth

et al., At Play (Atlanta:

The John C. Winston Co.,

1940), p. 69.
Meaner M. Johnson, Travel, Unit Study Book No. 101 (Columbus:
American veucation Fresol 1936), PP. 14, le, 20, 22.
Laael O'Donnell End Alice Garry: 32±y
.in and Egl

(Svanson: Raw,

Peterson and Co., 1936), p. 53.
W.. C. Pryor and Helea Pryor, The Diricible Book (New York: Harcourt,
Brace Co., 1934).
Ni.la B. Smith

et al., A E'i^ Airnort (New York: Silver, Burdett Co.,

19-1P).
11,••••••••

l'ur(ctt Co., 1938).

1 Glidcm and Lim:la:nem (New York: Silver:
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References for teachers:
N

Theresa ArmiLi:e, Vern/ i!usic (Boston: C. C. Birchard Co., 1932), p. 73.
Mildred English and Thomas Alexander, Iheels and Eings (Atlanta:
Johnson Publishing Co., 1935), pp. 51-60.
M. C. 3ecks

et al., Thc• Treasure Bcx (Atlanta: jonnson PUblishing Co.,

1928), p. 208.
Violet H. Geiger, A Unit on Transnortation (Chicago: The Quarrie
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Corporation, 1939).
Paul R. Hanna

et al., Susants Nei^hbors at Work (Atlanta: Scott,

Foresman and Co., 1937), PP. 49-60.
Subject Mattlr III
Air Transportation
I. Methods used in the earliest attempts to fly:
A. Fastening rings to as
B. Filling balloons with

.r-a air

U. Main difficulties in using Ilarloons:
A.

Air

B.

No way to stay up

C.

No way to steer

on cooled

Advantares of dirigibles over balloons:
A. Dirigibles have motors

IV.

B.

Dirigibles have rudders

C.

Dirigibles have propellors

Har blimps and Zeppelins cliffor:
A.

Blimps have no framercrk
Zeppelins have meta' framerork
1. Franr. covered vath clot'

4
"
1 4*
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3

2. Silk bags for gas
V.

Description of glider:
A.

Sirilar to small airplane

B.

Has no motor

C.

Has large wings

sc•

VI.

Description of the first successful airplane:
A.

Harl two wings

3. Fad no cabin
C. Propeller behind pilot
7-11.
***

Some types of airplanes:
A.

Yenoplane

P.

Biple.e

C.

Amphibian

D.

Fe1icopti-.7r

E.

Seaplane

F. Fighter
G. Bomber
VIII. "Heroes of the air":
A. Bleriot
B.

Lindberg

C. Byrd
D.

Erhart
1'o:A

. Hughes
IX. Workers needed on an airliner:
Two pilots
Crer of seven
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C.

Stewardess

I. Duties of airport workers:
A. Direct air traffic
B.

Sell tickets

C. Load mail
D.

Load baggage

2.

Inspect transport planes

F.

Clean engines

0.

Care for lights and field

XI. Two safety devices for airplanes:
A..

Radio beams

B. Parachutes
XII.

Advantages of air transportation:
A. Saves time
B. Reaches othemise inaccessible places
1. Over mountains
2. Over deserts

3. Over dangerous jungles
Activities III
Air Transportation
I. Reading stories in textbooks and library books about air
transportation.
II. Listening to stories and pcens about airp1anes and pilots.

Discuss—

ing the developnent of air transportation. Discussing the
importance of airplanes in the life of today. Discussing the -ways
in which airrlanes can be of service to farmers and people who are
isolated.

Composing rh7mes :-bo..;t airplanes.
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III. Singing songs about airplane
s. Playing "The Arry Air Corps," and
"Wings Over the ravy," by rhythm
band.
IV. '1:easuring to make model airp
lanes Gunu airport for sandtable. Learning to use size and place concept
vocabIllary-, as: large-larger,
ride-narrow, largest-smallest, long
-short„ al-rye-below, first-last,
far-near, farther than, and nearer
than. Selling airplane tickets.
V. Writing simple sentences about
airplanes. Making booklets and
writing names of the different
types of aircraft under the pictures
.
VI. Drawing free-hand pictures of
aircraft. Modeling airplane with
clay. Making small wooden airp
lane models for sandtable "airport."
L'alf_ng hangars, wind-ecck, and
ticket office fcr sandtable. Making
large airplane for play, if desi
red. Painting a mural of an airpert. Eaking posters showing
the development of air transportati
on.
VII. Discussing the necessit
y for perfect physical condition,
when training te be a pilot. Discussi
ng the foods needed by the body in
order to maintain good health
and good nerves. Discussing the
necessity for abstaining frnm alco
hol in all its ferns, if one is
training to be a pilct or stenarde
ss. Pcussing the injury to
health and nerves by the use
of cigarettes. Discussing the
value
of fruit juices and rilk drjn
ks, rather than bottled beve
rages.
LeP,
7ming the effect of carbenated
vater, and the hahit-form4 ng
properties of cola drinks.
Cerrelatous III
Lir Transportation
I. Readin7:

Read stories in taztbooks and
library books about air
.r,..."spc„...len, as: "Uses of
Airplanes," "Aimlanes and LimI
zIps,40
and "Airplane Rare.11
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II.

Lacriage:

Listen to stories about the develonment of air transporta-

tion, and the many uses of airplanes in the life of today. Discuss
the wa:„.s ix which airplanes can be of service to farmer, as in
dusting crops, and discovering fires which might destroy tiMber
and Maws.

Discuss the rescues made by pilots, in otherwise inac-

cessible places, and the recent use of airplanes in supplying food
to Berlin during the blockade. Compose rhymes about airplanes, as:
Airplane, airplane,
Flying so high,
I like to see you
'Way up in the sky.
You shine so bright,
In the sun's bright light,
I wish I cc-aid be there,
too.
III. Music:

Rhythm band nay play "'Wings Over the Navy," and "The Army

Air Corps."

sing songs about airplanes.

IV. Numbers: Leasure to make mo7:1,ei airplanes and airport for
sandtable.

Learn to use size and place concept vocabulary.

airplane tickets, using toy money.
V.

Writing:

Sell

Count change.

Write simple sentences about airplanes.

Make booklets

and write names of the different types of aircraft under the
pictures.
VI. Art:
clay.

Vake free-hand pictures of ail-craft.

Vodel airplanes with

Make small wooden airplanes for sandtable "airport."

hangers, wind-sock, and ticket off{ce.

Make

Yake airplane on large

scale, if desired. Paint a mural of an airport. Yake
posters
showinz tie:, development of air transportation.
Health:

Discuss need for perfect physical condition when training

tc be a pilot.
Ito't•
-n

,

Discuss foods needed to madntain good health and

strong nerves. Discass the effect of alcohol and nicotine.
the value of fruit juices and

Work Sheet III
Air Transportation
I. Directions:

If a statement is true, write T in the blank;

if it is not true, write F:
1

Airplanes help the farmer.

2.

Boats are kept in hangars.

3.

Airplanes do not have rudders.

4.

Airplane.: may have three motors.

2.

Seaplanes land on water.

II. Directions:

Underline the correct answers:

1.

Could balloons be steered?

Yes

Ye

2.

Could balloons stay up long?

Yes

No

3.

Do dirigibles use helium?

Yes

Eo

4.

Do blimps have a framework?

Yes

No

S.

Do gliders have motors?

Yes

No

Key to licork Sheet III

1. T

1. No

2. F

2. No

3. F

3. Yes

L. ro
5. No

Discuss
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Study Guide IV
Unusual !'odes of Transpertation
•

I.
II.
III.

an

three animals used for transportation in the mountains.

at two

are used fcr transpertaticn in the extreme North?

Give two reasons for elephants being used as beasts of burden.

IV. Give three reasons for using camels in desert rei7ions.
V.
VI.

Describe three kinds of queer boats.
Describe a Chinese junk.

VII. Describe an Arab dhow.
VIII. That are tro uses of gondolas?
17)
Referencs for students:
Ruth V. Angelo, Eskimos, Unit Study Book No. 209 (Columbus: American
Education Press), pp. 26, 27.
Vildred Englisli and Thomas Alexander, Good Friends (Atlanta:
Johnson
Publishing Co., 1935), pp. 62, 74, 75, 60,
651 67.
Gertrude Fildreth

et al., At Play (Atlanta: J0-;r: C. rinstor Co., 1940),

PP. 96, 118.
1 Fun in Stor7 (Atlanta: John C. Finsta:Co.,
1:), pp. 105-108.
Good Stcries (Atlanta: John C. Winston Co.,
1940), pp. 95-100.
References for teachers:
Mildred English and Thomas Alexander, Wheels and Tin -c
(Atlanta:
JOI11.30.71 Publishing Co., 1935), p. C2.
M. C. Gecko

et al., Trins to Take (Atlanta: Johnson PuLlishin: Cc.,

192E,), p. 25.
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Julia E. Harris, l'zIdnr- Visits (New Yor
k: Houghton Mifflin Co.: 1939),

pp. 1.3c, 13(, 1li2,154.
Edna jchnson and Carrie E. Scott, Ant
hc1og7 of C]iildrents Literature

(Atiarta: Uou7hton Elflin Co.,
1935), PP. 148, 51.
Subject Matter IV
Unusual Modes of Transportation
T.

Animals ui for transportation
in the mountains:
A.

Rurro

r.

ma

C.
II.

III.

Yalc

Animals used for transportati
on in the extreme North:
A.

Reindeer

B.

Do

Reasons for elephants beini.7 use
d as beasts of burden:
A.

Verz - LArong

B.

Easily traimed

IV. Reasons for usinc camels
in desert regions:
A. They can store food
B. They
C.

CZJ1

store water

The:
, are adapted to desert use
:
1. liave special eyelids
2. Have broad, thick feet
3. Ha7o padded knees

V. Desoriptdol of queer
boats:
Gufa
1. il'aket—cared
2. Made of wrven twigs
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B. Skir rafts
1. Skins filled with air
2. Wooden platform an top
C. Kayaks
1. Pone frame
2. Covered with sealskin
3. Loose skin in cetter
VI.

Description of Chinese junk:
A.

Has high poop

B. Is very ride
C.
VIT.

Has three sails

Description of an Arab dhow:
A.

Has one mast

B. Has a lanteen sail
C. Has high poop
VIII. Uses of condclas:
A. Papasure boats
B. "'Water taxis"

Activities TV
Unusual Yodes of Transportation
I.

Efta-l-Tn;: stcries about animals cf
the circus, and unusva3. modes
of transportation in many parts
of the world.
II. listening to stories and
poems about unusP7. rayt of
traveling.
Loci:ing at pictures, and discus
sinc the reasons for using cer
tain
animals for trunsporLatic):: in
nount-ains, deserts, and cold
P.

caantiquz.
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III.

SiLging songs of travel learned during the unit. Playing rily-Uun
band instruments.

IV. Continuing the use of number workbooks and the use of nuMbers in
everyday experience.
V. Continuing the practice of manuscript letters, with particular
attention to correct spacing and height.
VI.

Drawing pictures of elephants, camels, and queer boats.
sleighs and reindeer. king a mural of Eskimo life.

Drawing

Modeling

camels and elephants of clay. Laking a wooden milk cart and clay
dog.
VII.

Reviewing health songs and poems. Listening to health stories,
and discussing,
Correlations IV
Unusual Vocies of Transpertation

1. Reading:

Read stories about Eskimos, as: "Training the Dog Tear,"

and "Eskimo Summer."

Read about circus aninals: "Big Jumbo."

"Little Bin," "Cur Circus Friends," and many others.

Read Christmas

stories which tell about the use of reindeer: "Happy Christmas,"
"Fun in the Snow," and "A Christmas Story."
I. Language:

Listen to Doers and discuss:

*The Camel and the Float-

Sticks," and "The Blind Yen and the Elephant."

Listen to

stories about strange caravans, the circus, and "Funny Jumbo."
Discuss

the reasons for using the many unusual modes of transporta-

tion.
l!usic:
unit.

Review all the songs about transportation learned during the
Play circ-?s marches with rhythm band instruments.

TV. rumbers:

Cen'z.inue iac Irc cf naolhor

mrstooks, aux: the use of
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numbers in everyday expericnces.

Keep score in such games as

Ring Toss, Bean Bag, and Ring the Hook.
V. Writing:

Continue the practice of manuscript letters, with

especial attention to the height and correct spacing.

Write words

and sentences from correct copies.
VI. Art: Free—hand work:

pictures of elephants, camels, sleighs,

reindeer, and queer boats. 'Sake a mural of Eskimo life, with igloos,
dog sleds and teams, and the Eskimos spearing fish, or in kayaks.
Yodel elephants.
, crie1r, and dogs with clay.
Health:

Yalta wooden Tr 11,. carts.

Review health songs and poems previously learned. Listen

to health stcrjas and discuss them.

Work Sheet IV
Unusual Vcdes of Transportation
I,

I.

Directions:

Underline the correct ansFers:

1. Do people ever ride burros?

Yes

No

2. Does a camel need food every day?

Yes

No

3.

Are elephants hard ,tc train?

Yes

1:o

4
1.

Do gufas look like baskets?

Yes

No

5.

Do dogs pull sleds?

Yes

No

a:rections:

Put a T in the blank if the ataterent is trues

and F if it is not true:
1.

The llama has thick pat's on its feet.

2. The reindeer cannot run vcry fast.
3. A junk is a kind of boat.
L.
•

A kayak has sails.
A yak can carry heavy 1oads.
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Key to Work Sheet IV
Unusual ]odes of Transportation
I.

TT.

1. Yes

1. T

2. No

2. F

3. No

3. T

4. Yes

14.

5. Yes

5. T

F

Culminating Activities
Transportation
I.

inviting the mothers to visit the room and see an exhibit of the
work done during the unit.

II. (Jiving an asseMbly program:
A•

Sons about transportation: "The Train That's Going ;:;est,"
"Pioneers," "Look Both Ways," and "Now-a-Days and Then-a-Days."

B.

Toy xylophone number:

C.

Rhyt

band numbers:

Who, Row, Row Yo',=. Boat."
'*1'he Army Air Corps," "Wings Over the

Navy," and "Our StA-ry
D. Short talks about the people who have holed in the development of transportation.
ITT.

': -:.r.f.1147

a ride on a school bus or train.
Outcomes of the Unit
Transportation

I. Knowledge and understanding of:
I. Lantl. transrtat:Lon
1. Early wa7r, of carrying loads:
a. On
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(1) Chinese tea carriers
(2) Indian squars
(a) Papooses
(b) Food
(c) Blankets
b. On shoulders
(1) Japanese basket meroharts
(2) Dutch water carriers
(3) Litter carriers
(4) Chinese sedan carriers
c. On head.
(1)Filipirrs mTmle-, rater carr-lers
(2) African tribesmen
(3) Pueblo women

(14.)

Zuni Indian women

d. On drags marie of a tree branch
e. On skids made of two tree branches
f. On rollers made of logs
g• On backs of oxen
2. Early tyres cf vehicles:
a. Crude rheeloarrows
(1) Made 7,f limbs
(2) Wheel made of loc slice
D. Cru2e carte
c. Sled.s
d. Roman chariots

3. D.:ter type of

1914
a. Wagons
b. Gigs
c. CoachkJs
d. Stasecoaches
e. Buggies
f. Phaetons

g. Carriages
4. Description of the first trains:
a. Very slow
b. Very uncorfortable
(1) Dirty
(2) Hot
(3) Hard seats
(1.) No bertns
(5) No dining cars
(c) No lounge
c. Snail, rood-burning engines
d. Few cars

5. Desciption

of "horeeless carriages":

a. High-,wheeled
b. One-eeated
c. No top
d. Steered with lever
e. Very slor speed

6. Description of modern passenger trains:
a. Comfortable
(1) kdjurtable otrhioned setts
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(2) Aide bertl:s
(3) Air-conditioned cars
(4) Clean
(5) Picture windows

(6) Large lounEe
(a) Hot and cold meter
(b) Couch
(c) Chairs
(d) Mirrors
b. Good food on diner
c. Large, powerful engines
(1) Oil-burning
(2) Coal-burning
(3) Hirth-speed
d. Many steel cars

7. Types of modern automobiles:
Coupe
b. Coach
c. Sedan
d. Truck
e. 73us

8. Modes of transportation used by city workers in reaching
their places of employnavnt:
a. Street ear
b. t-is
c. 71tnioab
(1. Elevztf.d trail*
e. Subwzy train
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f. Private car
g. 1:torcyclo
h. Votorbike
i. Interurban car
transportation
1. Heasons for early man's need cf boats:
a. Scarcity of food
b. Swift rivers to cross
c. No bridges
2.

w man made his first raft:
a. Found several logs floating
b. Tied them together rith thongs

3. Types of early canoes:
a. Dugouts
(1) Burned out
(2) Dug out with sharp stonEs
b.'
,4,-chbark
(1) Wooden frams
(2) Bark tied en with leather
(3) Fir gum used to stop leaks

L. LcAerieis

first used for maltnr

a. Anim, skins
b. Woven grass
c. Woven reeds

S. Thscription

of 1711-4 7r
; ships:

a. Open wooden boat
b. atc: square 5td.1
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Carved draf;on in front
d. Wide oars at back

6. Three tr_incs carried by packet ships:
a. Packets emall
b. Passenzers
c. Freight

7. Description of early steamrhipE:
a. Made cf mood
b. Length 200 feet
c. Had small cabins
d. Had sails
e. Had paddle mheels
f. Durned coal
g. Speed ten riles per hour

8. Imprcvements in later stearmhips:
a. Made cf iron
h. Very large .
c. Had sorer propellers

9. Description of modern ocean liners:
a. Made of steel
h. Have reveral decks
C. Lay carry 3000 passencers
d. Have ray conveniences:
(1) Sarbcr shop
(2) i3eauty elop
^1

cs
uOres

(1.) Sx.71.1=ing
st..

v.. 7

pool_
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(5) Theater
(6) Ch
(7) State rooms

(6) Dining rooms
(9) Bakery
(10) Library
10. How cargo liners differ from tramp steamers:
a. Liners make regular trips to same port
b. Trarn steamers go to different ports
11. The work cf tuzs:
a. To tatv barges
b. To turn ships around
12. Typas of loads carried by barges:
a. Coal
Sand
Stone
d. Asphalt
13. Uses of ferry-boats:
To carry people
b. To carry automobiles
c. To carry railroad cars
14. Types of pleasure craft:
a. Yacht
b. Sailboat
c. Launch
d. Speedboat
e. Coe
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15. Safety helps for ships:
a. Lighthouses
b. Lightships
c. Buoys
C.

Air transortation
1. Methods used in the earliest attemrtr7 to fly:
a. Fastening wings to ar7li
b. Filling balloons with warm air
2. Vain difficulties in using balloons:
a. Air soon cooled
b. Ko way to stay qp
c. No way to steer

3. ;avantages

of dirigibles over balloons:

a. Dirigibles have motors
b. Dirigibles have rudders
o. Dirigibles have propellers

4. Forr

blimps and zeppCins differ:

a. Elimns have no framerozic
b. Zeppelins have r•etal framework
(1) Frame covered with cloth
(2) Silk bass .for gas

5.

Description of glider:
a. Sin4lar tr

airplane

b. hac no motor
c. 17.1x large wt:lzs
2,escription of the first successful airplanes
a. Bad two rt.:4s

b. Had no cabin
C. Propeller behind pilot

7. Some types of airplanes:
a. Monoplane
b. Biplane
c. Anphibian
d. Helicopter
e. Seaplane
f. Fighter

g. Bomber
8. nHeroes of the ale,
:
a. Bleriot
b. Lindberg
c. Byrd
d. Earhart
e. Post
f. Hu.ghes

9. Workers needed on an airliner:
a. Two pilots
b. Crew of seven
C. Sterardess
10. Daties of airT,ort workers:
a. Direct air trz-ffic
b. Sell tickets
c. Load mail

a.

Loac: bagrace

e. Inspect transport planes
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f. Clean engines
g. Care for lights and field
U. Two safety devices for airiaanes:
a. Radio beams
b. Parachutes
12. Aevontages of air transportation:
a. Saves time
b. Reaches otherwise inaccessi'ole piacs
(1) Over mountains
(2) Over deserts
(3) Over dangerous junr./ez
D.

Unusual modes of transportation
1. Animals used for transportation in the mountains:
a. Burro
b. Liana
c. Yak
2, Animals used flor transportation in. the .ex:trene North:
a. ileindeer
. Dogs

3. Reasons for ele7hants being used as beilsts of burden:
a. Very strong
b. Easily trained
L. Reasons for usirv, camels in desert regionst
a. They can store food
b. The, can store -water
C.

are ada?ted to desert
(1) Have spec:ai eyr:Liciwt

use:
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(2) Have broad, thick feet
(3) Have padded knees
5. Description of queer boats:
a. Gufas
(1) Basket-shaped
(2) Made of woven twigs
b. Skin rafts
(1) Skins filled with air
(2) Wooden platform on top
C. Kayaks
(1) Bone frame

.
11

(2) Covered with sealskin
(3) Loose skin in center

6. Description of Chinese junk:
a. Has high poop
b. Is very wide
c. Has three sails

7. Description of an Arab dhoti:
a. Has one mast
b. Has a lanteen sail
c. Has high poop
6. Uses of gondolas:
a. Pleasure boats
b. "Water taxis"
II.

Attitudes toward:
A. A realization of the part that modern inventions have played
in aLdLn

nJ developi.t- tra:zportation

••••
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B. A realization of the significance of the develoonent of
transportation upon the lives anj occupations of aIl people
C.

An increasing respect for the people who work to bring food
and clothing from dictant pisloes

D. !.n increasing interest in the welfare and safety cf workers
mho help us travel
E. Pride in being prompt and efficient
III—

Habits of:
A. Being caarteous to people who help us travel
B. Being reliable and trustwortiv
C. Being punctual at all times
D.

Observing safety rules when traveling

E. Being thoughtful of the welfare of otL,-ro
F. Listening to others, and following directions explicitly
G. Being grateful for all the comforts and convendences enjoyed
H. Wortzing well with others
I. Reading for information, as well as pleasure
J. Accepting responsibilities gladly
17. Appreciations for:
4
21.•

The progress made in modes of transportation

B. The part transportation has played in the progress of man
C. The serr...er: rendered by people engaged in transportation
D. Goud roads, Which aid in the developmnt of any country
or comm=fty
2.

The protlens and difficulties overcome by scientists and
inventors

P. The c10
-ration of workers who make it possible to travel.
safely.
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G. The efficiency, reliability, and promptness of transportation
employees
H. The comforts arid conveniences of modern transportation
I. The may safety devices used in land, water, and air
transportation
J.

Courtesy from workers who help us trail
Leads to Other Units

The study of transportation will create an interest in the things
which are transported, and the children maybe surprised when they
that most of the things they use can be traced back to the farm. If part
•'

of the culmination of this unit can be a bus ride, it will be an ideal
approach to the next unit if a trip can be made to a far=.

Arrangements

should be made in advance, anci the trip made at a convenient time for the
farmer. If there are many young animals to be seen, the unit on the farm
my easily lead to a study of pets.
Teacher Evaluation
of the unit on
Tiansportation
To wnat extent:
1. Does it Involve a variety of direct
sensory experiences?
2. Ebes it provide for some free, informal association of the pupils?

3. Does it grovie an opportunity fcr
manioulation or bodl— activity?
4. Do the parts cf the init makp
coherent wtole?

E.
14

Does it provie icr considerle
amount of pupil actf.v:Ityi

EX. V.C. O. F. P. NONE

2O5

Z. V.3.

6. Does it contain an anticipated

1

outcome that is satisfactory?

7. Does it provide sufficient concrete

.1

and illustrative materials?

1

8. Does the unit work have a useful

J

purpose in the present or future
life of the student?

J

9. Does it reproduce actual life
situations as far as possible?

ommosmmal

t
10. Does it utilize materials as they
occur in life and in the books
being used?

J

11. Does it contain accurate information?

.1

12. Does it provide an opportunity for
the pupil to originate, plan, and
direct the activity, as far as
possible?

.1
,

j

13. Does it provide opportunity to judge s
chooses and evaluate?
14. Is it within the available time
lt for the unit?

G. F. P. NONE

J

1$. Is the exposition clear enough to
make it possible for another teacher
to put it into practice if she so
desires?
16. Is it clamrly stated where
materials may be obtained?

J

17. L:e the references complete
and exact?

J

'
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Final Check-up Tests
Unit IV
Transportation
Knowledge and unuerstanding:
A.

Directions:

Underline the correct answers:

1. Nave people always used wheels?

Yes

No

2. rtici a gig have two wheeln?

Yes

No

3. Did early trains use wood for fuel?

Yes

No

14. Did the first automobiles ran fast?

Yes

No

Yes

No

6. Did packet ships carry mail?

Yes

No

7. Are modern ships made of wood?

Yes

No

8. Do tugboats taw barges?

Yes

ro

9. Can canels carry loads?

Yes

No

Yes

No

• Was a raft the first boat used?

10. Can people sleet) and eat on trai
ns?
B. Itrections:

If a statement is true, write T in
the blank;

if it is not true, write F:
1. Blimps cannot be steered.
2. Zeppelins use helium.

3. Gliders have motors.
Airplanes are kept in hangars.

S.
C. Tirections:

Airliners have to pilots
Underline the word which makes each
sente:.ce

true:
1. A very stronr aniral is the (can
el, elemhant, dog).
2,
very swift aninal
the (reinSecr, yal:„ burro).

3. A ucf mour.taL. clinbcr is the: (canal,
burro, horse).
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4. A

Chinese boat is called a (gufa, junk, kayak).

5. An Esklmo boat is called a (gondola, kayak, junk).
II.

Attitudes:
Directions:

Write Yes or No in the blanks:

1. Do you req;-1 i7e the importance cf inventions?
2. Do you realize what good roads have done for schools?
3. Do you respect the beolloe Who bring food and clothing
from distant places?
,!...re you interested in the safety of workers who help
us travel?
5. Do you have an interest in the welfare of others?

6. Do you realize the value of promTtness?
7. Do you want to be an efficient worker?
8. Do you feel crateful for mcdern conveniences?
9. Do you respect the efforts and abilities of others?
10. Do you feel responsible fcr corpleting a task?
III.

Habits:
Directions:

;
Write T in the blank if a statement is true, and

F if it is not true:
1. I have the habit of being courteous to peeple who help
us travel.
2. I have the habit of being reliable and trustworthy.

3. I have the habit cf being punctual at all tires.

4. I

have the habit of observing safety rules when traveling.

5. I

have the habit of being thoughtful cf the we'farr of

others.
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6.

T

have the habit of listening to others, and followin
g

directions exolicitly.

7. I have the habit of be.in: grateful for comforts and
conveniences.

8. I have the habit of working well rith others.
9. I have the habit of reading for infcrration, as well
as
pleasure.
10. I have the habit of accepting responsi
bilities gladly.
Aporeciations:
DirectioLs:

Underline the correct answers:

1. Do you appreciate the many ways of
traveling?

Yes

No

2. Do you appreciate the work of inventor
s?

Yes

Nc

3. Do you appreciate the value of good roads?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

4. Do

you apreciate courteous service?

). Do you appreciate the comforts of
trains?

6. Do you appreciate the cooperation of
wor%ers?
7. Do you appreciate the efficiency of workers?
3. Do you appreciate the reliability of
workers?
9. Do you appreciate safety devices used

in travel?

10.

no

yoi appreciate promptness?
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Key to Final Check-up Tests
Transportation
I.
A. 1. No

B. 1. F

2. Yes

2.T

3. Yes

3.F

.Yes

5. T

6. Yes

C. 1. elephant

7. No

2. reindeer

8. Yes

3. burro

9. Yes

4. junk

10. Tea
TT

5. kayak

There rill be no key to the attitudes test) because each pupil
nay react differently to the questions.

rv.

4

A.

1. Yes

1. Yes

2. Yes

2. Yes

3. Yes

3. Yes

4. Yes

!.Yes

5. Yes

5. Yes

6. Yes

6. Yes

7. Yes

7. Yes

8. Yes

C. Ye*

9. Yes

9. Yes

JO. Yes

10. Yes
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Farm Life
It is the function of social studies tn give childz-en an understanding
of human society and an appreciation of their role as an individual rrr
of that society. Instruction in the social studies deals with records of
huran experience and achievement that ex-plain the exi3ting social orer.
The present day social order is intrictate and involved, and the home
alone does not provide adequate first—hand experiences with all the
significant phases of social living. The school must, therefore, help pupils
1
to acquire the conceptial beckgrounn needed for understanding.
Through the study of farm life, children will begin to realize the
interdependence of people, and gain an understanding :aid appreciation of
the efforts made by many workers to supply them with food and clothing.

Grade Flacement--First grade
M:

allotmert--Eight weeks

Central theme—Thc interdependence of rural and urban people

Objectives
I. Knowledge and understandinr; of:
A. Farm life through the ages
B. Types of farms
4.

C. Plants that givr us food
D.
TT.

Our animal friends

Attitudes toward:
liavin7 increased interest in farm life
B.

having inonecedd respect for farm workers

1
The Prim7--- Lanual„
P.J.nlic 'Schools, 1946),

-

Pulletin No. 55 (Cincinnati: The Cincinnati

p. 201.

••••
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C. Having an increased interest in the study of foods
D.

A willingness to eat healthf.:41 foo7is

E.

Having an increased interest in an;rAls

F.

A willingness to care for own pets

G.

Having an increased interest in the value of birds

H.

Having a greater interest in reading for information

I. Being unselfish with tools and materials
J.

Having pleasure in creative expression

III. Habits of:
A. Respecting the ability of farr workers
B. Being polite on visits to places cf interest
C.

Eating foods which promote health

D. Wearing appropriate clothing
E. Observing health and safety rules
F. Being hind to PnimAls
G.

Caring for awn pets

H. Doing tasks cheerfully .
LIA1-:ing plans and carl-ying them out
J. Working cooperatively with others
IV.

Appreciations for:
A. The farm, as a source of food and clothing
B.

The work of the farner and his helpers

C.

The faithfulness of farm animals

D. The conveniences enjoyed by nooicrn farmers
Ir.zichinery "thief: ma....*...es far-: Trorl-: ear.;
F.

r

The value of healthful fools

G. Sanitary precauticas in handling of foo:!s

4.1
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H.

All agencies which aid the farmer

I. The economic value of bir
J.

The pleasures of farm life
Approaches
Farm Life

At the elose of the unit on Transportation, a ride on a bus could be
planned to include a visit to a farm.
1.

Other suggested approaches are:

Stories and poems about farm life

2. Songs about farm life

3. Visual aids:
a. Motion pictures
b. Stereopticon slides
c. Pictures on bulletin board
4.

LLbrary books about pets

5.

5aby chicks brour:ht to school

Study Guide I
Farm Life Through the Aces
I. Tell about the life of the earliest farmers.
:ell about the life of pioneer farmers.
I:T. Describe the homes of modern farmers.
IV.

Naze nine electrical appliances owned by mern farmers.

V. What buildings may be found on modern farms?
VI.
VII.

Name ten machines used on modern farms.
Name three modes of transportation used by modern farmers.

=I. That are two forms of communication used on modern farms?
Dascrib.e mode= rural schools.
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References for students:
J. Y. Beaty, Story Pictures of Fa Work (Chicago: Beckley—Cardy Co.,
1940).
Arthur I. Gates

et al., Nick and Dick (New York: The Macmillan Co.,

i942), p. 51.
, Jim and Judy (New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1939), P. 117.
Paul R. Hanna

et al., Peter's Fpn;ly (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and

Co., 1942): PP. 46,50.
Mabel O'Donnell and Alice Carey, Round About (Evanston:
Row, Peterson
and Co., 1938), P. 3.
References for teachers:
Marjorie Barrows, One Hundred Best Poems for Boys and.
Girls (Racine:
Whitman Publishing 'Co., 1930), pp. 10, 17.
Chil4Praft, Poems of Early Childhood (Chicago: The
Quarrie Corporation,
1939): PP-

60, 96, 98

Maybelle Glenn

et al., Thel/orld of Music, Listen and Sink (New
York:

Ginn and Co., 1936), pp. 701 121.
BerLe Mader and Elmer Hader, The Farmer in the Dell
(New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1931).

Subject Matter I
Farm Life Through the Aeee
I. Life of the earliest farmers:
romes
1. Crude hota
2. Little fl....rniture
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B. Food
1. Fish
2. GaITM,
3. Grain

4. Vegetables
C. Farm implements
1. Crude wooden ploas
2. Sickles
3. Flails
II. Life of pioneer farmers:
A. Homes
1. Log cabins
2. Hand-made furniture
3. Crude equipment
a. Fireplace for cooking
b. Cendles for lighting
c. Spinning mheel.
d. Loo-a
B. Food
1. Fish
2. Game

3. Poultry

4. Pork
S. Beef
6, Yutton
C. Farm implements
2.. Plows

2. Sickles

3. Hoes
III. HOMBS of modern farmers:
A. Houses
1.1%11-built
2. Comfortable
3. Convenient
B. Furnishings
1. Modern
2. Appropriate
IV. Electrical appliances awned by modern farmers:
A. Refrigerator
B. Stove
C. Vashinf; machine
D. Automatic water heater
E. Churn
F. Vacuum cleaner
G. Fan
H. Toaster
I. Radio
V. Buildings fund on modern farm:
A. Barm
B. Granary
C. Silo
D. Machine shed
E. Sheep shed
F. Chicken house
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C. Koc, houses
H. Garage
VI. Machines used on modern farms:

VII.

A.

Electric milker

B.

Tractor

C.

Cultivator

D.

harraa

E.

Potato planter

F.

Corn planter

G.

Corn harvester

H.

Binder

I.

Combine

J.

Silo filler

Modes of transportation used by modern farmers:
A.

Automobiles
1. Pleasure car
2. Truck

3. Station wagon

4. Ells

VIII.

B.

Trains

C.

Airplanes

Con=anication on the modern farm:
k.

Rural mail route

B. Telephone
a. Modern rural schools:
L.

Consolidated

'
1.. Comfortable

41.
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C. Modern conveniences
D. Lunchrooms
E.

Large playgrounds

Activities
Farm Life Through the Ages
I.

Reading poers and stories about farm life. Comp
osing, and reading
charts about a trip to the farm, and the wcrk
of the farmer.

II.

Writing letters to the fart:er, asking permissi
on to visit his farm.
T!teiting letters to parents, and the seco
nd grade. Listening to
stories and poems abcut farm life long ago,
and now.

Discussing

the visit to a farm, and the things learned
there.
III.
IV.

Singing songs about farm

lire.

Counting t;:lc baby animals seen at the
farm.
kinds of crops seen growing.

V.

Counting the different

Using number workbooks.

Writing letters and simple sentence
s about the work being done.
Iliajdng

VI.

lists of the interesting things seen on
the trip to the farri.

Mal:ing small, wooden flatls and crud
e plows sirrnrr to those used
by the earliest farmerc.
aking a log cabin with twigs or corn
et.:171-1. Y.aking candles rith plas
ticinE. Drawing fre(F,hand
nictIrres cf pioneer homec, and mode
rn farm homes. Making posters
sharing the machinery used on mode
rn farms. Making posters showing
the electrical equipment found
in many modern farm homes.
VII. nisussinr the nany healthfu
l foods found cn the farm. Discussing
the necessary precautions to be
taken when visitinr, or wor%ine an
fant.
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Correlations I
Farr- Life Through the Ages
I. Reading:

Read stories about family helpers in social studies

reader, and about farm work in library books.

Read stories about

visits to the farm in textbooks.
Language: Write letters to the farmer, requesting permission to
visit his farm, and choose the neatest one to send.

Write letters

to the mothers asking permission totake the trip on a bus.

Write

letters to the second grade, inviting them to accompany the class
on the trip. Listen to poems: tr;',arewell to the Farm," "In the
•

Orchard," "The Hens," and "Potatoes."

Write short sentences about

the trip.
III.

Vusic:

Play singins cane, "The Farmer in the Dell."

Sing "The

Farmyard," and "Farm Music."
IV. Numbers: Count the baby animals seen at the farm.
different kinds of crops seen crewing.

Count the

Count the number of children

who went on the bus. Use number workbooks, ahci continue to use
numbers in experiences.
V. Writing: trite letters aLd simple sentences. La.:‹e lists of in—
teresting things seen on the trip.
VI.

Art:

Lake small, wooden flails and crude plows.

Make log cabins,

and candles. Make posters showin7 farm machinery used on modern
farms. Lake posters showin7 elect•-ictal equip:icnt found in many
modern farm homes.
V::. Health: rine.izs ',he value el' fresh fruits and vegetabl
es found in
abundance on modern farms. Discuss some of the danrers, and
-prcautions to be obserwd ivhen r_round machinery and

Work Sheet I
Farm Life Throuch the Ages
I.

Directions:

If a statement is true, write T in the blank;

if it is not t:711e, write F:
1. Farmers once used wooden plows.
2. A flail was used for threshing grain.
3. Pioneers bcugnt all their furniture.

4. Pioneers

wove their own cloth.

Vodern farmers have no electricity.
II.

Directions:

Fill each bla-nk with the word which completes the

sentence correctly:
1. The earliest farmers lived in
2. A pioneer home was ma4e of

4. Lodern

farm holnes have

5. Lodern

farm homes have

logs

electric

loom

telephones

huts

Key to Work Sheet 1
Farm Life Through the Ages

1. huts
2. logs

3. loom
electric
5. telephones
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Study Guide II
T:pes of Farms
I. Where are many truck farms located?
II. What buildings are found an a. dairy farm?
III.

Name four breeds of dairy cattle.

IV. That work is done by dairymen?
V. Describe the building
VI.

found on grain farms.

Describe a cattle ranch.

711. What -nor?: is done by cowboys?
VIII. Describe plantation homes.
IX. that are the

in crops raised an a plantation?

X. Name some products of a southern general farm.

Heferences for students:
A. I. Gates

et al., Jim and Judy (New York: The Macrlitan r'o , 1939),

P. 35.
Paul T. Hanna

et al., Peter's Family (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and

Co., 1942), pp. 8, L6, 34.
Gertrude Hildreth

et al., At Play (Atlanta: The John C. Winsten Co.,

19113), p. 30.
Lois Lenski, The Little warm (New 'for?: Oxford University Press, 19142).
H. S. Read, Grandfather's Farm (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,

1928).

References for teachers:
Arthur I. Gates, Daxn Our Street (New Yori:: The ya

co., 1939),

pp. 154, 157, 164.
Edna Johnson aid Carrie E. Scott, Antho1or7 cf Children's Literature
(Atlanta: ho:Thton Yifflin Co., 1935),

r

pp. 4c, 41) 42, 91, 514y

107,
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154, 157, 164, 793, 799, 814, 815.
Osbourne McConathy

et al., The Music Hour in the Kindergarten and

rrt Jrade (New York: Silver, Burdett and Co., 1929), PP. 141, 1143.
Subject Latter II
Types of Farms
I. Location of truck farms:
L.

Near large cities

B. in ram climates
1. Florida
2. ,'7.alifornia
II. B.;ildings found un a dairy farm:
A. Dairy barn

'

o. Silo
C. Fa -r'. house
D.

Garae.

III. Breeds of dairy cattle:
4

L.

Holstein

1. Jersey
C.

Guernsey

2. Ayrshire
IV. Work done by dairyment
A. Eilking cows

.1*

B.

Keeping equipment clean

S.

Pasteurizing milk

D.

Cieardmg barn

E.

Delivering milk
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V. Description of buildings found on grain far=:
A.

Large

B.

Attracttvc

VI. Description of a cattle rarch:
A.

Level, grassy 1;:i.nd

B.

At least 1000 acres

C. Long, low buildinge
1. Wooden
2.

de porches

1171. Work done by co*boys:

VI::.

A.

Herding cattle

B.

Branding cattle

Description of plantation homes:
A..

Large buildinzs

B.

Beautiful

C. Colonial sLyle
D. Wide lawns
TX. Lafn crops raised on a plantation:
A.

Tobacco

B.

Cotton

• Projucts of a southern general farn4
A.

Corn

B.

Peanuts

C.

Fruit

D.

Vertes

,
4

ts"••
ID

F•
G.

Hog3

r.
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Lctivities II
Types of Farms
I. Reading stories about work and fun an the farm, and

at children

can do to help. Finding many different kinds of grain, and learning the uses of each.

Obta-ining a boll of cotton, and planting

seeds. Watching the growth of cotton plants, and composing reading charts abou.,
,
- the things observed.
II.

Listening to stories about farm work and different types of farms.
7'4 11Hinc pictures of many kinds of farms, and discussing
the
differences. Viewing sound films and discussing the things learned.
Listening to poems about farm work,and the animals found on farms.
Viewing and discussing filmslides about the processes involved in
nanufacturing, meat-packing, milling, and sugar making.
a dairy, flour mill, and bakery, if possible.

Visiting

Composing charts

about things learned.
II1. Singing songs about farm life.
.::sing number wnrkbooks and me.nsuring to make farm buildin
gs.
V. Writing sir:OP sentences every day.
VI. Drawing free-hand pictures of farm scenes.

Making cotton and

grain charts. Eaking farm b”ildings of wood or cardboard.
711. 7iew1ng sound films: "Kids Must Eat," "Good Foods,"
and "Safety
at Play." Discussing the things learned from these
films.
Correlations II
Types of Farms
I. Reading:

Read stories about wor'.7 and fun an ti

children can dc to help.

f_n„1

anti

at

Compose stories abon', the growth of

cotton plants, for reading charts.
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II. Language: Listen to stories: "The Milk Man," "David, the Farm Boy,"
"Summer on the Farm," and many others.

Discuss the interesting

thirgs learned. Listen to poems about farm work, as: "The Raggedy
Man." Listen to fables: "The Boy and the Wolf," and "The Farmer
and the Lark."

View sound films: "Meat for America," "A Planter

of Colonial Virginia," and "The Wheat Farmer."

Discuss the things

learned. View filmslides: "Cotton Manufacture," "Flour Mi314nc,w
"Meat Packing," and nany others. Visit a dairy, flour mill, and
bakery, if possible.

Compose charts about the things learned.

III. Music: Sing scngs: "The Friendly Cauln and "gy Hen."

Review

the singing games: "The Farmer in the Dell," and "Can I Show You
How the Farner Sore His Barley and Wheat?"
IV. Numbers:

Use number workbooks, and measure to make farm buildings.

V. Writing: Write simple sentences each day ab:l_t the work being.-...one.
VI. Art:

Draw free-hand pictures of farm scenes. Make cotton and grain

charts. Make farm buildings of wood or cardboard.
VII. Health:

View sound films: "Kids Vust Eat," "Good Foods," and

"Safety at Play."

Discuss the things learned.

Work Sheet II
Types of Ferns
I. Directions:

Underline the correct answers:

1. Does ntlk make Children grow?

Yes

No

2. Is cotton raised on a plantation?

Yes

No

3.

Yes

No

L. Should milk be pasteurized?

Yes

No

E. Is

Yes

Ko

Are cattle ranches large?

sugar cane raised in the South?
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II.

Directions: Fill in the blanks fro= the list below, with words
wnich make the statements true:
1. Cheese is made from
2. YiTh mnst be kept very

3. Milk makes strong
4. Most dairy far= have a
.uairymen must get up
clean

bones

silo

Key to Work Sheet II
Types of Farms

1. Yes

1. =ilk

2. Yes

2. clean

3. Yes

3. bores

7.. Yes

L. silo

.Yes

5. early
Study Guide III
Plants That Give Us Food

I. what are the parts cf a plant2
TT
T7T.

TV.

Name five kinds cf roots that give us food.
Name four kinds cf stems that give us food.
at are six kinds cf leaves that give us food?

V. ;:arie three kinds of buds that 74 ve us food.
VI. rhat are three kinds or flomtre that give
us food?
VII. ran.e four types cf seeds that give us
ford.!.
Lf cereals?

!b.!
natare .LVE
.L
lands
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7111. Wh2.t art two vegetable fruits?
7-C,

Nan-- six kinds of berries.

X. Naze six citrus fruits.
XI. Wnat are the nanes of six tropical fruits?
References for students:
H. A. Carpenter

et al., Adventures in Science (New York: Allyn and

Bacon, 19140), pp. 6-16, 28, 29, 146.
Warren Knox

et al., The Wcmideraorld of Science, Book I (New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons, 19140), pp. 22, 101,
103, 108, 112.
Mae EcOrory, Plants That Give Us Food, Unit Stu4y Book
No. 204
(Columbus: ,%merican Education Press, 1933).
C. C. rilson

et al., Our Good Healt',, Book I (Indianapolis: Bobbs-

Yerri_Ll Co., 1942), pp. 7, 30, 86.
References for teachers:
Carolyn S. Bailey and Clara IL. Lewis, For the Childr
en's Hour (New
York: Vilton Bradley Cc., 1921), PP.

58, 64.

J. Y. Beaty, Story Pictures of Farm Foods (Chica
co: Beckley-Cardy Co.,
1941)E. H. Howard, Hon V;e Get Our .t,cod (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Co.,
1939).
The Prina.77 Eanual l Cur,
-:culum Bulletin No. 95 (Cincinnati: The
Cincinnati Public Schools, 1946),
pp. 338-339.
Subject Matter III
Plants That Give
I. The parts of a plantt

lir

Foo4
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B. Stems
C.

Leaves

D. Buds
7•
E.

Flowers

F. Seeds
II.

aoots that give us focd:
A.

Turnips

B.

Carrots

C.

Radishes

D. Beets
E.

Sweet potatoes

III. Stems that give us food:

Celery
C.

Asparagus

D.

Sugar cane

17. Leaves that give us food
.c
A
Lettu
e
t's

Spinach

C.

Cabbage

D.

Collards

E.

Kale

F.

Chard

V. Buds that give uz food:
L. Asparaclis
B.

Lruzsels sprouts

C.

Cabba::e
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VI. Flowers that rive us food:
A.

Cauliflower

B.

Artichoke

C. Broccoli
VII. Seeds that give us food:
A. Peas
B. Beans
C.

Cereals
1. Corn
2. Wheat

3. Oats

4. Rye
5. Rice
D. Nuts
Vegetable fruits:
A. Tomatoes
B.

Egg plants

IX. Berries:
A. Stlawberries
B. Raspberries
C. Dewberries
D. Blackberries
E. Huckleberries
F. Gras
.:-:.

Citrus 4.. 4.
A. Orr.nges

r.

Grapefruit
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C. Tangerines
D.

Kumquats

E.

Liras

F.

Lemons

XI. Tropical fruits:
A.

Dates

3. Figs
C.

L:angous

D.

Bananas

E. Pineapples
F.

Avocado pears

Activities III
Plants That Give Us Food
I. Reading stories and poems about plants that give us food, in
science and :library book!.
II.

Listening to stories about foods, and dramatizing the story of
"Bobby and the Big Red Apple."
and vegetables.

the value of fruits
Jiscussing
-

Learning the names of many kinds of cereals.

Visiting a citrus grove Cr sugar rill.
Reviering songs previously learned.
IV.

Counting the different kinds of fruit and vegetables known to the
class.

Usin7; workbooks, and daily experiences rith numbers.

Plantinc seeds and keeping records.
V. Writing lists of fruit and vegetables for booklets. Writing short
sentences about roods perticularly enjoyed.
I. 7.)rar-3.n7 and coloring pictures of fruits ancl vef,etales.
fruit basets of construction paper, and pasting brirhtl

colored
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cut-cut pictures of fruit inside. Making booklets and writing
names of fruits and vegetables under each picture. Yodeling fruits
with clay.

Viewing, and discussing the pictures, "Peace and

Plenty," and "Tired Cleaners."
VII. Reading stories in health textboolLs about good foods.

Correlations III
Plants That Give Us Food
I. Reading: Poems about food, as: "theat," "Lettuce," "Sweet Corn,"
and others. Read in science books about garden helpers, such as
toads, earthworms, and birds.

Read about "Food Plants," "WherelTe

Get Our Food," and "Farm Plants and Animals."

Read library books

about plants that give us food.
II. Language:

Listen to stories about foods, and dramatize the story

of "Bobby and the Big Red Apple."
of "The Gingerbread Boy."

Have children re-tell the story

Discuss the value of fruits and

vegetables, and makc a list of cereals.

Visit a citrus grove and

sugar mill, if possible.
III. 11Usic:

Sing songs about the farm that have been previously learned.

IV. Numbers:

Count the different kinds of fruits and vegetables listed

on the blackboard.

Use workbooks, and continue to use nurbers in

everyday emperiences. Plant seeds, and keep records.
V. Writing: Write lists cf fruit and vegetables for booklets. Write
short sentences about foods:
VI. Lrt:

Drar and color pictures of fruits and vegetables. Lake

fruit baskets, and paste the pictures inside. Yodel fruits with
clay.

Vic, and discuss the pictures "Peace and Plenty," and

"Tired Gleaners."
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VII.

Health:

--;ead stories about good foods.

Work Sheet III
Flants That Give Us Food
I.

II.

Directions:

Underline the correct answers:

1. Do we get sugar from plants?

Yes

No

2. Is a carrot a root?

Yes

No

3. Do people eat spinach leaves?

Yes

No

4. Is broccoli a -flower?

Yes

No

5.

Yes

No

BO pineapples gram on trees

Underline the word mil_ich mai,ms each statement true:
1. Hominy is made from (corn, wheat, oats).
The grain which grows on little stems is (oats, corn, barley).

2.

3. The grain which grows in wet grolLnd is (ryc, rice, wheat).

4.

A tropical fruit is a (peach, mango, cherry).

5.

A citrus fruit is a (pear, apple, lemon).

Key to Work Sheet III
21ants That Give Us Food
I.
1. Yes

1. corn

2. Yes

2. oats

3. Yes

3. rice

L.

L. maago

Yes
_
o

_eroln
1
Stud:
, Guirie TV
thmrAr.imal PrimTio

I. What farri ar:1_7als are used

or plcuring?
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II. That farm an4,16,--1J9 are used for food?
III. Name two farm animals that give us =ilk.
IV. Name five animal friends which give us eggs.
V. 'Which farm aniials give us leather?
VI. Nate three ways in which a dug can be helpful.
VII. Name eight farm nets.
VIII. How does the farmer care for his ani-n, friends?
What can children do to help rith their care?

:teferences for students:
K. E. Agnew and U. Coble, 3
.
12a Animals on the Farm (New York: 'World
Book Co., 1933).
U. W. Brown, Baby Animals (New York: Random House, 1941).
Paul R. Hanna

et al., David's Friends at School (Atlanta: Scott,

Foresman and Co., 1936), pp. 32, 98, 106, 106, 131.
Gertrude Hildreth
1940), PP.

et al., At Play (Atlanta: The John C. Winston Co.,

34, 35, 40, 42.

Mabel O'Donnell and Alice Carey, Da'
,in and 2-Ez Out (Evanston: Roa
Peterson and Co.,

1938), pp. 66, 72, 86.
, Round About (Evanston: Row, Peterson

and Co., 1935), pp. 64,

71, 74, 100.

::),efenences for teachers:
William E. Burkar.1„ Health Stories and Practice (New York: Lyons
and Carnahan Co., 1931),

pp. 39, 199.

Edna Johnson and Carrie E. Scott, L.nz,olozy of C!,'lrgren's Liter ture
(;.tlanta: Houghton Yifflin Co., 1935), pp. 90, 91,

148, 814, 815, 817, 818.

94, 97, 96, 133,
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Alice Riley and Jessie L. Gaynor, Songs of the Child World, Book III
(Philadelphia: The John Church Co., 1927), pp.

rrio

i)1

J. Lillian Vandevere, The Instructor Rhythm Band Book (Dansville:
F. A. Omen Publishing Co., 1935), PP. 14, 30/ 35.
Subject Vatter IV
Our Anima Friends
T•

Farm animals used fcr plowtng:
A. Horses

::. Farm animAl

used for food:

A. Cattle
B. Sheep
Hogs
D. Poultry
E. Rabbits
Farm animals that give us nil?:
A.

Come

7;.

Goats

z-nimal friends which g:Ive us eggst
A. Hens
2. Ducks
Turkeys
D. Ceese
E. Gulneas
Farm animals which give us leather:
A.
E. Goats

2.36

C•

CanCS

VI. Wars in which a dog can be helpful:
A. He can protect the home
E.

He can guard animals

C.

He can drive caws and sheep

VII. Farm pets:
A. Puppies
B. Kittens
C. Rabbits
D. Squirl-els
E. Las
F. Ponies
G. Ducklings
H.

Chicks

VIII. How the farmer cares for his an-i-P7 friends:
A. He feeds and waters them
B.

He keens then clean

CI •

He ;....eps their houses clean and camfortable

D. He tn.tats then kindly
II. Things children can ob help Ir-Lth their care:
A. Fec,2. and vater pets
B.

Keep their houses clean

C.

Be krld to than

Activities IV
Our Animal Friends
Readinr stories about pets, in library books and textbcol:7;.
II. Listenin- to stories and noes about animal friends. Telling
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stories of their awn pets.

Viewing sound films about pets, and

discussing their habits, food, and care. Visiting a hatchery, if
possible.

Dramatizing stories about arrIrAl friends. Planning a

pet parade and sham.
III. Singing songs about aninal friends.

Reviewing songs about farm

life. Playing farm. songs with rhythm band instruments.
TV.

Solving simple problems about animal friends. Binrr food for pet
rabbit, and counting the change. Continuing the use of number
wornooks.

V.

Writing short sentences about pets. Copying names of ar'rl friends
for booklets.

VI.

Drawing pictures of animal friends, and modeling them with clay.
1iaking booklets of many different kinds of pets. hang cages fcr
pet sham.

VII.

Listening to health stories and disoussi47 the necessity for
cleanliness in the care of pets.

hrrelations :V
Our Animal vriends
I.

Reading:

Read stories about pet

and rabbits.
II. Language:

chicks, ducks, ponies,

Read about thn fun children can have on a farm.

Listen to stories and poems about animal friends.

Dramatize stories, as: 'The Three Billy Goats Gruff," and "HennyPenny."

Tell stories of own pets, and discuss the things obila,
-en

can do to help with their care. Plan a
Write short sentence 7: about pets.

*W I-

,
parade,
• and

%.0

View sound films: "Shel;
- , Via

Farm Doc," and u?--ny Rabbit." Discuss the thdmcs learned. Visit
a hatchery, if possible.
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Sir

III. 7Zusic:

songs about animal friends, and review farm scees

previously leerned.

Play Anythel band numbers: "The Happy Farmer,"

aid "Country Gardens."
Solve simple nroblems about animal frienas.

IV. 1:uMbers:

count chenge correctly.

Learn to

Use nuMber workbooks.

V. Writing: Write. short sentences about pets. Copy names of pets
fer booklets.
VI.

Art:

Draw pictures of animal friends, and model them with clay.

Kake booklets, showing many different kinds of pets. Lake cages
for pet show, Study famous paintings of areal friends: "3ringing
Home the Newborn Calf,"

by "Yllet, and "3ey With Rabbit," by

Raeburn.
VII.

Health:

Listen to stories:

Circus."

gA Visit to the Country," and "The

Discuss the necessity for cleaelieless arid kindness in

the care of pets.

Work Sheet 77
Oar Animal Friends
I. Directions: Underline the correct answers:
1. Is tne meat of sheep called veal?

Yes

No

2. Is tee meat of hogs called beef?

Yes

No

3.

Yes

No

get wool from sheep?

Yes

No

be'e7 chicks like to swim?

Yes

No

Do we get leather from the skin of goats?

L. Do we
5. Do
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II. Directions: Fill each blank with the correct word from the list
below:
1. A baby caw is called a
.

2. A baby sheep is called a

3. A baby goat is aalled a

4.

A baby horse is called a

5. A

baby dog is called a

lauPPy

colt

waif

lamb

kid

Key to Work Sheet IV
Our Animal Friends

1. NO

1. calf

2. ro •

2. lamb

3. Yea

3. kid

4. Yes

4. cat

5. No

S. puppy
C'..1.1minot5ng Activities
Farm Life

I. Having a pet parade and shawl with all primary grades taking part.
II. Giving an assembly program:
,
Rhythm band numbers: The Happy Farmerjuand Country GardenS.
B. Dramatizations: "The Three Billy Goats :3ruff," and Henry-Penny."
" are "Potatoes.'
Choral readings: "The Raggedy Lan,
D. Songs: "The Friendly Cow," and "gy Hen.'
•

Readings: "The By and the

and "Farewell to the Farmin

4

Outcomec of the Unit
Farm Life
I.

Knowledge and understanding of:
Farm life through the ages
1. Life of the earliest famtErs:
a. Homes
(1) Grade huts
(2) Little furniture
b. Food
(1) Fish
(2) Gane
(3) Grain
(11) Vegetables
c. Farm impleLents
(1) Crude wooden plows
(2) Sickles
(3) Flails
2. Life of pioneer farm2rs:
a. Homes
(1) Loz;
(2) Hand—made furniture
(3) Crude equipment
(a) vir7.1ace for cooking
(b) Candles for lighting
(c) Spl=i7.7 wheel

(c)

Loom

b. Food
(1) Fish

•

4,0,1

2141
(2) Game

(3) Poultry
(4) Pork
(5) Beef
(:.S) Katton
c. Farm implements
(1) Plows
(2) Sickles
(3) Hoes

3. Homes

of modern farmers:

a. Houses
(1) Weil-built
(2) Comfortable
(3) Convenient
b. Furnishings
(1) Modern
(2) Appropriate
2

4. Electrical aznliances

awned by modern farmers:

a. Refricrgrator
1), Stove
Washing machine
d. Churn
e. Automatic water heater
Vacutm clea:lor
J. Fan
h. Toastcar
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5. Buildings found

on modern farms:

a. Barn
b. Granary
c. Silo
d. Machine shed
e. Sheep shed
C. Chicken house
g. Hog houses
h. Garage

6. Machines used on modern farms:
a. Electri- milker
b. Tractor
c. Cultivator
d. Harr=
e. Potato planter
f. Corn planter
G. Corn harvester
h. Binder
i. Combine
j. Silo filler

7. Modes of transportation used by modern farmers:
a. Automobiles
(1) Pleasure car
(2) Truck
Station wagon
Q0 Pun
b. Tr4ins

c. Airpianes

8. Co---7-Tanication on the modern
a.

ric.:11 route

b. Telep!.oz-ie
9. ktodern rural schools
a. Consolidated
b. C omfortable
c.

1:odera conve.niences

d. Lunchrooms
e. Large playgrounds
'9.

Types of farms
1. Location of truck farms:
a. Near large cities
b. In wz.
,rm climates
(1) Florida
(2) Califo-nia
2. liu.ilctings found on a dairy farm:
a. Dedry barn
b. Silo
c. Farm house
d. Garage

3. Breeds of dairy cattle t
a. Holsteilt
b. .Yersef

C. C•uerns,
t,i
d•

L. Work

hi-rte

done ty lar:mtaet

21414

a. 1,..f.11c1n.: cows
b. Keeping eouipment clean
c. Pasteurizing, milk
d. Cleaning barn
e. Delivering milk
5. Description of buildings found cn grain farm:
a. Large
b. Attractive
c.
6. Eescription of a cattle ranch:
a. Level, grass:,, land
b. At least 1000 acres
c. Long, low b'ildings
(1) Wooden
(2) Wide porches
7. 1.7orl: done by cowboys:
a. '',eriing cattle
b. Branding cattle
8. -,e5criptior of plantation hares:
a. Large buildings
P.:eautif-a
c. Colonial style
d. Wide lerns
9. Jain crops raised on a plantation:
a. Tobacco
b. Cotton
10. Prodzcts of a scr,thern general fa7
a. Corn
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b. Peanuts
c. Vegetables
d. Fruit
e. Sugar cane
f. Poultry
g. Hogs
C. Plants that give us food
1. The parts of a plant:
a. Roots
b. Stems
c. Leaves
d. Buds
e. Flowers
f. Seeds
2. Roots that give us food:
a. Turnips
b. Carrots
c. Radishes
d. Beets
e. Sweet potatoes

3. Stems that give ur foods
a.

nions

b. Celery'
C. Asparagus
d. Sugar cane

4. leaves

that give us food:

a. Lettuce

21;6
b. Spinach
c. Cabbagi
d. Collards
e. Kale
f. Chard
5. Buds that give us food:
a. Asnaragus
b. 2russe1s sprouts
c. Cabbage

6. Flowers that give us food:
a. Cauliflower
b. 4;rtichoke
c. Broccoli
7. Seeds that give us food:
a. Peas
b. Fez...rs
c. Cereals:
(1) Corn
(2) Wheat
(3) Oats
(4) RYo
(5) Rice
d. Nuts

8. Vegetable fruits:
a. Tonatoes
b. Egg plants

9. Berries:
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a. Stre*berries
b. Raspberries
c. 5e4berries
d. Blackberries
e. Huckleberries
f. Grapes
10. Citrus fruits:
a. Oranges
b. Grapefruit
c. Tangerines
d. Kumquats
C. Limes
f. Lemons
11. Tropiccl fruits*
a. Detest
b. Figs
c. Uancoes
d. Bananas
e. Pineapples
f. knocado pears
D.

Our animal friends
1. Farm anina3n used for plcwingt
a. R'orses
b. W140
2. Farn ar.inzas uzed fer foorAt
G

f' £.&

b. S111)

C.
d. Poultry
e. Rabbits

3. Farr an;rolq that give us milk:
a. Cots
b. Goats

4. Ar4rAl

'r ends which give uz eggs:

a. Hens
b. Ducks
c. Turkeys
d. Geese
e. Guineas

5. Farr. animals which give us leather:
a. Sheep
b. Goats
c. Caws
6. Ways in which a dog can be helpful:
4.t.k

a. He can protect the home
b. He can Guard animals
c. He can drive caws and

7. 'Farm pets:
a. Puppies
b. Kittens
c. Rabbits
d. Squirrels
c.
Pcr.f.r-e.
E. Due:ling:.

:,•Tote
Ipk';11.t"r"

shecT
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h. Chicks

8. iow- the farmer cares for animal rends:
a. He feeds and waters then
b. He keeps them clean
c. He keeps their houses clean and comfortaLle
d. He treats them kindly
9. Things children can do to help with their caret
a. Feed and wmter pets
b. Keep their houses clean
c. Be kind to them
II. Attitue2s toward:
A. Having increased interest in farm life
B. Having increased respect for farm workers
C. Having an increased interest in the study of foods
D. A villirgness to eat healthful foods
Having an increased interest in animals
F. A willingness to care for otr pr7ts
J•

Having an increased interest ir the value cf birds

H. Having a greater interest in reading for information
I. Eeir- unselfish with tools and materials
J. Having pleasure in creative expression
Habits afs
A. Respecting the ability of farm workers
B. Being polite an visitb to places of interRst
C. Eating foodc wtieh promote. health
D. Wearing appropritLe clothin%
E. Ohs,7rving heath and safety mace
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1:Ind to animals

Di•

G.

Carfr:, for own nets

F.

Doing tasks cheerfully

I.

Making plans and carrying them out

J.

Workinc cooncratively mith others

Appreciations for:
A.

The farm, as a source of food and clothing

B. The Tror

of tho farmr and his helpers

The faithfulness cf farn animals
D.

The conveniences enjoyed by modern farmers

E. Ilachinery mhic'r. makes fam work easier
F. The value of healthful foods
Sanitary precautions in handlirg of foods
Al].H
I.

agencies mtich aid the farmer

The economic value of birds

J. The vleasures of fart life

loAes to other Units
This is to bc

last unit of the year, but the study of farm 2ire

could eas4,77. lead - -) a unit an pots, birds, or flowers.

Teacher Ealuation
cf the unit on
Farm Life
:0 whet extent:
Does it involve a varietT of direct
sensor:, er.periPnces?
2. Does it trove for some free, informal
association of the pupils?

D. 7.c. C.

F.

I
! ../

I

I

1t y

1
i

14
I

NaTE

P.

1

-1,--
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3. Does it provide an opportunity for

EX. V.C.

G.

manipulation or bodily activity/

4. Do

the parts cf the unit make a
coherent rtcle?

i

5. Does

it provide for a considerable
amount cf pupil activity/

i

6. Does it contain an anticipated out—
come that is satisfactory/

7. DOES it pre\i.de sufficient concrete

J

and illustrative materials?

8. Toes the unit of work have a usef4,11

i

purpose in the present cr future life
cf the student?

9. Does it reproduce actual life

J I

situations as far as possible?
10. Does it utilize materials as they
occur in life and in the books
being used?
11. Does it contain accurate infomaticn?

1
..,

12. ibes it provide an opportunity for
the pupil to originate, plan, and
dLrect th,
: activity, as fa5 as
possible?

..;

13. Does it provide opportunity to judge,
choose, and evaluate?
14. Is it within the available time
limit fer inn unit?
15.

IF the em:positicn clear enough to
make it possible far another teacher
to put the unit into practice if she
so desires?

J
-1

16. Is it clearly- stated relere materiels
may be obtained?
17. Lxe the references comnlete and enact?

,
,

—
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Final Cheol:-up Tests
Unit V
Farm Life
I. Knowledge and understanding:
A. Directions:

Underline tlie correct answers:

1. Did farmers once use wooden plows?

Yes

No

2. Did pioneers live in log cabins?

Yes

No

3. Do go ocl roads help farmers?

Yes

No

4. Was cloth once snade in the hones?

Yes

No

5. Is cheese nade from milk/

Yes

No

6. Does 7-113: make stron: bones?

Yes

No

7. toes sugar

Yes

No

8. Is meal made from wheat?

Yes

no

9. Does rice grow in wet ground?

Yes

No

Yes

No

00=B

from a plant?

10. Are raisins dried plurs?

Directions: If a statenent is true, put a T in the blank;
ir it is not true, pit an F:
I. Vol comes from a sheep.
2. A baby goat is called a 1P-h

3. A baby horse is called a colt.
4. A baby sheep is called a kid.
5. A baby clog is called a PuPPY•
6. A baby hog is called a Pi7,•
7

A baby goose is called a chick.

8. Me

neat of a clf is called

9. The meat of a hoz is called beef.
10.

moat cf a sheen is called rutton.
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II.

Attitudes:
Directions:

Underline theccrrect answers:

1. Do you have a great interest in farm life?

Yes

No

2. De you have a great respect for farm workers?

Yes

No

3. no you have an interest in the study of foods?

Yes

No

4. Are you

Yes

No

5. Do you have an increased interest in animals?

Yes

No

6. Arc you willing to care for your own pets?

Yes

No

7. Are you interested in the value of birds?

Yes

No

8. Are you interested in reading about farm life?

Yes

No

9. Are you willing to share tools and materials?

Yes

No

Yes

No

11ing to eat healthful foods?

10. Db you enc,- dray .g and making things?
III.

Habits:
Direct!

s: Put a T in the blank if a statenent is true, arr' an

F if it fs not true:
1. I have the habit of respectinz the ability of others.
2. I have the habit of being polite at all times.

3. I have the habit of eating healthful foods.
4.

have the habit of mearing suitable clothing.
I have the habit of keeping safety rules.

6. I have the habit of being kind to animals.
7. I have the habit of caring for my own pets.

3. I have the habit of doing tas%s cheerflly.
9. I have the habit of carrying out my plans.
10. I have the habit cf working well with
3
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DLrections: 'JnderlIne the correct anFw(.rs:

Yes

No

1. Do you appreciate the fart and its products?

Yes

No

2. Lb you appreciate the farm workers?

yes

No

3. Do you appreciate the work of animals?

Yes

No

4. Do

Yes

No

Yes

No

6. Do you appreciate the value cf good foods?

Yes

No

1. Do you appreciate clean, fresh foods?

Yes

No

8. Do you appreciate bureaus vthich help farmers?

Yes

No

9. Do you appreciate the value of birds to farmers? Yes

No

5.

you appreciate the conveniences of farm life?

Do you aprreciate farm machinery/

10. Do you appreciate the pleasures of far. life?

Key to Final Check-up Tests
Farm Life
I.
A. 1. Yes

B. 1. T

2. Yes

2. F

3. Yes

3.

Li. Yes

F

5. Yes

5. T

6. Yes

6. T

7. Yes

7. F

C. No
9. Yes
10.

4

.T

Yes

No

25,5

V

U.

72,cre -rill be no ke:: to the attitudes test, because each
may react differently to the questions.

1. T

1. Yes

2. T

2. Yes

3. T

3. Ye
Yes

L. T

S. T

5.

6. T

6. Yes

7. T

7.

3. T

S. Yes

9. T

9. Yes

10. T

10. Yes

Yes

7;7 s

Bibliography for Teachers
for the unit
Farm Life
Raney, Carolyn S., and Lends, Clare E., For the Childrents Hour (New
York: Milton Bradley Co., 1921).
Barrcmm, Marjorie, One Hundred Pest Poems for Boys
• and Girls (Racine:
Whitman Publishing Co., 1930).
Beaty, J. Y., Story Pictures of Farm Foods (Chick7o: Beckley—Cardy Co., 1941).
Burkard, IV. E., Health Stories and Practice (Ner York: Lyons and Carnahan
Cc., 1931).
Childcraft, Poern cf Sarlv Childhood, Vol. I (Chicago: The Quarrie
Corporation, 1939).
Curricul-an Bulletin 1;o. 95, The Prfmarr Manual (Cincinnati: The Cincinnati
Public Schools, 1946).
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Hader, L,erta and Elmer, The Farmer in the Dell (New York: The
Macr-Illan
f

•

Howard, E. H., How We Get Our Food (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Co., 1939).
Jeanscn, Edna, and Scott, Carrie E., Anthology of Children's
Literature
(Atlanta: Houghton Mifflin Co.• 1935).
LcConat, Oshourne

et al., The Music Hour in the Kindergarten and First

Grade (New York: Silver, Burdett and Co., 1929).
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Bibliography for Students
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et al., The Wonderworld of Science, Book I (New York:
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CEA= IV
FNALUATIO7: OF T:E
COURSE CP STUDY
To Yllat extent:

V.G. C.

I. Does the course of study contain an
introductory chapter stating:

7,
•

P.
I

A. Introduction to the course of study?

./ !

1. Reason for omitting the folio-.
ing in the local course of study:

;

1
I

;It

.

;

'
.

1

a. Diagram or chart?

1

'

b. Steps in curriculum building?

I

1

vi

c. Philosophy of education?

I
i

d. Principles to guide the progran

/ ,
I

1
I

14-

e. Terminology?
f. Objectives of education?

1

4
4

i

i
I
4
7

I I
Ii

g. Objectives of subject?
2. Objectvas for each unit?

3.

U.•

1
e_i i 1

Structural pattern for a unit?

4. Criteria

..
:

of a unit of work?

Does the course of study contain unit
organization:

1

;I

Ii

1

i
I

I

1

I

I

'
l

!

I;
I

C. Table of Contents?

i

D. Criteria of the Unit?

T
./ '

1

4
Ii

.

,

i

i
;

I

Objective:
1. Listed under':

,

t

:

E. Central Then'71
F.

i
i
r

A— Title?
B. Introduction?

1'

L

25,.c

rdwink..

071:2,

V.G.

a. Kr.f/7;ledge ard Imderstanding cf?
b. Attitude toward?
C. Habit of?
d. Appreciation for?
G.

Approaches:
1. Pupil suggested?
2. Suggested by the lay public?

3.
H.

Teacher suggested ?

Development or procedure through
1. Stud:i guides including:
a. Questianspertaining to
subject matter?
b. FnecifLo references?
c. Suggesed problems and
activities?
2. Subji-J-i; tivttter listed under:
a. Knorledge and understanding of?
b. At'.:itudes tormard?
••••••••••

c. Habiiscf?
d. Appreci;ition for?
3. Actirtties, projects, and
problems for the purpose of:
a. Crating interest?
b. Increas7:ng pupil interest
tIrrcrugh pupil activity?
c. Broadening field for the
more capable student?
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EX. V. G.

L.

Correlations with the other
courses:

raa,

G. F. P.

1

a. Reading?

.)

b. Language?

J

C. rusio?
d. Numbers?

1

11

e. Writing?
f.

I

g. Health?

5. Work

sheets to enable students
to check their progress through
completion of a given task and
to aid the teacher in teaching
the student what he needs?

• :41

I.

,

Culminating activity:

.i

1. Sgested by student?
2. Supervision or suggestions by
the teacher?
J.

Outcomes to be listed specifically
under:

-1

1. Knon-ledge and understanding of?

i

2. Attitudes tomard?

K.

3. Habits of?

I

4. Appreciation for?

..,

Leads to other units through
suggestions by:

1
;

I
1

'
'I
1

A

._
.1

1. Students?

—1
2. The la7 public?

3. Teacher?

[

L_

[ j I
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D. V.G. G. F. P. NONE
L. Ea1uation--meas-aring results?
M. Bibliography listed alphabetically
with pace numbers and authors
clearly indicated:
1. Teacher?

J

2. Pupil?

J

III. Does the course of study contain a
means of evaluation?

.

_

../
,

TV. Does the course of study contain a
bibliography:

,

A. Listed in alphabetical order for:
1. Teacher?
2. Pupil?
B. Many text books to take care of
correlated materials?

_
I
./

i
I

,
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CHAPTER V
Sinf.c.A.RY
Chapter I is composed of the Introduction
to the Thesis as a

ole.

These are the items that are discussed
in Chapter 1:
1. What prompted the study
2. Statement cf the problem

3. Scope of study
/!. Sources of data
5. Technique of treatment

6. Summary of similar studies
7. Chapter summary
An introduction to the Course cf Stu
dy is the title of Chapter II.
The content of this chapter is as
follows:
1. Reason for leaving out the ful disc
l
ussion of the
diagram, steps in curriculum building,
philosophy
of education, principles to ride
the program,
terminology, objectives of education,
and objectives
of the subject, with a short statem
ent about each one.
2. The obj,nt'ves for sociAl stud
ies outlined under the
following heladincs:
a. Knowledge and understanding
of
b. Attitudes towLrd
c. Habits e
d. Appreciation fcr

3. The structural pattern fcr the uni
t:
a. Title
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b. Introduction
c. Table of cor:,:ents
d. Criteria
e. Grade placement—Time allotrnt
f. Central there
G. Objectives:
(1) Knowledge and understanding of
(2) Attitudes toward
(3) Habits of
(0 Appreciation for
h. Approaches
Development or procedure through:
(1) Study guides
(2) Suliject matter
(3) Activities
(4) Correlations

(5) Worl-

sheets

j. Culminating activities
k. Outcomes
1. Leads to other units
m. Fvaluatlaa
(1) Teacher tests
(2) Pupil tests
n. 3ibliogra:Ohy
(1) Teaeler
(2) Pupil
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Chapter III is made up of the Development of a Course of Study into
Units. There arc five units in the entire course of study. These five units
comprise the first grade social studies course:
Unit I - - - - ;.one Life
Unit II - - - Safety Education
Unit III Unit IV

- Community Lire

- - - Transportation

Unit V - - - - Farm Life
The units in Chapter III for the course of study are developed
according to the plan set up for the pattern of unit constr
uction in
Chapter U.
Chapter17 deals with a check sheet for evaluating the course of
study
after it has been completed. This check sheet fits
the arrangement of the
course of studL.
Lech part is checked by the sheet.
Chapter V il the summarization of the entire piece of
work.
Chapter VI is the bibliography listing the sources cf
all the data,
with the author, title, publishing company, and
the year of publication
for each of the references.
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